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SELF-INDICATING WEIGHING MACHINE
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LOADED TRUCKS.

The ACTUAL NET WEIGHT is

INDICATED AUTOMATICALLY hy the Machine itself.
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An Illustrated Technical Monthly, dealing with the Engineering,

Electrical, Shipbuilding, Iron 6 Steel, Mining, 6 Allied Industries.

DAVIDGE PAGE, Editor,

Clun House. Surrey Street. Strand, London. W.C.

Telephone \o. : av) GKHUARD.
Telegraphic and Cable Address

:

SINEWY, LONDON."

ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Subscription Rates per Year.
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months, post free. Sample Copies, Is. 6d.. post free.
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Engineers' Tools. Also for Circular of the Latest New Petroleum

Oil Engines (Two Patents, 1902).

BRITANNIA ENGINE AND TOOL FACTORY.
COLCHESTER, ENGLAND.

'"^THOMPSON" DISH ENDED
LANCASHIRE BOILERS

can be supplied ex-stocK. Advantages : Overcomes
grooving on end plate and craching of flue flanges:

freedom for expansion : no stay plates or leaKy stay

rivets: firebox easily cleaned.

JOHN THOMPSON, WOLVERHAMPTON

Editorial.—All coiiniiiiin'calioiis intended for fublica-

tioii slioiild be written on one side of the faper only,

and aditressed to " The Editor."

Any contributions offered, as likely to interest cither home
or foreign readers, deatini; with the industries coixrcd

by llu ilasiazine, slionld be accompanied by stamped

and addressed envelope for the return of the MSS. if

rejected. When payment is desired this fact should

be stated, and the full name and address 0/ tlie writer

should appear on the MSS.

The copyrisiht of any arUclc appearing, is vested in the

pro/irielors of PAGE'S Magazine /(; tlie atisence of any
ivntten agreement to the contrary.

Correspondence is invited from any person upon

subnets of interest to the engineering coniniunity. In

all cases this must be accompanied by full name and
address of the writer, not necessarily for publication,

but as a proof of good faith. No notice whatever can

be taken of anonymous communications.

Second Edition, Ra'isc'd. Price ~s. 6d.
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By EWING M.^THESON, M.Inst.C.E.

The Principles which should guide the Writing off for wear and

tear, Obsolete plant ; Terminable or wasting properties ; Effect on
Income-tax ; Value defined as for Compulsory purchase ; Going concern,
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" A successful attempt to systematise existing inrormation and to make it

possilMe to arrive at unifonuity ami accuracy in ni,iking up bat,ince sheets for

valuations. The work is unique of its kiiia."—//(c En^iKttr.

E. & F. N. SPON. 125. Strand, London.

LECTRICAL ENGINEER (25),
who h.is just completed tr.uning. seeks work and further
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MATMOkN. LEHUS.

SURFACE ENGINE WITH SHAFT PUMPS.

PLUNGER
PUMPS.

PUMPING
MACHINERY

Specialities—

DIFFERENTIAL PUMPING ENGINES.

ROTATIVE PUMPING ENGINES.
Horizontal and Vertical.

Compound and Triple.

&} .«J

BUCfET
LIFTS.

HYORflULie PUMPS.
UNDERGROUND PUMPS.
ELEGTRie PUMPS.
WATER WORKS PLANT.

HATHORN.DAVEY&CO..
LIMITED,

LEEDS,

ENGLAND.
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New Model
TYPEWRITER.

The "LIGHT-RrNXINCJ
YOST," so termed because of

the SMOOTHNESS, QUIET-
NESS, and SWIFTNESS of

its workinij, is the latest model
of the well-known YOST,
famous for the clearness and
neatness of its writing, conse-
quent upon its types communi-
catin,i; direct with the paper.
Many valuable improvements
liave been effected and there are
some leatures entirely new to

writini; machines.

Send for Illustrated Booklet
which gives Detail.

The Yost
Typewriter Co., Ltd.,

SO, lio/born Viaduct,

London, E.C.

Save £9 and a lot of EMPIRE TYPEWRITER.
worry, and buy an

The Machine With ALL the Writing in Sight.

Price

£13 2s. 6d.

complete.

Contractors to li.M. Oovernment.

NOT
5UUPA55ED

BY ANY MACHINE
IRRESPECTIVE

or PRICE.

T^ Empire Typewriter Syndicate, U±i
IbeaO ©tficc : 77, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

BIRMINGHAM-+3, Temple Street.

BRISTOL—9, John Street.

HANLEY-Post OfTice Buildings.
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Branches or Agencies:
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MANCHESTER-49, Corporation Street.

LEEDS— 17, East Parade.
BRADFORD 35, Charles Street.

GLASGOW-87, West George Street.

NOTTINGHAM-48, Parliament Street.

LEICESTER—34, Charles Street.

DUBLIN-Wellington Quay.

And throughout the World.
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United Kingdom Self-.Adjusting Anti-Friction Metallic Packing

Syndicate. 14, Cook Street, Liverpool.
United States Metallic Packing Co.. Ltd.. Pradford,

J. Bennett von der Heyde, 6, Brown street, Manchester.

Paper.
Lepard \ Smiths. Ltd., 29, King Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Photo Copying Frames.
,1- Maiden & Co.. S, Albert Square, Manchester.

Photographic Apparatus.
W, Watson & Sons, 313, High Holborn, London. W.C.

Porcelain.
Gustav Kichter, Charlottenburg, near Berlin, Germany.

Presses (Hydraulic).
Edwin MilK & hon, .\spley Ironworks, Hudderstield.

Printing.
S'juthwood Smith & Co.. Ltd., Plough Couit, I*'etter Lane, London,

E.C.

Publishers.
Association de la Presse Technique, 20. Rue de la Chancellerie,

Brus5els, Belgium.
Electroteknisk Tidsskrift Publishing Co.. Copenhagen, N. Sweden.
Shipping World, Ltd., Effingham House. Arundel Street, Strand.

London, W.C

Pulleys.
John Jardine. Deering Street, Nottingham.

Pumps and Pumping Machinery.
Blake & Knowles Steam Pump Works, Ltd., 179. Queen Victoria

Street. London. EC.
Drum Engineering Co.. 27. Charles Street. Bradford.
Fraser ^: Chalmers, Ltd., 43, I'hreadneedle Street, London, E.C.

J. P. Hall & Sons, Ltd.. Engineers, Peterborough.
Hathorn, Davey & Co.. Ltd., Leeds, England.
Pulsometer Engineering Co.. Ltd., Nine Elms Ironworks, Reading.
Tangyes, Ltd.. Cornwall Works, Birmingham.

Rails.
Wm. Firth. Ltd.. Leeds.

Railway Wagons.
Metropolitan Amalgamated Railway Carriage & Wagon Co., Ltd.,

Uldburv. Birmingham. England.
Pressed Steel Car Co.. 20. Broad Street House, London, E,C.
W. K. Renshaw & Co., Ltd.. Phoenix Works, Stoke-on-Trent,.

Riveted Work.
F A- Keep, [u.\on & Co., Forward Works, Barn Street, Birmingham.

Roof Glazing.
Mclldwcs & i_o., Sheffield.

Roofs.
D. Anderson & Son, Ltd., L.agan Felt Works Belfast.

Safes.
Cliubb & Sons Lock and S.lfe Co., Ltd., 128. Queen Victoria Street,

London, E.C.

Scientific Instruments.
Cambridge acieiuitic instrument Co., Ltd., Cambridge.

Stampings.
Armsirong, Stevens & Son, Whittall Street, Birmingham.
Thos. Smiths Stamping Works, Ltd., Coventry.
Thomas Smith & Son of Saltley, Ltd., Birmingham.

Steam Traps.
British Steam crpecialties, Ltd.. Fleet Street, Leicester.

Steel Tools.
Saml. Buckley, St. Paul's Square, Birmingham.

Stokers.
iMeldrum Brothers. Ltd., Atlantic Works, Manchester.

Stone Breakers.
S. Pegg iN; bon, Alexander Street, Leicester.

Strong Room Doors.
CInihb & Son s Lock and Safe Co., Ltd., 128, Queen Victoria Street.

London, E.C.

Time Recorders.
International Time Recording Co., 171, Queen Victoria Street,

London, E.C.

Tubes.
Thomas Pig.gott & Co., Ltd., Spring Hill. Birmingham.
Tubes, Ltd.. Biimingham.
Weldless Steel Tube'Co., Ltd., Icknield Port Road, Birmingham.

Turbines.
G Gilkes&Co.. Ltd., Kendal.

W. Gunther & Sons. Central Works Oldham.
S. Howes, 04, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Typewriters.
Empire Typewriter Co., 77, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.

Oliver fypewriter Co., Ltd., 75, Queen Victoria Street, London, E,C.

Remington Typewriter Co., 100, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

'Yost Typewriter Co., 50, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.

Valves.
Alley & M.acLellan. Ltd .

Glasgow.
Scotch and Irish Oxygen Co., Ltd., RosehiU Works, Glasgow.

Ventilating Appliances.
Mallheus ..N: Vales. Ltd.. Svvinton, Manchester.

Vulcanized Fibre.
IWosscs & .Milchcll. 70 & 71, Chiswell Street. London, E.C.

Wagons—Steam.
Th.Miucrolt steam Wagon Co., Ltd., Homefield Chiswick, London. W.

Weighing Apparatus.
W, r. Avery & Co., S .ho Foundry, Birmingham, England.

Samuel Uenisoii & Sou, Hunslet Moor, near Leeds.

Wells Light.
A, C WelU & Co

, io3.\. Midland Road. St. Pancras, London, N,W.

Wood Working Machinery.
Kiessliiigs Machine Co., ^t, Kivington Street, London, E.C.

Kirtliner & Co., 21-25, Tabernacle Street, London, E.C.

" Woodite."
" Woodite" Company, Mitcham, Surrey.



(^MMl Miscellaneous

1,000 CANDLE POWER
For Id. per Hour,

Can be obtained by using the

KITSON SYSTEM of

OIL GAS LIGHTING.
Particularly adapted for Engineering WorRs.

Foundries, Dye Works, and all

Large Shops.

WORKING COST ot NINE i.ooo Candle-

power LAMPS given by the Xorth-Eastern

Marine Engineering Co., Ltd., of Sunderland,

after a four weeks' trial from Sept. 1st to

Sept. 28th, inclusive, at ;f« i8s. 2^d., nr 4/5ths

of a penny per lamp.

Nine Lamps connected to the Reservoir

by tubing '-inch in diameter is the whole

plant required to produce 9,ooo candle power.

This Plant can be erected within One Month from Date of Order.

THE UNITED KINGDOM LIGHTING TRUST, V'- ggrCANNON STREET,
LONDON, E.G.

Jos. G. NICHOLSON TOOL Go.
Engineers and Machine Tool Makers,

City Road Tool Works, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.
^ Telegrams : -MACHINERY."

Specialities:- JL_E .^s^r^....
finiiiiimiuiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiifl IR /*iy^#*5v lo ^m^

PROPELLER SHAFT KEYWAY MILLING MACHINE.
For Cutting Keyways in Propeller Shafts, 4'iin. wide

by lin. deep by 3ft. 6in. loni? at one cut.
Belt or Motor driven,

(WRITE FOR OUR NEW POCKET CATALOGUE

HORIZONTAL DRILLING MACHINE
For Drilling Holes in Pipe Flanges
and Girders, by Hand or Power.



Machine Tools

IMPROVED HIGH-CLASS RADIAL DRILLING, BORING,
and TAPPING MACHINES.

£^^ /kW% DOY giving ^^^^e number of SPEED CHANGES,
^^^^^%^|^ ^J^J ^^ quickly obtained by moving levers.

without stopping the Machine.

NO CONES:
16

c
H
A
N
G
E
S

of

u
T
T
I

N
G

S
P
E
E
D

can be

j^mI

Thus obviating excessive wear and tear

of belts, belt slip, waste of time in speed
changing, attending to belt repairs, etc.

obtained
in

m

Machines of the above type made 5ft., 6ft., 7ft., radius. Special line in

3ft. 6in. Radials, GEAR BOX driven.

u
N
D
E
R

30
s
E
C
o
N
D

Our Machines will utilise to full limits the NEW HIGH-SPEED STEELS.

WILLIAM ASQUITH, Ltd., T^T^^ks
ESTABLISHED

1865.

Contractors to H.M. War Department, the
Lords of ttie Admiralty. Imperial Japanese
Navy, and other Koreiijn Governments. HALIFAX, England.

12
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|nli^©MDKl[E]J Machine Tools

I NEW MODEL
* TURRET LATHES
JL

FIVE SIZES: : by 4\ in., 1 by 1 in., l\ by 18 in., 2 by 26 in., 3i by 36 in.

2 by 26 in. P. & W. Turret Lathe new model

3?

3?
*
3?
•K
3?
3?
3;
3?
3?
3;
3?

THESE MACHINES reach a higher degree of mechanical excellence than has heretofore

been attained in turret machinery. They are not only adapted to the production of duplicate

pieces in large lots, but their use is adyantageous for the manufacture of duplicate work in lots

of 111 it more than tu'c nr six piece-'.

IT HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED that these machines can be set up for given

work in less lime and with less expense lor tools than any other machine ol this class.

Eend to any of the following Offices for Illustpated Catalogue

PRATT & WHITNEY Co.,
LONDON OFFICES:

BUCK S HICKMAN, Ltd., 2 « 4, Whitechapel Rd., E.

NILES-BEMENTPOND Co., 23-25, Victoria St., S.W.
Works -. HARTFORD, CONN., U.S.A.

COPEXH.\GI- X, DENMARK : V. LouENER. STOCl^HOLM, SWEDEN" : AKTIEHOl.AGET V. LOWEXER^ PARIS
:
FeXUICK

FREKES & Co.. 21, Rue Martel. Agents for l-raiice, Spain, Italy, telgium, bwitzerl.nnd, .ind I ..rtu„,-il.

3?
3?
3?
3-

3?
3?
3-

S
3?
3?
3?
3*

3?
3«
3-
3-



§Mm Machine Tools

"PHCKNIX" MULTIPLE
DRILLING MACHINES.

^ Four=Spindlc Machine (as illustration)

/ in stock for in\inediate delivery.

^ SPECIFICATION.

This Machine has four
spindles, each to drill up
to >in, holes in steel at

one time.

Maximum distance between
outside spindles, 3 feet.

Maximum distance between
any two spindles, 12 inches.

Minimum distance between any
two spindles, 4 inches.

Spindles bored No. 2 Morse
Taper.

Opening between standards,

4 feet 2 inches.

Maximum distance between
spindles and table, 16 inches.

Vertical traverse of cross rail,

135 inches.

Overhang of spindles from
housing, II inches.

Tiuee changes of power feed

by belt cone and gearing.

Spindles are driven by worm
gearing with ball thrusts.

Approximate weight, 5 tons.

H.P. Motor required, 3|.

Spindle centres adjust simul-

taneously by a screw.

SOLE AGENTS:-

C.W. BURTON eRIFFITH$& CO.,

I, 2, & 3, Ludgatc Square, London, E.G.,

And at 59, Finnicston Street, Glasgow.

'4



©MDGIllf Machine Tools

CHARLES CHURCHILL & CO.. L
TD.

AGENTS FOR

THE "CINCINNATI" CUTTER
and REAMER GRINDER.

Manufactured by THE CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A.

Will Sharpen Correctly

ANY STYLE OR SHAPE

of Milling Cutter, Form Tool for

Automatic Machine, Tap, Hob, or

Reamer within its range.

GIVES CUTTING EDGES THAT CUT.

A Boy can Operate it.

LONDON : 9 to 15, Leonard St.. E.C. BIRMINGHAM : 2 to 10. Albert St.

MANCHESTER : 2, Charlotte St., Mosley St. GLASGOW : 52, Bothwell St.

NEWCASTLE=ON-TYNE : Albion Buildings. St. James' St.



BMiMMI Machine Tools

RICE 6 CO. (Leeds), Ltd.,

LEEDS,

ENGLAND.

HYDRAULIC

[Riveters.



SEND FOR CATALOGUES

HIGH-CLASS NEW MACHINE TOOLS
IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

TeleKrams: 'AllLLING. SMEFFIBLl). " for thC CalCSl .lIlU IIIOSI Up-tO-D.ltC

National Telephone So. : 985. f -y if^ A W T^^T"

MACHINE
TOOLS = =

Also Special Lifting JacH for Electric
Tramcars.

GEORGE ADDY 6 Co.,
WAVERLEY WORKS. SHEFFIELD.

WRITE

PLATE BENDING MACHINE.

^^^ , Patent Bevelling Machines
*^^^^ FOR SHIPS' FRAMES.

STEAM HAMMERS
FOR SMITHS SHOPS AND FORCES.

i 1=.. -'J w^\ , ..^^
?'^t iir^''"^Y f "kHiT' Forge Cranes, Hand and Steam

w
^fSH-

^^^ DAVIS & PRIMROSE,
•C^v lettb jtonwothe, Edinburgh.

Code word for this Machine. " Eyeglass." Al and ABC Codes used.

Telegrams: "Etxa, Leith."



^^MEllf Machine Tools

WiNN'8 Tapping Machines
FOR SOCKETS AND FLANGES

1

1

FULL DETAILS ON APPLICATION

CharlesWinn&Co.
CRENVILLE STREET BIRMINGHAM 1)



1 iT

Luke & Spencer, ua

BROADHEATH,
MANCHESTER.

Telegraphto Addresa :

*' Emory, Altrlncbam.'

National Telephone :

* AUrlncham 49." Manufacturers of

GRINDING .



Machine Tools

BERTRAMS LIMITED
London Ottice:

21, Gt. St. HELEN'S, E.G.

ST KATHERINE'S WORKS,
SCIENNES, EDINBURGH.

Cam Lever Punching and Shearing
Machine. Pulley Driven.

Manufacturers of all kinds of

MACHINE TOOLS
FOR ENGINEERS, SHIP BUILDERS,

BOILER MAKERS, &.c., &.g.

FORGING
MACHINES.

CAPSTAN LATHES

AND OTHER TOOLS.

SAWING MACHINES.

WILLIAM RYDER, Ltd

BOLTON.

"THE BOLTON BLACKSMITH."

I

-

m^*0>mt

« ii. IK. Si

r. SEM)

*.Mm CATA-
^itfilSft LOG LIE.

Tested and Adopted by

GOVERNMENTS & CORPORATIONS,
RAILWAY COS. & CONTRACTORS,

Hundreds of Leading

ENGINEERS & SHIPBUILDERS,
COLLIERIES & TIMBER AlERCHANTS,

G*c., &c., throughout the world.

»» ALONE CAN PROPERLY FIT VARYING
. . DIAMETERS OF SAWS. . ."IDEALS

M. GLOVER & CO., &v LEEDS.
Patentees,

--'---'--



Machine Tools

THIS

LATHE

ONE OF A GOOD LINE OF LATHES.

NEW CATALOGUE N O WT READY

is for

" SLOGGING

"

or

HIGH-SPEED

it

HAS

POWERFUL

DRIVE AND

FEEDS.

J. PARKINSON & SON, Shipley, yorks

J. Fredk. Mellmg,|
*

« 14, PARK ROW, *

t LEEDS, England. *

Iron & Steel Bars, Plates, Sheets,

Girders, Channels, Angles, Rails,

Blooms, Billets, & Slabs.

t
Telegrams ;

" Legatiox. Leeds."

Write for ^
Section Lists

and Prices. jT

1^^^^^^^ifif¥^¥^!f¥¥*¥¥'ifi'¥*»0¥¥*¥¥*¥¥¥¥^

^5a? J.B.Treasure&CO-
Excelsior Fire-Polished

GAUGE GLASSES,
LUBRICATORS,

g INDIA-RUBBER WASHERS,
&c., &c.

Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.

Telephone Xo. : 1469.

Teiegrams- "TL'DOK Birjiixgham.'

Modern . . .

Machine Tools.
CAPSTAN AND TURRET LATHES.

DRILLING MACHINES.
MILLING MACHINES.

BORING MACHINES.

H.W.WARD &Co.
ONLY ADDPESS—

86, Lionel Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
Contractors to British and Foreign Governments

and Principal Engineering Firms.



Machine Tools
_UUli*- iiL-

""

Wood Working
Complete Catalogue, containing

over 200 illustrations, sent .

free on application

Machinery.

DL HEAVY PLANING and THICKNESSING MACHINE.

Hiessling's Machine Co.,
53, CITY ROAD, London, e.g.



IpiilJg^MHifHyt^^ Machine Tools

THE

West Hydraulic EnBineerinB Co.,

Telegrams :

AcROSTiCAL. London"
" AcRoSTiCAL, Luton '

HEAD OFFICE: ^^r ^ ^
23, COLLEGE HILL. LONDON. E.C

WorKs: LUTON BEDS).

Crown Jigcnts

for the Colonics,

etc.. etc

THREE-POWER HYDRAULIC STAMPING AND BENDING PRESS.

This type of press is very convenient in use. as the power can hi \aried to -uit the nature ol the work by admitting pressure into 1. 2. or 3

cylinders as required; great economy is gained by emplojing the centre ram to run the crossheaJ up to the work,

and then opening the other cyhnders to pressure.



§Mm Mining Macliinery
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""~?^

inlA®£^2D[JlI|¥ Mining Machinery

Vertical Air Compressors
AND

Blowing Engines
KING RIEDLER TYPE. low height. economises space.

AND AVOIDS VIBRATION.

VERTICAL AIR COMPRESSORS,

TWO CYCLE C/\S ENGINES,

RIEDLER BLOWING ENGINES,

RIEDLER AIR COMPRESSORS,

RIEDLER ELECTRIC PUMPS,

RIEDLER EXPRESS PUIVIPS,

RIEDLER STEAM PUIVIPS,

CORLISS CORNISH PUMPS,

RAND COMPRESSORS,

WINDING ENGINES,

BOILER PLANTS,

ROASTING, SMELTING, and

REFINING MACHINERY.

COMPLETE STAMP MILLS,

CRUSHERS and PULVERIZERS,

CONCEr^TRATION MACHINERY,

PROSPECTING OUTFITS,

CYANIDE PLANTS,

ELMORE OIL CONCENTRATION

PLANTS,

CONDENSING PLANTS,

BOILER FEED PUIVIPS.

RAND ROCK DRILLS,

ROBINS BELT CONVEYORS,

PELTGN WATER WHEELS.

Any of the above Catalogues ^"^ " P- SINGLE SIDE AIR COMPRESSOR WITH ROPEWHEEL FOR POWER.
oa Application. COMPRESSOR ARRANGED FOR ^ADDITION OF DUPLICATE SIDE AT LATER DATE

FRASER £?CHALMERS, L^
Mining and Engineering Machinery,

HEAD OFFICE

:

3^ LONDON WALL BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.G.
AVorks: ERITH, KENT, ENGLAND.

25



(̂ Mmif Mining

ERNEST SCOTT & MOUNTAIN. L
TO.

Branch OfTices.
LONDON: Norfolk House,

Laurence Pountney Lane,
E C

GLASGOW: 93. Hope Street.
CARDIFF : 8. Working Street.
Sheffield, BlrminKham, Calcutta,
Bombay, Shanghai, Singapore.

Johannesburg.

STEAM

DYNAMOS.

j)i

MOTORS.
' Scott and Mountain Class K'' Generator. 40U U.w. capacity ; mounted direct on to

CranUshaft of Slow-Speed Compound l-lngint:.

Boosters.

Mining Pumps
AND

Haulage Gears.

^

Coal Cutters.

4^ <^

NEW LISTS NO>V READY.

' Scott and Mountain " Mining* Pump. 300 ^alls. per min. ;

1,500 ft. head.

ELECTRICAL AND GENERAL ENGINEERS,
NE\A/CASTLE-ON-TYNE,

ENGLAND.

20



Mining, etc.

EDWARD CHESTER & Co., Ltd.
Manufacturers of all Classes of

INING MACHINERY
Branches : Johannesburg, Bulawayo, Barberton, Port Elizabeth in

South Africa, and KalRoorlie, Australia,

>Vorks: RENFREW, Scotland.

HEAD OFFICE: 120. Bishopsgate Street Within. London. E.C.

RAILS
FISHPLATES, BOLTS.SPIKES.OrtfllRS&c

^^ POINTS AMD CROSSlNCiS.

^ LEEDS '

J. P. Hall & Sons,
Ltd.,

PETERBOROUGH.
We make a SPECIAL Compound

Direct Acting Slow Running

Boiler Feed

Pump
ECONOMICAL AND EFFICIENT.

' flf^

We deliver 100 lbs. of Water for

the expenditure of 1 lb. of Stean].

Tl\is with our 2,000 gallon Pump,

and a much higher efficiency as

the size of the Pump increases.

AN IDEAL PUMP FOR GENERAL
BOILER FEEDING PURPOSES.

Apply for Particulars.

Engineers &Tool Makers
TD MACHINE CLEAN «. BRIGHT

ALL OVER.

PAKKERFOUNDRYrcDEKBY.
OK ADMIRALTY Lir5T.

FRIED. KRUPP
Aktieng-esellschaft

GRUSONWERK
Magdeburg-Buekau.

COMPLETE
MACHINERY

for

Cement
Works.

Grinding and Mixing Plant . .

for Calcium Carbide Factories.
.* * *

Sole representative lor Great Britain and Ireland ;

—

W. 8TAMM
25. College Hill,

Cannon St., London, E.C.

27



^^.(SMBKIEtf" Aerial Ropeways
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Hoisting and Conveying Plant, erected for the Norddeutsche Kolilen & Coakswerke A.G. Hamburg.
Tlie^e Three Cranes unload 1,500 Tons of Cargo in Ten Hours.

SHIPBUILDING and YARD CRANES.

Cable Hoist Conveyors. Blast Furnace Hoists.

THREE-MOTOR ELECTRIC TRAVELLING CRANES.

^ ^ ^ Improved Band Friction Hoisting Machinery.

Plants also designed in connection with BLEICHERT'S WIKE-ROPE TRAMWAYS,
as per advertisement of the preceding and following number.

AN EXPERIENCE OF 30 YEARS. ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY FURNISHED.

29



BmMm Aerial Ropeways

te»»#»#^#»»$j^##j»j^»»^»#»^»»»»»»»»»»»»»»^?»»»##^lM;#;»
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"I?

«^
<^

-•*

"I*

<^
«^

«^

t
if'

CHEAP TRANSPORT
Improved

Aerial

Wire

Ropeways
(Roe & liedlington Patents).

The Best and Cheap-
est System lor Carry-
ing Ores, Coals,

Limestone, Bricks,

Clay, and Litlier Ma-
terials, Especially
over Rough Ground,
and Inr any disLmcc.

Capacity, from 20 to

500 tons per day and
over.

Over Other Sysiems.

Economy in Cost and

Working.

Few Supports.

Reduced Wear of Cables.

Simplicity of Construc-

tion.

Long Spans and Steep

Gradients Overcome.

High Class Material.

NUMEROUS INSTALLA-
TIONS AT WORK in

England and Abrond.
GIVING THE GREATEST
SATISFACTION. Inquirers

should stale LENGTH.
CAPACITY, and NATURE
OF GROUND.

I'll" KM'Il CM- A l.l\K CAUr(VI\<. j.SO TONS I'KH 1)AV.

Estimates, I'.imphlet.s. and full Particulars on applicatinn tu

The ROPEWAYS SYNDICATE, Ltd., 30, ST. MARY AXE, E.G.., xjiv*,j vrv/,

Telegraphic Address : '-ROPEWAYS, LONDON.

^^^^^^.^^.^.^.^^^^^.^^^^^^.^.^.^^.^^^^^.^^.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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Wells' Specialities

«
O
I'

f

o

P
o
o
o

8

g

I

o

THE ii

mells Ciflbi"
FROM OIL

iIT/liiirOA'K' t WELLS- PATENTS).

PORTABLE LIGHT
Up to 5.000 Candle Power.

CONTRACTORS, SHIPYARDS. RAILWAYS, COLLIERIES
MINES. HARBOURS. DOCKS, etc.

OVER J7.000 SOLD.
Supplied to 500 British and Foreign Railways.

Adopted by 26 Governments and all leading Firms.
Exclusively used by the Great Military and Naval Powers.

POWERFUL

For ENGINEERS,
QUARRIES

No. 0. Lamp. 500 Candle-power. Small H.iiid pattern
.. I. Do. 500 or 1.500 Candle-power. Hand pattern
.. 2. 1.500 or 2.500 Candles. Useful and Portable pattern
.. 3. 2.500 or 3.500 Candles. Manchester Ship Canal pattern
,. 4. 3.500 or 5.000 Candles. A most powertul Lamp . . , . _\ \[

Burns either heavy Wells' Oil or Petroleum, but the former is very clieap and ci
30 per cent, more light than petroleum.

£7
£10
£15
£16
£17

es .lb"

7s.
Os.

10s.
10s.
15s.

II

Kettle
The

Torch Lamps.
Miner's Favourite.

Thousands Sold.
Used exclusively by I>e Beers.

Kandt Mines. &c.
Also largely used by Con-
tractors. Corporations.

Ciillieries. iS:c.

Large Flaming Light.
N'o. kS. 3 Pints, ij m.
Wick. 4s. fid. each.

No. 2.S. same shape as
above, but having two Wicks,

6 Pints. 9s. each.

Lamp, lilted

with 2 in. Wick.
5 Pintscapacity

9s. each. Suit-
able for Sewer-

Drainage Work.age and
Steam Trawlei s. &c.

WELLS' OIL CAS
GENERATING LAMPS.
Light from Kerosene or Petroleum

without Wick, Smoke, or Smell
nr less thin One Penny per hour.

Perft-ct Sa/r!y.
A*D Exphsh'c Naptlia

Jisc'd.

T/iottsands sold
UuaffecU-d by Wind.

EACH
N-.. i=, 3)iours 11,9
.No. I2A. with Tiipoi.1 13 9
No- 13. 5 liciirs 14 -

No. 13A. with Tiipod 17;-
No. 14. 7 hours 16/-
No. 14A. with Tiipod 19/-

*S^j^ Ivxtra Ruriiers

for nb'ive,

2s. ea^h.

WELLS' "LIGHTNING'

LIME & COLOR WASHER.
Wallwork & Wells' Patents

NO OUTSIDE POWER REQUIRED.
LIME, WHITING, OR COLD WATER PAINTS,

Applied at a speed of from 8 to lO square yards
per minute, in a manner superior to brush work.

One coat with the Machine on vf>\vj.\\ sut t;icr--, jv tqual to two applied wltli hrushes.

i
o

o
o
t1

}100a,
WorKs i

Will save First Cost in a Fe-w

No.

No.

No.

6.

4.

4A

No. 5.

Handy Si/e. N'o Tank. On Wlieeis.

Price, with 5 ft. Pole, Single Spraying Nozzle, and
20 ft. Special Aimoured Hose. Capacity 6 gals.

Price, with Wheels. 5 ft. Pole. Single Spraying
Noz/.le. and 20 ft. Special Armoured Hose,

Same capacity as No. 4 Machine.
With 5-ft. Pole, Double Spraying Nozzle, and 20 ft.

Special .Armoured Hose. Large Si/e. Capacity logal?.
Can be tilted with Wheels, 25/- extra.

Days.

L7 7s.

£8 lOs.

£9 lOs.

£10 \0s.

CCS8S'

A. C. WELLS 6 Co.,
Midland Road, St. Pancras,

LONDON. N.W.Cheetham. Manchester.

<^^*^*»-^.^*^»"^^^^^'^^^^»^^''^-#»#»^- ^^»'-»^#" #^^'#^- V-^'^-#^^'^'#*^*#^#^#~#^#-#^ #^.r#-#^#^*^^^^
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Miscellaneous

JOHN SWAIN 6 SON, Limited,
PHOTO-ENGRAVERS IN HALF-TONE AND LINE.

MACHINERY
REPRODUCED IN
HIGHLY FINISHED
STYLE FOR
ENGINEERS' AND
MANUFACTURERS'
CATALOGUES.

WOOD ENGRAVERS AND ART REPRODUCERS by all the Latest Methods.

58 FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.G.

Three-Colour Process—a Speciality.

West End Offices :

163a, STRAND, W.C.

Che Reliance Cubricating Oil Co., J*
19 & 20, Water Lane, Great Tower Street, J*LONDON, E.C. Yt>
Also 99, Great Clyde Street, Glasi^ow; and <^

1, Sandhill, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 4^
Telegrams: "SUBASTRAL, LONDON." TJ

Telephone No. : AVENUE 5891. A B C Code Used. (^

J^
It is uiortb

^ Vour Uibilc

4i>

Buy

Direct

CDe Reliance CuDricating Oil Co.
Maniif.icture uid .Siipph- the Ilest and ('hr.ii est

HIGH-CLASS NON-CORROSIVE
LUBRICATING OILS

AND SOLIDIFIED LUBRICANTS.
Cistor. I,ard, Olive, Neatsfoot. and Linseed i >ils. Tallow, i-c.

i$$^$$$$#$$$$$$^-^-^$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$^^$^^^^$^
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Packing-, &c.

THE

Phosphor Bronze Co.,

SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E.
LTD

SILICIUM BRONZE WIRE
(In five grades of Conductivity and Tensile Strengtli.)

The best for Electrical Aerial Lines. As used by British
and Foreign Governments, and the principal Telephone
Companies, Electrical Engineers, etc.

SILICIUM BRONZE is also supplied in the form of Billets, Ingots,
Strip, Sheet, and Rods.

See next month s advt lor



miimi^ Safes, &c.
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s

s

I

(; 11 U 1! J!
"^ CHUBB'S

STRONG ROOM

DOORS.
Chubb & Son's Lock & Safe

CO., LTD.,

Makers to

THE KING, THE ROYAL MINT, AND
THE BANK OF ENGLAND.

128, Queen Victoria St., London, E.G.

Works: LONDON & WOLVERHAMPTON.

s

s

s
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I " WOODITE " WORKS, MITCHAM COMMON, SURREY.
NOTICE TO ENGINEERS, ELECTRICIANS, STEAM USERS, and OTHERS.-' WOODITE " nilicles can now be obtained

with the utmost despatch. "WOODITE" li^-^ slood tlie severest test lor six years. No material in existence can equal it for Steam or
Electrical Purposes, and other appliances ; h.as stof>d every lest up to 40.001) voits lor 1/8 in. sheet, without breaking down, by the London
Electric Light Corporation and otiiers. Ram "U" Hatjoint and I'ackin-^ Rings. Hump Cups. Gaskets, Minholes. Valves, Sheeting. Patent
*' WOODITE** ti *""' Riiii;^. ard rill Mechanical and other G'lods which have hitherto been manutaciured in India Rubber, Leather, etc.,

can now be made -4 "WOODITE.**
C( >

^ WOODITE" COMPANY,

34
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MclNNES-DOBBIE
( Latest form of oui " J[clnnes")

PATENT Indicators
. . for . .

HIGH 6 LOW
SPEEDS.

Tn Cwo Cypcs:—

External Spring
and = = =

Enclosed Spring
Each made in several

Forms and Sizes.

External

SPECIAL INDICATORS
6 Explosion Recorders
for Gas 6 Motor Engines,
etc.

Sole
Makers: DOBBIE MclNNES, LD.

. MiIniK- \ Co, L;d., & AiL- • \ Son, Ltd., -\mml I

INDICATOR MAKERS TO THE ADMIRALTY,
45, Bothwell Street, GLASGOW,

Cj at GreenocK. South Shields. <& Londor

THERMO-ELECTRIC
THERMOMETERS.

'\'^

The couple consisting of a platinum-rhodium juncli-jn. is enclosed in a

porcelain tube. The temp,-rature oMained is measured on a special form
of voltmeter, reading to 1.600 degrees Centigrade. Each division on the

dial is equal to 25 d/grees Centigrade. Price of the instrument, complete

with couple and' leads, as shown in th • illustration. £13 17S- Od. An
instrumentcanbesupplied withascale of equal partson vat £12 17s. Od.

The Cambridge Scientific Instrument
CO., LTD.,

CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND
Lo-ido 1 Office : 92, H atton Garden, E.G.

Miscellaneous

" He Nvho worKs with bad tools
thrice tired." i

FOR WRITING
the only perfect tool

is a . . .

--SWAN
Fountain

Pen.

SOLD BY
STATIONERS

and

JEWELLERS
in all parts

of the

World. /)L

PRICES

10 6

TO £20.

The gold nib makes

writing rapid and easy.

The pjrfect doable-feed

and ink reservoir make

dirty inkpots useless. J"

SUPPLIED IN Broad easy running for correspondence-

ALL POINTS. Fine for draugiiting. ^ ^ ^

CATALOGUE POST FREE.

MABIE, TODD & BARD,
93, Cheapside, LONDON, E.G.

BRANCHES:—
''5a, Regeit Street, W. ; and 3, Exchange Street, Manchester.

And at New York, Chicago, and Paris.
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Miscellaneous

3?S?3?3?H?HfS?3?S?H?S?3?S?S?H?3?3?H?S?S?S?S?S?3?HJ3?Ht?l?3?S?S?Hf^S?H?H?S?^

3?
3? Weigh Everything. 3?

3:
3*

3!
3-
3?

S. DENISON I
and SON,

*

Hunslet Moor,

NEAR LEEDS.

3?
3?
3?
3*

3?

Stone Breakers.
(Improved BlaRe Type.)

Rollers,

Screens,

Gravel Washers,

Concrete Mixers.

Secfioii oj Machine.

SAMUEL PEGG 6 SON,
Alexander Street. LEICESTER, ENGLAND.National Telephone 104.



Lubricators, &c.

THE HUNSLET ENGINE CO.,
LEEDS. LTD.,

. . RATENT . .

LUBRICATORS, OIL CONDUCTORS,

GREASE CUPS.

MANUFACTURERS OF

TANK ENGINES
Of all Descriptions.

Designs and Specifications Supplied

or WorKed to.

Telesjrams :
" Engine, Leeds."' Telephone : .^28

FINEST

Various
Sizes.

QUALITY.

o ^B^

Standard
Threads

BEARING BALLS.

W^ i

32
5
16

J. 7 _L ^
8 16 2 16

Cast Steel and Phosphor Bronze.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE-

TEALE & CO., Birmingham.

W.H.WILLCOX e Co., Ltd.
23, 34 and 36, Southwark Street, LONDON.

PENBERTHY PATENT INJECTOR
_ * n .. Acknowledged the best for Traction

For ALL Boilers. Engines, &c.

OVER 230,000 IN USE.
HANDLES HOT WATER. Will Deliver at BoilinS Point.

WorKs on High and Low Pressures.

AUTOMATIC and RESTARTING. Lifts up to 22 ft.

IN 3 STYLES AND 16 DIFFERENT SIZES.

ASHTON'S
SiaHT-

LUBRICATORS
JNlEVEP FAIL. Thousands Sold

SENT FOR ONE MONTH'S FREE TRIAL.

bize
Pints.

^g Price 36/- •• 39" 43 T3 liO - each.

Do not confuse this with the cheap, unfinished, American make.

THOMAS A. ASHTON, Ltd., Norfolk Street, Sheffield.
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Condensing: Plant

The Mirrlees-Watson Co.,

GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.
LIMITED,

CONDENSING PLANT ™«

HIGH VACUUM.
LONDON OFFICE:

158, Gresham House,
Old Broad Street, E.G.
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Business Systems

No. 53.
Section

No. 564.
Section.

No. €4.
Section

SUITABLE SYSTEMS
\cl;iptc',l to the i\-quirt.-ments

1)1' evcTV nmclcni business,

are ineoipnr.itecl in tlie

Rockwell = Wabash
Business Systems. Every

modern ,uid useful

device known is at

vour service. \ ou

ni a V add or

subtract at will,

yet vour Cabinet

is complete.

I'KRPETUAL
CARD . . .

LEDGERS,

VERTICAL
E 1 L 1 N C.

SYSTEMS

and

Showrooms

:

MANCHESTER:
50, Deansgate Arcade

CAR 1

)

INDEX
SYS
TE
M
S

NEWCASTLE-ON T/NE

24, Collingwood Street.
No. 85.
Section.

Registered Offices

69, MILTON ST„

LONDON, E.G.

ROCKWELL-WABASH CO.,
Ltd.,

ELLIOTT D. RQBBINS, .Managing Director
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Packing, &c.

itWHAT, MORE PACKING?
It's not long since you had your usual

supply !

"

Eiiffiihcr :
" Yes ; but that's all used up.

I get leaky glands and scored rods if

I don't repack pretty often."

If. ,1/. • " Then we'll have some 'DANIEL'S

P. P.P.' ; it needs no renewing, and

will last much longer than other

packings. Besides, it will not score

the rods."

May we prove this to you ?

A TRI.\L'nU.\XTITV SKXT C.^RRI.^GE PAID
OX RECEIPT OF YOUR LETTER.

RONALD TRIST <& CO.. THE PACKING EXPERTS,
General Managers.

QUAKER CITY RUBBER CO.,
tot, Leadenhall Street,

LONDON, E.G.

BLACKMAN ELECTRIC FANS
(Or Belt Driven)

FOR VENTILATING.

OVER 60,000 IN USE.

MOST CONVENIENT,
EFFICIENT, &.

ECONOMICAL.

GOLD MEDAL
PARIS, 1900.

JAMES KEITH & BLACKMAN CO.
Ltd.,

Specialists in Seating, Ucntilatins

and filgb Pressure Was Eighting,

27, Farringdon Avenue.
LONDON, E.G.,

And BRANCHES.
Works I HOLLOWAY. N.

Foundries I ARBROATH.
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INDEX'TO'ADVERTISERS

Addy, George, & Co

Allen, Edgar & Co., Ltd

Alley ^ MacLelbn, Ltd

Allgemeine Elektricitats-Gesellschaft

Allis-Clialmers Co.

Anderson, D., & Son, Ltd.

Association de la Presse Technique

Ashton, Thomas A., Ltd

Askham Bros. & Wilson, Ltd. .

Asquith, W., Ltd

Avery, W. & T., Ltd. ...

Babcock and Wilcox, Ltd.

Becker, R.,& Co

Berry, Hy., & Co., Ltd

Bertrams, Ltd

Blake and Knowles' Steam I'liinp Works, Ltd.

Bleichert, Adolf, & Co

Blumann & Stern, Ltd

Booth, Joseph & Brothers, Ltd

Bridce. David, & Co

(>5

80

74

61

99

37

65

12

S6

41

20

Ky

29

46

7S

Britannia Engine and Tool Factory ...

British Steam Specialties, Ltd. ...

Broadbent, Thos., & Sons, Ltd.

Brown Bayley's Steel Works, Ltd.

Brown Hoisting Machinery Co.

Brush Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.

Buckley, Samuel ...

Buffolinc Noiseless Gear Co.

Bullivant & Co., Ltd

Burton, C. W., Griffiths & Co

Cambridge Scientific Instrument Co., Ltd.

Chester, Edw., & Co., Ltd

Chubb & Son's Lock and Safe Co., Ltd.

Churchill, Charles, & Co., Ltd. ...

Churton, T. Harding

Clarke's Crank & Forge Co., Ltd.

Clayton, Son & Co., Ltd

Cleveland Bridge and Engineering Co.

Cochran & Co. (.\nnan)

Consett Iron Co., Ltd

54

49

o.s

2S

14

27

54

15

75

66

87

60

85

6.^

HENRY BERRY 6 CO., Limited,
LEEDS, England.

MAKERS OF

Belt driven Pumps
Duplex Pumping

Engines

Fixed Riveters

Ptrtable Riveters

Accumulators
Punching

Machines
Shearing

liAachmes

Forging Machines
flanging

Machines
Baling Presses

Ingot Cranes

Foundry Cranes

TrawBlling Cranes

Bloom Shears

Billet Shears

Wneel Cluttirg

Machines

SpoKe Bending
Machines

Wheel Bossing

Presses

Wheel Presses

Leathers

Valves, &c.

HYDRAULIC ERECTINCS SHOP.

FOR

Rveting

Punching

Shearing

Pressing

Lifting

Bending

Forging

Stamping

Flanging

Straightening

Joggling

TanK Makers'

Gasholder MaKers

Boiler MaKers

Bridge Builders

Ship Builders

Wagon Builders

Steel WorKs

DocKs, &c., &c.

MACHINERY.
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^<iMW[I Ventilation, &c.

MATTHEWS & YATES, Ltd.,
-^^ Swinton, MANCHESTER.

Cyclone Fans
= and = =

Blowers
Arc not onlv Ventilating most of

the lm[)orti\nt Public tSuiklings

throughout the Countrx, but have
been adopted by the Principal

Steam Ship Companies also.

BELT, ELECTRIC, a^ STEAM DRIVEN.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.
Cyclone Electric Fan. Enclosed Motor.

ofltMmium
fo\l

RAI'^ltiO V/

5LUDGB,

\vATER £.c

EstTmales t ParTiculora "n applicdiion.

^j
yed for IRe drainage of CASTBOURME,

Bombay, RANGooN,5ouTnAMPToN, /

CapeTown and many offTer Townj. ^ .

CompressedAIR lim^
for rai5in$ water from WELLS, BoREMOLEStc.

[MACfllflERY
roRALL3ERVICES.

nimM
47, Victoria Street.

,— IPMDON.S.W.

aHHsi
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Horsl'all Destructor Co

Howes, S. ...

Hudswell, Clarke & Co., Ltd . .

Hughes & Lancaster

Hughes, G. H
Humbolt Engineering Works Co.

Hunslct Engine Co.

Hunt & Mitton

India Rubber, Gutta Perclia. and Telegraph

Co., Ltd Outside

International Electrical Engineering Co

International Time Recording Co.

Jardine, John ...

Judd, Walter, Ltd

Kayc, Joseph, & Sons, Ltd.

Keep, Juxon & Co.

Keith, J., & Blackman Co., Ltd.

Kiessling's Machine Co

Krupp, Fried

Lancaster & Tonge, Ltd.'

Leeds Forge Co., Ltd

Lepard iS: Smiths, Ltd

Library Bureau, Ltd

Libr.iry Supply Co.

Luke and Spencer, Ltd

PAGE

I

• 7
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. .^7

79

Works

Back Cover

94

44

99

64

40

96
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92

10

LAUNDRY MACHINERY
Also

COOKING

APPARATUS

Catalogues on Application.

W. Summerscales & Sons, Ltd.,
Phoenix Foundry. KEIGHLEY, England.
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Lyle Co., Ltd.
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Periam, H. \V., Ltd.

Phoeni.x- Dynamo Mfg. Co.

Phosphor Broniie Co., Ltd.

Piggott, Thos., & Co., Ltd.

Pochin, E. Arnold

. Portable Buildinc Co., Lid.
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A Few Pointers
ON

Metallic Packings.

^
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8

Point I. Buy the BEST.

Point II. The BEST is the CHEAPEST.

Point III. The UNITED STATES METALLIC
PACKING is the BEST, and therefore

the CHEAPEST. 00000
The United States
Metallic Packing Co., Ltd.,

^^

soho worKs, BRADFORD. \
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Stamni, \V.
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Magnolia Metal

Magnolia
Metal .

.

Best Anti=Friction Metal

for all Machinery

Bearings.

'Flower

'Flower" Brand.

me and Trade MarK appear on each
Box and Ingot.

Magnolia Anti-Friction

Metal Company, of

Great Britain, Limited,

49. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET,

Telephone : 5925 BanK

LONDON, E.C.

Telegrams: " MAGNOLIER. LONDON."

BERLIN : FRIEDRICH STRASSE. 71. PARIS : 50. RUE TAITBOUT.
LIEGE. BELGIUM : 36. RUE DE L'UNIVERSITE.
GENOA. VIA SOTTORIPA : 1, PIANO NOBILE.



Miscellaneous

ESTABLISHED 1860. TEL, ADDRESS: "LOCO., LEEDS.

HUDSWELL, CLARKE & Co.,
RAILWAY FOUNDRY, LEEDS.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES,
LTD.,

Of all sizes and any tjaufje of Railway, of j;ieatly iinpioved Construction, for Main or Brancli Railways Contractors,

Ironworks, Collieries. 'I'riccs, Photographs, and full Specilications on application.

Telcerams. FLUKS. LKEl'S. Tflophoni' Nut.ui.ul HTl. A 1 .V A T.C C idr, u,,'

1

SOLE MAKERS OF THE RODGERS PULLEYS (Registered).

Wrought Iron throughout. Rim, Arms, and Boss.

ALSO "ETCHELLS"' NON-DRIP BEARINGS, SHArTING. AND ACCESSORIES.

Dcighton s Patent Flue &
Tube Company, Ltd.

DEIGHTON'S PATENT FURNACE.
The Destructive Tests have proved the DEIGHTON FURNACE
to be the tlrongest to resist collapse ever made.

It is :ilso unequalled for Uniformity of Thickness .ind Easy Scaling.

MAKERS OF MARINE and
LAND BOILER FURNACES.

AwjrJeJ 2 Bronze McddJs,

Pjris Ethibilion, 1900.

Vulcan Works,
Pepper Road. LEEDS.

The "Kingston" Patent Dredger 6 Excavator.

*' Kingston" Dredger and Grab

tixcil upon a Hopper liiir^ic ' i' 1.^0 tons capacity
having separate propelling; engines and special
boiler, as supplied to the Spanish Gi

Sole Manufacturers and Patentees—

ROSE, DOWNS 6 THOMPSON, Ltd., """"""':"
"VzT'm.Tk'' Lane LONDON
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PAGES MAGAZINE
An Illustrated Technical Monthly, dealing with the Engineering, Electrical, Shipbuilding, Iron and Steel,

Mining and Allied Industries.

Vol.. III. LONDON, OCTOBER, 1Q03. No. 4.

THE TAKASIHA COAL NINES OF NAGASAKI,

JAPAN,

E . W . N A R D I N.

The illustrations accompanying the article have been forwarded to us by Mr. Oki, the General

Manager of the Mines, and serve to emphasise the e.xceptional conditions under which mining there

is carried on. In addition to the usual risks there is the ever present danger of flooding by the

ocean. The geological formation is also of special interest.

—

Ed.

HE Takasima Coal Mines comprise

four islands near the entrance to

Nagasaki Harbour, Japan, and

are owned and worked by tlie

Mitsu Bishi Company. There

are several unusual features in

the occurrence and working of

these coal seams, viz. : the steep

angle of " dip," the numerous seams of good coal

separated by hundreds of feet of sedimentary rocks.

the extensive faulting of the strata, and the way in

which the coal is won. when so little surface is available

for works, and where there is the danger of subsidence

of the roof and consequent flooding of the workings

by the ocean.

The Islands are named respectivelyHasima (Extrems

Island), Nakanosima (Middle Island), Takasima (High

Island), and Yokosima, and are situated about one

mile from the main land. With the exception of

Takasima, wliich is of fair size and has some show of

vegetation, they all are simply barren rocky nobs

rising out of the ocean.

Hasima has also been partly levelled and in both

cases a high stone wall has been built along the water

line ; when entering Nagasaki from Shanghai, Hasima

looks like a huge grey battleship, the chimney stacks,

smoke, etc., adding to the deception.

The country on the main land (to the east) is entirely

different from the islands, which appear to be the

limit of the sandstone formation in that direction,

so that if these beds had not been tilted to such an

extent as to bring part of the upper strata above sea

level, the coal deposits would probably never have

been known. The formation is said to belong to

the "Tertiary," and fossils of shells, etc., and leaves

are plentiful in the shales.

The main body of rock is a line grained greyish

sandstone, which, near the coal seams, is replaced

by shales. A longitudinal section through Hasima,

Nakanosima and Takasima shows (by soundings)

great depressions between them, and in the workings

of all three, these depressions are shown to be due

to " faults " (fig 4'-

Between Hasima and Nakanosima the coal seams

are broken, and there is now some 20 ft. difference

in level. At the north end of Nakanosima, another

fault occurs, and also one at the south end of Takasima,

and from soundings taken^between these two points.

(»)i)
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HASIMA ISLAND.

^

VIEW OF XKW SHAFTS IX COUKSE OF SINKING.

(29.^)
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PLAN OF HASIMA
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ROAD FOR SI'RFACE TRAXSPORTATIOX HKTWEKX THK XEW SHAFTS AXD SHII'PIXG WHARF.

AXOTHER VIEW OF THE NEW SHAFTS.
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296 Page's Magazine.

h
A PANORAMIC VIEW OF

and the dotted lines show the extent of the workings

at the present time. Altogether on the three islands,

three thousand miners and two thousand surface

hands are employed.

The following is a report on some Japanese coals,

made to the Mitsu Bishi, in 1891, by Edward Slivers.

F..\.S., F.I.C., FX.S.

No. I, KoG.\V.\M.\.

Moderately hard and lustrous, with rectangular

clean fracture, powder almost black,

slightly caking, long flame.

Specific gravity

Moisture in air-dry coal

Volatile matter, lesf moisture

Ash, pale and soft

Coke (less ash) compact, but

not very coherent . .

Sulphur

Free burnina

1-28;

4"3 per cent.

y5

58-2

0-75

No. 2, Nama71it.\.

General character like that of No. i

even, not quite so hard.

Specific gravity

Moisture in air-dry coal

Volatile matter, less moisture

Ash, pale soft .

.

Coke (less ash) like No. i

Sulphur

Fracture more

I -260

3' I (x-r cent.

3.V7

4-7;

56-5

o-6i

No. 3, Shinnu.

Moderately hard, conchoidal or hackly in fracture,

lustre resinous or brighter, otherwise like No. i.

Specific gravity .. .. 1-290

Moisture in air-dry coal .

.

3'4 per cent.

Volatile matter, less moisture 37'1

.\sh, pale soft .. .. .. 6-25

Coke (less ash) like No. i . . 53'3

Sulphur .

.

. . . . 0-48

No. 4, Nak.\nosima.

Very soft, lustre resinous, fracture hackly, powder

brown. Highly bituminous fat coal, swelling enor-

mously, long flame.

Specific gravity .. .. I '236

Moisture in air-dry coal .. I '6 per cent;

Volatile matter, less moisture 37'7

Ash, pale soft .. .. .. 3'35

Coke (less ash) soft and spongy 57'3

Sulphur . . . . .

.

0"3i

No. 5, Takasima (Xo. I Pit).

In general character like No. i.

Specific gravity

Moisture in air-dry coal

Volatile matter, less moisture

Ash, pale and soft

Coke (less ash) like No. 4
Sulphur

No. 6, Hv.\KUM.\NSAKi (Tak.\sima).

In general character like No. 4.

Specific gravity

Moisture in air-dry coal

Volatile matter, less moisture

-\sh, pale soft . .

Coke (less ash) like No. 4 .. 5f4
Sulphur .

.

.

.

. . o'8i

All the above coals have high heating power,

per centi

1-25:

1-8

3;'s

6-35

56-4

o'72

1-258

1-7 per cent.

39'o

7 -9.1
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TAKASIMA ISI.AXII.

Variety of Coal.



THE 5PIER FALLS DAH.
Tlic Spier Falls dam of the Hudson River Water Power

Company, one of the greatest enterprises of the kind in the

world, has established a new record for rapid dam construction.

A commencement was made three years ago in June, 1900, and
t he masonry work is now jiractically complete. For the following

facts and illustrations we are indebted to Mr. Charles li. Parsons

(engineer), and to the Ettghiccring i\ews.—Ed.

Tllh: Spier Falls Dam is located at a point on the Hudson

River about nine miles south-west of Glens Falls, where

t lie building ol the dam will create a reservoir five miles long,

cinetliird of a mile wide, giving an 80-ft. head of water. Ten

turbines, each capable of developing 5,000 h.p., will drive

dynamos feeding electricity to Saratoga, Schenectady, Glens

Falls, Troy and Albany. Even at times of low water the

minimum power development will be 20,000 h.p. The location

of the dam and the plant used in its construction are shown

on plan. The operations have included the excavation of

some 270,000 cubic yards of rock and earth, and the building

of 180,000 cubic yards of masonry, besides the construction of

enormous co0erdams. .-\t times more than 1,500 men have

been engaged, tlie work proceeding day and night.

(298)
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THE COFFERDAMS.

One of the most interesting leatuies of this great

work is the cofferdamming. Since the bed of the river

at Spier Falls was a mass of boulders, underlaid in

many places by cemented gravel or hardpan, coffer-

dams of log cribwork loaded with rock were necessarily

adopted. After the cribwork of the main cofferdam

was in place a heavy fill of broken rock was made
along its upper face, and regarding this rock-fill,

Chief Engineer Charles E. Parsons says it was the

most essential feature of the work, for it would have

been almost impossible to have stopped some of the

larger leaks without it. When a leak started, these

stones would settle and lodge, and it was then an easy

matter to hold the outer gravel-fill.

In making this rock-fill, the largest stones were

placed against the cribwork. and then covered with

rubbish from the quarries. The gravel for the final

layer was excavated with a steam shovel and delivered

by cars hauled by " dinkeys," so that after two months

work with the steam shovel the main part of the

cofferdam was practically tight. This main cofferdam

at its greatest cross-section is 250 ft. wide at its base,

80 ft. at its top, and is 90 ft. high. It is about 600 ft.

long, and its average dimensions are about 150 ft.

wide at base, 25 ft. wide at top, and 60 ft. high. After

the completion of this main cofferdam a 6-in. centri-

fugal pump handled the entire leakage, which indicates

what a substantial structure it is.

The river having been diverted

by the cofferdam just described

now flowed along its left or north

bank. Originally it flowed straight

through the site of the cofferdam,

and where the river channel now

is, along the north bank, there was

a bed of gravel and boulders 35 ft,

deep. The spillway masonry was

built first on the north side of the

river, four archways, 7 ft. by 10 ft.,

being left to carry the river.

These archways are 35 ft. above

the old river bed, and will eventually

be closed with sliding timber gates,

and permanently filled in with

masonry. In constructing the main

cofferdam, a gap was left about

100 ft. wide, the gap being bridged so

that stone and gravel could be

hauled across. The spring freshets

in 1901 undermined the north side

of this gap, and dug deep into the

old river channel, making closing

of the gap more dillicult. To effect

this closing, a heavy timber crib

was begun on the north side of the

opening, and was sunk to the

l)ottom by using green hardwood

timber, wire cables being used to

anchor it during construction. It

was then partly filled with stone

and built up 6 ft. above the water. In like manner

a crib was built out from the south side of the gap.

until a small wedge-shaped gap was left 20 ft,

wide at the upstream face, and 6 ft. wide at

the downstream face. A crib was then made to

close this gap, and was suspended by hemp ropes

until it was built up to a height of 30 ft. above the

water, when the ropes were cut and the wedge dropped

into place, .\fter these gap or foundation cribs were

in place, they were filled with stone until the water

rose nearly to the top. A sluiceway 20 ft. wide was

then built to carry the river over the foundation

cribs, and more stone was thrown into the cribs to

raise the water until it flowed through the sluiceway.

.\nother sluiceway was then ImuU. six feet higher than

the first, and the water diverted to it by building

u p the crib and finally closing the front of the first

sluiceway with 6-in. plank. In this manner the

water was raised, step by step. 35 ft. until it found an

outlet through the temporary archways in the spillway.

The method of thoroughly stopping leakage ..by

rock and gravel filling above the cribwork has already

been described.

.\s is inevitable on work of this character

and magnitude, delays and damage from floods

occurred, but each new problem was met and

solved in a manner , most creditable to the skill

and pluck of the engineer in charge—Mr. Charles

E. Parsons.
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BAILING AND DRAINING.

The pumping plant consisteil ol nve .s-in. and three

6-in. Lawrence centrifugal pumps, two 4-in. pressure-

pumps, and two compound 8-in. Worthington pumps,

and at times this plant was strained to its limit to

lower the water enough to locate the larger leaks.

After the leaks were stopped four pumps served.

The water leaking through the upper or main cofferdam

is raised So ft. in two lifts by 8-in. centrifugals. The total

leakage from all the cofferdams is about four million

gallons (534,140 cubic fet-t) each twenty-four hours.

MASONRY.
The rough granite blocks lorming the core of the

dam are quarried a short dis-

tance above the dam and

delivered to the transverse

cableways by rail. The powder

used is 60 per cent, dynamite.

The most regular stones an-

selected for the faces of the river

section of the dam, but even on

them there is very little work

e.\pended in dressing, while the

backing is not dressed at all.

The mortar in the backing is a

1-3-5 concrete, the cements used

being Ironclad and Atlas. This

use of concrete instead of

ordinary mortar between the

stones obviously effects a de-

cided saving in the cement item

without impairing the .solidity

of the masonry ; and to further

reduce the cement per yard of

masonry, large spalls are also

used in tilling the vertical joints

between the huge bk)cks of

stone. This class of masonry

may be called rubble-concrete ;

It really is a rubble with con-

crete for mortar. The percent-

age of concrete so used has not

yet been calculated, but it will

probably be about 30 per cent,

of the whole dam. The labour

cost of laying this masonry, not

including the cost of mixing the

concrete, has been about 60

cents per cubic yard. There

are two labourers employed to

every mason, their wages being

respectively i; and 35 cents an

hour. It will be noted that the

use of concrete not only effects

a saving in the labour item, but

it effects a sa%^ing in the labour

item by reducing the number of

high-priced masons.

For dam work this type of

masonry has evidently the great

merit of comparative cheapness,

while at the same time it is fully as effective as any

other type of masonry that might be used. Where

stone is tough and comes out in such masses as this

does, it would be simply folly to reduce it all to concrete

size. In these days of concrete it is the part of wisdom

not to Ignore the fact that rubble masonry in massive

structures, and particularly rubble with concrete

as mortar, will usually be found cheapest.

The face stones in the river section, on the down-

stream face, are laid wnth their beds inchned to the

horizon, and in the laying of this work the engineer

has again shown his good judgment by laying the

stones drv, and grouting the joints. The grout is

WMi
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The Spier Falls Dam.

mixed in small quantities near by and is poured

in quite thick, a steel rod being used to

force it down to the Ixittom of the joints,

and insure against a clogging that might

prevent the full bedding of the stone in

m ortar.

The face stones on the overflow section

were imported several miles by rail an-.l

boat, for it was found verj' expensive to

dress the local stone to the l-in. joints used

on this part of the masonry. As a matter

of fact, it cost S-4 a cubic yard to quarrv,

dress, deliver and lay the local stone in the

face, as against Si 5 for the imported stone.

DERRICKS AND CABLEWAYS.
Seven l.idyirwnod cabli's arc 111 i^sc ; tliree

parallel with and four perpendicular to the

dam. Two of these are the longest cable-

ways ever usetl, one being 2,140 ft. between

towers and the other being 1.660 ft. The
main cable on the first named is 2i in.

diameter, and the cables of the others are

2 in. to 2} in. The four transverse cable-

ways are each 700 ft. long.

For handling the stone after it has been

delivered by the cableways. stiff-leg derricks

are used. As the dam increases in height,

these derricks are raised to successively liigher plat-

forms anchored to the sloping face of the dam. The
rear stiff-legs have been lengthened by splicing until

now there is one derrick with a rear leg 113 ft. long.

Guy-derricks could not be used because the guy lines

would interfere with handling the cableway skips.

CONCRETE.

The crushing and mixing plant is located so that

by means of a circular car track the mixed concrete

INl'AKK l-ll'h> LI-.ADING TO TIIK WA]i;i< WHKIOLS.

is delivered in buckets on cars to the long cableways.

Three Ransom mixers, each of i cubic yard capacity,

are giving excellent service. Two of the mixers

are running on concrete, and the third on mortar.

Each concrete mixer turns out about 200 batches

every ten hours, there being 23 cubic feet of concrete

to the batch. The concrete is discharged into an iron

bucket holding 2 cubic yards. The bucket is hauled

away on a car by a mule, and delivered to the cableway.

.\11 the materials are fed by gravity into the mixer.

THE 5,000-H.I'. WHEELS IX COfKSE OF ERECTIUX.
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The sand is delivered from the pit in dump cars, and
is raised by a bucket elevator. A rotary screen takes

the pebbles out. and to prevent clogging of the screen

it has been found very advantageous to fasten long

baffle plates to the inner side of the rotary screen.

These plates carry the sand around and drop it when a

certain inclination is reached. The sand is discharged

from the screen into a bin, and fed by means of a chute

controlled by gates. The cement is raised in bags by
means of a belt conveyer.

The stone from the quarry is fed into a No. 6 Gates

crusher, having a capacity of titty tons per hour
;

and is elevated and screened. .-Ml pieces larger than

3 in. diameter arc returned in a chute to a No. 2 Climax

jaw crusher. The pebbles from the sand are also

delivered by a chute to the jaw crusher. The crushed

stone and water are first admitted to the mixer, then

the sand and cement, and in less than two minutes a

perfect mi.xture is secured. There are about thirty

men engaged in and about the mixing plant, including

men feeding the crusher, feeding the materials from

bins into the mixers, attending to mixing and dumping,

loading cement on to belt elevator, men opening cement

bags, driving mules and switching cars, and others

performing sundry duties.

A large part of the concrete is now being used in

building the walls and floors of the power-house.

In the foundation walls the concrete is deposited

vcrj' wet. and a layer of stone, or large spalls, is bedded

into each layer of concrete, the men jumping on each

stone to push it down into the soft concrete. Spades

are used to force all stone back from the face of the

wall, so that there will hv 2 in. or > in. of pure m >rtar

on the face.

HAULING BV WAGONS.
Over sandy earth roads from Glens Falls all the

cement, coal and machinery has been hauled in wagons,
a distance of nine miles. One round trip a day is made,
teamsters being paid by the ton of load hauled. The
loads hauled by each team have ranged from 3,500 lb. to

4,500 lb., and this despite the steep pull at the end.

One load of twenty-eight tons was drawn on rollers

running on timbers, much as in house moving, and
twelve teams were required to move it, taking nine

days to travel tlic nine miles.

POWER-HOUSE.
The power-lunise will In- ,li\ ided into three sections :

(I) the wheel room ; {2) the generator room, and (3) the
transformer and switchboard room. In the wheel
room there will be ten pairs of turbines, each having
a capacity of 5,000 h.p., under an 80 ft. head. The
wheels are set 12 ft. above the level of the tail race

water, and each pair has one draft tube. The generator

room will contain ten 3,350 h.p , three-phase, 2,000-volt,

40-C3-cle, direct-connected general electric generators,

running at 240 revolutions per minute. There will

also be three 265 h p. e.xciters, each direct connected

to its own water wheel. In the transformer room
there will be thirty 1,100 h.p., high-potential trans-

formers, beside motors and blowers, and the high

and low-potential switchboards.

The five-feeder circuits have a capacity of 50,000 h.p.,

and the longest circuit will be forty-two miles.



BUTT.

Mr. Bott, in the comsi; of the fr.llowin.u paper, oilers some hints which should be useful in the

drawing' oflice, even although a complete revision may not be in contemplation.—Ku.

npIlE exigencies of modern nianufactiirini;

-* competition in the engineering trade

have caused many firms to remove from London

into the country, to enable them to build new
works, arranged for more economical pro-

duction. We shall consider in the following

pages some of tlie alterations made necessary

in the drawing office system of one of these

tirms, by the improved conditions of manu-

facture, in the hope that the experience gained
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The Revision of a Drawing Office.
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one in the book itself, and the other is torn otit and
filed away under its shop order number, so that a
record of all material ordered out for any one number
is automatically collected, thus obviating serious
delays likely to occur through parts, which should
have been ordered out, having been overlooked when
an order is repeated.

SHOP ORDER SHEET AND PRODUCTION ORDER
COVER.

As the drawings are comjileted, the various parts
required for each shop order are type-written in

quailruplicate on specially ruled foolscap sheets
(fig. I ). The first of these copies remains in the drawing
office, the second goes to the cost clerk, and the
remaining two go into the shops. These detail shop
orders form the foreman's authority for jiutting the
work in hand in their respective departments. As there
may be several shop order numbers for one production
ortler, they are collected together in what is called
the production order cover (fig. 2). The weight of each
casting or forging, as it is made, is entered on the detail
shop order sheet, and eventually, in the case of castings,
on the pattern number card inde.x, thus giving the
drawing office useful information w'hich hitherto had
not been obtainable without reference to the cost-
keeping book.
The detail production orders are found to be

immensely useful in the various shops for checking over
the quantities, etc., and more especially is this noticed
in the machine shop, where they enable the foreman
to keep all the parts on the move much more readily
than if he had only the drawings to work from. .\

copy of each detail order sheet is also sent to the
stores, thus enabling the storekeepers to look out all

the material required for it ; this also gives them time
to order anything they are short of. .-Ml these jno-
duction orders are returned to the drawing office

through the cost clerks' department, whose business
it is to check the weights with the delivery notes they
have already received from the stores. In this system
a record of all material u'sed for an order has to pass
through the storekeeper's hands at one time or another.

REPAIR PARTS AND SUNDRY ORDERS.
With regard to repair parts and sundry orders

which are always urgent, the order, just as received
from a customer, is sent into the drawing office, and a
shop order form (figs. 3 and 4) is issued to all depart-
ments concerned. This method gets the work put
in hand very quickly, and as each department returns
its order as soon as it has completed it, from any which
are not returned it is immediately know-n where the
job is stopped. A bright red label printed I'rgent
is fi.xed on breakdown and otlier very urgent repair
orders.

TOOL OR CUTTER SHEET.
Concerning the tools and tiittiis, etc., jireviously

mentioned as beanng a detail number, a very great
difficulty was at first experienced in the new works,
owing to more than one detail numl)er appearing on one
drawing ; and as one item miglit be use<l for a large
number of customers, and to write the name of each
customer on the drawing caused endless confusitm, the
following method has since been devised, which seems
to meet all requiretnents : A form (fig. 5) was drawn
out, and a (juantity obtained on thin jiarclmient paper,
the printing on it being black. Each tool or cutter is

now drawn on one of these forms to scale, and a record

is kept in the table at the"right-haud end of it, of the
customer's name, shop order number or inwards order
number, quantity required, and the trade-mark

;

the record of the trade-mark is a very important item,
because where a large quantity of tools is used, they
cannot always be obtained from the same source, and
in the case of complaints being received from a customer
the name of manufacturer of goods can instantly be
ascertained. .-\s will be seen from fig. 5. each article
made from a detail number drawing bears its number,
so that all a customer has to do wlien re(pnring a further
supply is to quote the number and date on the tool
itself. The detail number drawings bearing the tabular
record of customers' names are filed away under their
subject headings, and being all one size they form a
card index.
A blue-print of each is also kept ; these are filed away

in numerical order, also in a card index. These two
indexes thus enable any detail number drawing to be
found immediately, no matter whether only the
number or the name be known. With very little

expense these records could be duplicated bv blue-
printing, and thus a stores reference index could be
formed, which would also be a safeguard against
fire. A 5-in. by 3-in. card index of customers' names
is also kept in the office ; for all machines and repairs,
etc., ordered by them a white card is used ; for tools,
etc., ordered, a salmon-coloured card is used.

DRAWING INDEX (CUSTOMERS').

All drawings sent out are indexed uutler the name
of customer they are sent out for ; for this a blue card
(fig. 6) is used. There is also a machine index kept,
all machines made being indexed under the class and
size ; for this a white card is used. All drawings re-

ceived in the office are numbered and filed away in

pigeon-holes. All samples of work done on the
machines manufactured are numbered, recorded, and
kept in a sample room which is in charge of one of the
junior draughtsmen. ,\11 catalogues received are kept
in the drawing office, being filed away according to
their size, the stiff-covered ones by themselves, and
the limp-covered ones in cloth-covered pamphlet
boxes. Two inde.xes are kept of these, one of makers'
names, and one subject-matter index.

Sketches are made in numbered sketch books, each
page also being numbered in duplicate ; the sketch is

duplicated liy carbon paper, and being already num-
bered no other reference is needed. Specifications of
shafting, belting, piping, etc., are written in copying
pencil on forms printed in copying ink, and press-
copied in a book in the ordinary way. Complete
specifications are compiled for each new machine made,
by the draughtsman in charge of the job , in this
manner any alterations in design are recorded, thus
helping to avoid mistakes occurring when tenders
are being sent in, and which, when they do occur, are
apt to jirove very mstly.

DRAWING REQUISITION FORMS.

Each department in the works is supplied with a pad
of drawing requisition forms (fig. 7) one of which
forms is filled up and forwarded to the drawing office

when a drawing is reijuired. This obviates the necessity
of a foreman having to hunt round for a piece of paper
on which to write his requests, or perhaps sending a
verbal message which is translated into something quite
different before reaching the office.



Autumn Meeting of the Iron

Steel Institute.
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THE OUTDOOR PROGRAMME.

, E present in another part of
- >pp j^PiM wpBip the Ma(;,\/i\-e an account of

1^
' '- ^^1 the business transacted at the

!• KX^jT'f^^ autumn meeting of the Iron
and Steel Institute at Barrow.
What may be termed the
" outdoor programme " of the
meeting, comprising visits to
works, excursions, and enter-
tainments, was no less success-

ful, and doubtless the attractive nature of the social

functions had a great deal to do with the largeatten-
dance of ladies. These arrangements, in common with
the more serious features of the meeting, passed without
a hitch of any kin<l. On the evening of the ball the
weather, which had at times threatened the outdoor pro-

ceedings, proved entirely adverse, but. luckily, an
ample sufficiency of carriages enabled the guests to set

the weather at deliance. The works of the Hematite
Company were visited on September ist. a thorough
inspection being made with the assistance of a large

staff, under the direction of Mr. J. M. While. The
The total number of hands employed at these works
is about .1,500, exclusive of those at the coal and iron

mines, which are extensive, and about 250 at the wire-

works. The area of the land occupied by the
company's works, including railway sidings and
reservoirs, is 245 acres.

A party consisting of about thirty members of the
Institute, made a thorough inspection of the .^skam
Ironworks of the Millom and Askam Hematite Iron
Companv. Ltd., under the guidance of the directors and
Mr. Axei Sahlin.

A notable visit was paid to the shipbuilding yard
and engineering works of Messrs. \'ickers. Sons and
Maxim, Ltd.. though the occasion was unfortunately
marretl by wet weather. .\t the quay wall the Chilian
battleship Libertad. and the British battleship Dominion
were being completed.

Special trains were provided by the Furness Railway
Company for the convenience of members participating

in the various excursions, and a visit was paid to the
principal workshops of the Company, to which have
recently been added a new iron and brass foundry,
100 ft. long by 45 ft. wide, and provided with a lo-ton
overhead electric travelling crane, a cupola capable of

melting four tons per hour, moulding machines,
pneumatic plant, etc.

The new Hodbarrow sea wall and the various
works which have been undertaken as sea defences for

the protection of the Hodbarrow mines were inspected

by a party of about 150, including ladies. The first

sea-wall, which was completed in iSqo, is constructed
of concrete, backedby a clay embankment, and rendered
water-tight by a wall of puddled clay, immediately

behind the concrete wall, keyed into the natural clay

bed beneath. This was built to enable the company
to win the ore up to the then high-water mark of ordinary
spring tides. The outer barrier differs from the existing

sea wall in that it is a flexible instead of a rigid structure,

this form having been adopted in order that should

any subsidence take place beneatli the barrier, it

also will subside, and accommodate itself to the contour
of the ground when by adding material to the super-

structure its efficiency as a protection to the mines
will be maintained. The total length of the outer
barrier is 6.870 ft., or rather more than a mile and a

quarter. It has an e.\treme height of 40 ft., the depth
of water alongside at high tides being 20 ft. to 25 ft,

and its greatest width is 72 ft. at the level of the road-
way, and 210 ft. at the base. The cost of the under-
taking is about i4cSo.ooo.

At the close of the first day's proceedings, the Mayor
and Mayoress of the Borough—Mr. and Mrs. Fisher

—

received a large number of visitors, including the

President (Mr. Carnegie), and Mr. Victor Cavendish.
M;P. at a conversazione held at the Town Hall. On
the following evening, a highly successful ball was
held, at which at least eight hundred guests must have
been present.

On the Thursday a very delightful afternoon was
spent in the grounds of Holker Hall, where Mr. Victor
Cavendish, M.P., and Lady Evelyn Cavendish arranged
a garden party, which was very largely attended.

Perhaps the most pleasant function connected with
the social side of the meeting was the musical evening
arranged at Furness Abbey, when the buildings and
walks were outlined in coloured lamps. The musical
part of the programme was carried out by the Ship
Yard and Steel Works Bands, and the evening's
attractions included the display of fireworks.

,-\n enjoyable excursion was made to the Lakes, and
at Grasmere several groups of the members and their

lady friends were photographed. On the Friday an
expedition was undertaken to Fleetwood and Blackpool.
Between two and three hundred members ])articipated,

the trip over Morecambe Bay to Fleetwood,
occupying a little over an hour, and being greatly,

enjoyed. The party lunched at the Hotel Metropole.
at the invitation of the Reception Committee,
where Mr. G. J. Snelus paid a tribute to the

excellent work of the Reception Committee, re-

marking that the guests were exceedingly indebted
to the Committee for the trouble taken by them in

according the members so hearty a welcome to Barrow,
and also for the kind and abundant hospitality ex-

tended towards them. Mr. T. F. Butler, in resjionse,

said that the Committee had done their best to entertain

the Institute, and were pleased that their efforts iu

this direction had been so highly appreciated.

(307)
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OUR nONTHLY BIOGRAPHIES.

Mr. EDWARD PRITCHARD MARTIN, J.P.

IX metallurgical circles the name uf Edward Pritcliard

Martin carries with it a reminder of the early days of

one of the most noteworthy achievements in steel making

—the Thomas and Gilchrist dephosphorising process-

This was worked out by the two inventors, Thomas and

Gilchrist, at the Blaenavon Company's works, while Mr-

Martin was the General Manager there, and for his con-

tribution towards ithe was awarded the Bessemer medal-

Mr. Martin comes, on his father's side, from an eld

stock of mining people in Cumberland, and on his

mother's side from an old Breconshire family. He is

the eldest son of the late .Mr. George Martin, who was

Photo by Fnk,:, Ca.UjJ \

MK. E. P. MARTiX, J.P.

mining engineer for the IJuwIais Iron Company for

upwards of 58 years.

Born at Dowlais in 1S44, he was privately educated in

England, and subsequently studied at Paris. He w-as

apprenticed to the Dowlais Iron Company in i860, under

the late Mr. Menelaus, and later under Mr. Edward
Williams, accompanying the latter to London in

February, 1864, to assist him in the management of the

London Office of the Dowlais Iron Company. In 1869

he became deputy General Manager of the Dowlais Iron

Works under the late Mr. Menelaus, and in 1870 CJeneral

Manager of the Governor and Company of Copper
Miners in England at Cwmavor.
In September, 1874, Mr. Martin was appointed

General Manager of the Blaenavon Company's
Works, where he erected the Bessemer Steel

Works, and where, as first mentioned, he

identified himself with the historic work of

Messrs. Thomas and Gilchrist.

In 1882 he was appointed General Manager
of the Dowlais Iron Companyunder the trustee-

ship of Mr. Clark, thus following in the footsteps

of his late friend and chief, Mr. Menelaus. On
the amalgamation of the Dowlais Iron Com-
pany w^ith the Patent Xut and Bolt Company,
Ltd., he became Vice-Chairman and Managing
Director of Guest, Keen and Co., Ltd. He
retired from this position in June, igo2, but

he still retains a seat on the Board of Guest,

Keen and Nettlefolds, Ltd.

Mr. Martin is also a Director of the Orconera

Iron Ore Company Ltd., the Khymney Rail-

way, the South Wales Electrical Power and

Distribution Coinpany, and othei companies.

He is a past President of the South Wales

Institute of Engineers, and of the Iron and

Steel Institute, Vice-President of tlie Institution

of Mechanical Engineers, a member of the

Institution of Civil Engineers, a past President

of the Monmouthshire and South Wales Coal

Owners' Association, and a member of its

late Sliding Scale Committee—now the Board

of Conciliation—for the Coal Trade of Mon-

mouthshire and South Wales.

He is a J.P. for the counties of Moimiouth

and Glamorgan, and Sheriff of Monmouthshire

this year.



Our Monthly Biographies.

Mr. ALFRED ASLETT.
(General Maiui^ler of the Fiiiiiess RailK'tiy.)

MR. ALFRED ASLETT was born in the City of

York, where for many years his father—the

late Jlr. Alfred Aslett—was Divisional Superintendent

of the Great Northern Railway.

Educated at York and Shrewsbury. Mr. .\slett

naturally followed in the footsteps of his father, ser\4ng

the Great Northern Company for twenty years

—

chiefly at Nottingham and King's Cross. After gaining

further experience on the Eastern and Midland Rail-

way, in the capacity of Traffic Manager of that line, he

was appointed Secretary and General Jlanager to the

Cambrian Railways in 1891. During his four years'

connection with this line, he was instrumental in largely

developing its passenger traffic, and in 1S95, on his

accepting the post of General Manager to the Furness

Railway, the people of Aberj'stwyth showed their

appreciation in a practical manner at a farewell

dinner by making him a special presentation.

Under the management of Mr. Aslett, the

Furness Railway has made rapid strides.

The line, which was originally designed

to develop the mineral traffic of

the district, and which may be said to

have been responsible for the making

of modem Barrow, runs for a distance

of 74 miles from Carnforth to White-

haven. At Carnforth there are connec-

tions with the London and North-Western

and ilidland Railways, and at Whitehaven
with the former line. Branch lines also

run to the lakes and from Barrow to Piel.

The railway owed its inception to the

late Sir James Ramsden, whose scheme
also provided for the Barrow Docks.

Extending over 294 acres, these mag-
nificent waterways are deep enough to

accommodate the largest steamers afloat.

They cost the company some 2 1 millions

sterling, and the important part played

by them in connection with the works
of Messrs. Vickers, Sous, and Maxim is

well known. The Docks form quite a

distinct department, which is directed by
a harbour master, and gives constant

employment, to some half a dozen steam
tugs.

What the company has lost in mineral

traffic it may be said to have gained by
the thorough exploitation of the numerous
pleasure resorts in the neighbourhood.

On its arrangement for traffic between
Barrow and Belfast and with the Isle of

Man, in connection with the Midland
Railway Company and Messrs. James
Little and Co., the company has spent

something Uke half a million of money. It

runs five steam yachts on Windermere Lake, a

gondola on Coniston Lake, and two steamers for

excursion traffic betweenFlie twood (for Blackpool),

Morecambe, and the lakes, vni Barrow. The line

possesses a remarkablv fine stretch of coast scenery,

and its natural advantages have been made the most

of ; in fact, by increasing the passenger traffic, intro-

ducing new and more efficient locomotives and rolling

stock, lighting the carriages with electricity, running

its trains on more liberal scales, adorning its stations

with shrubberies, etc.. the railway has been rendered

one of the most attractive in England.

In assigning credit for these developments, allow-

ances must of course be made for these efforts of an

enterprising board of directors and an able staff of

officers, but a large share of the credit for initiatory

work and successful organisation unquestionably

belongs to Mr. .\slett.

MR. .ALFRED .iSLETT.



"THE ENGINEER IN 50UTH AFRICA."

THIS is the title of an essentially interesting and
infoimative work by Stafford Ransome. M.Inst.C.E.,

which makes a notable addition to the literature of the

subject. Mr. Ransome was originally commissioned by
the Eiif^iiiccr to write a series of articles on South Africa

from an engineer's point of view, and these have been
drawn upon to a certain extent in compiling the twenty
chapters of the present volume, hut at least a third of the

original matter has been deleted, while the remainder
has been re-arranged and in some degree re-writlen.

In order to enlarge the scope of the work, the author
has been careful to avoid a severely technical style. In

summing up his line of argument, Mr. Ransome remarks
that tile passing of the sponge over the slate in South
Africa, from a military and political point of view, has
had the effect of altering and, to some e.vtent, effacing

the commercial and industrial map of the country as we
have known it. Some of the most familiar landmarks
have been partially obliterated and others have sprung
into being. The industrialist must draw a new map of

South Africa, a map in which the present political

boundaries will be of decreasing importance. The South

Africa of the future will be ruled not by the seaports, or

even necessarily by the coastal colonies, as in the past,

but bv the great industrial centres.

"The Engineer in South Africa: a review of the

industrial situation in South Africa after the war, and a

forecast of the possibilities of the country." Ky Stafford

Ransome, M.Inst.C.E. Archibald Constable and Co.,

Ltd. 7s. 6d.

In a chapter entitled " The British Manufacturer," Mr.

Ransome makes some attempt to sum up the future of

British trade in South Africa. He remarks that time

alone will show how our position will be affected, but at

all events we may rest assured that in Cape Colony we

enter upon the struggle with the advantage of a very

long start. He thinks there is more joy in America or

Germany over one order that goes to those countries,

and might have come to us, than there is in England

over ninety and nine such orders which come to us in

the ordinary course of business. The tendency to

jubilation in the American Press over orders lor

machinery, and the exaggeration of the importance of

such orders, are in a great measure responsible for the

alarmist views with regard to the position of the British

manufacturer. Our position with regard to all machinery

and appliances in the electrical trade is nevertheless

extremely critical. On the railways practically all the

machinery, and about half the rails, come from England

—American locomotives have been tried and found

wanting. The British manufacturer is equally to

the fore in harbour works requirements and other

specified directions. Various complaints of the British

manufacturer are discussed, and should be carefully

studied. The question of packing and making the author

believes to be a genuine grievance against the average

British manufacturer. With regard to representatives,

he urges the importance of sending out the very best

technical men they can find, paying them well and being

guided bv their advice, .\mong the machines that are

From "The Engineer in South A/riai.^']

W.VSHIXG THE STUKETS OK KI.MIilvULliV I'OU lM.\MtJN'I)S.
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"The Engineer in South Africa.

MKCH.WICAL HAULAGE AT THE PREMIER MINK, KIMHKKLEY.

mostly wanted in Cape Colony at the present day are

agnciiltural plant, windmills, traction engines, railway

plant, dredges, cranes, pumps, drills, steam and oil

engines. Hour-mill machinery, brick-making machinery,

machine tools, and electrical lighting and driving plant

—more particularly small motors. There is practically

no market for gas-engines, lor the simple reason that

where there is gas the price is prohibitive for motive-

power purposes, on account of the cost of coal.

He states that the industrial prospects of South Africa

are brilliant, but the country must have time to recover

from the effects of the long devastating war. In spite of

the repeated attacks on the methods of the British

manufacturer, and the categorical statements that have

been made to the effect that he is indifferent and blind

to his own interests, and that he is, in consequence,

losing his trade with Soutli Africa, the author has been

unable to find any foundation for these allegations. The

chapter on " The British Manufacturer " was written last

September, at a time when there were no normal

statistics available since the war. The somewhat opti-

mistic views then taken by the author, however, have

been more than confirmed by the statistics recently

published of the imports into Cape Colony, the " rebel

colony," for 1902. The author estimated that Great

Britain's share in the engineering imports was not less

than 66 per cent, of the total. The new statistics shew

that of the imports of all classes from all sources in 1902,

Great Britain furnished 66 per cent., and that a further

10 per cent, was furnished by British possessions, making

a total of 76 per cent, for the Empire. This leaves a

balance of 24 per cent, to be divided <anong^t the various

countries who, it is alleged, are ruining that proverbially

short-sighted firm John Bull and Sons. Incidentally it

may be mentioned that the invoice for 1902, for goods

delivered by this "obsolete" firm, amounted to just

double the figure of their invoice for iSo^, which was the

last normal year before the war.

There is an important chapter on tiie labour question,

in which the author gives a detailed explanation of tlie

Compound system, urging that it is the only proper and

certainly the most humane way of dealing with the

Kalfirs His only reason for advocating this system for

gold and other mines, where there is nothing for the

native to steal, is on the score of humanity.

Mr. Kansome tells in a fascinating way the story of

Kimberley. He cites a striking proof of the early

primitive methods of mining for diamonds.
" In olden times a good deal of this debris from the

mines was used for making up the streets of Kimberley.

At the present day, only a few hundred yards from the

room in which I am writing, individuals are engaged in

" washing " the streets for diamonds. This process is

shown by the picture In spite of the fact

that the municipality stipulate that the streets shall be

left in a better state by the washers than w^hen operations

began, these enterprising men are demonstrating the fact

that Kimberley is literally paved with diamonds, and are

making a very good income out of the stones they find."

There are many other attractive features in this valuable

volume which we recommend to the attention of all who
are interested in the development of South .\frica.



TWO GREAT NAVAL
INSTITUTIONS.

A brief account of a visit to the new Naval

Barracks at Portsmouth, and the Royal Naval

College at Osborne.

By ARMISTEAD CAY.

ARGE party of gentle-

men interested in naval

atlairs travelled down to

Portsmouth on Satur-

day, September 1 2th, by
special invitation in order

o view the new Nav'al

'.arracks erected there,

.md also the Royal N'ava!

1 <illese. lately opened bv
His Majesty th? King, at

< )sborne.

On the arrival ot the

special at Portsmouth
Naval Barracks Station,

the visitors descended from the train to the

line by means of portable stairways placed in

position by bluejackets, and, bavins; been courteously

received by the Commander-in-Chief {.\diiural Sir

Jolm Fisher), proceeiled at once to the Naval Barracks,
where tliere was an exhibition of drill on the Swedish
svstem the men performing some astonishing evolutions,

which aflorded a capital idea of the way in which the

nuiscle of the Xavy is made. A suggestion of ample
space and extreme order seemed to obtain every-

where in these well-hghted bniidings, and the same
impression was maintained out in the huge parade
ground where the boys were drawn up for musical drill.

The liarracks are ik-stined to play an important
part in the new naval arrangements as a centre of

training, and the temporary liome of " nucleus crews

—the highly trained men who will form the backbone
asit were, of the con'.plemcnts ofour warships. Occupy-
ing an area of about 50acres. they oflfer accommodation
for over 6,000 officers and men of a vastly superior

description to that available in the old hulks which were
formerly used. The men's ijuarters are lighted by
electricity, and litted with excellent bathrocnns and
modern sanitary appliances. Unfortunately, there

was not sufficient time to inspect the whole of the
barracks, but enougli was seen to impress the visitors

with the fact that nothing has been left undone to

secure the conditions that shall spell efficiency.

The officers' quarters are, of course, more ornate,

and present an imposing fa,ade. The main entrance
hall, 24 ft. long, and 21 ft. wide, was particularly
admire<l. Oak. with hammered iron for tlie fittings,

is cliietly employed, tlie panels of tt\e marble staircase

being enriched with the admirably carved representa-

tions of ships. Many fine rooms are included in the

central block, the most notable being the messroom—

a

spacious apartment in oak, with an open timber roof.

Here an excellent lunch was served, while from the

musicians' gallery floated the strains of " H.M.S.
Pinafore " and other music appropriate to the occasion.

The accompanyine snapshot was taken as the visitors

were leaving the builihng.

Admiral Fisher 'presided overl his 'guests' with a

good-humoured geniality, but called for no speeches,

contenting himself merely with an expression of con-

tentment at the state of the weather. This may or

may not have been tempting Providence ; the fact

remains that an expedition by train round the dockyard
was commenced almost immediately afterwards in

heavy rain. This, however, did not prevent the

\-isitors from noting many jioints of interest in the

wonderfully diverse collection of fighting ships now
in the docks, ranging from the Inflexible (the most
up-to-date warship afloat twenty years ago, but now-

old iron) to the huge armoured cruiser King Alfred,

an excellent example of the conditions obtaining

to-day. .\ flotilla of destroyers offered further food

for reflection, and among other notable craft we observed

the turbine vessel IV/dv, described and illustrated in

a previous number of P.\ge's M.^g.^zine.

The party subsequently embarked on the tug

Voleauo at the North Jetty of the dockyard, and. as

time did not permit of a visit to Whale Island, the boat

w'as soon under steam for Cowes. The passage was
not by anv means destitute of excitement, for the

vessel was given over to a feignetl attack by submarines,

and these queer craft, running at full speed on the

surface, or eluding observation and our camera while

partially submerged or diving, afforded a wonderful

object-lesson of their insidious power in modern
warfare.

We soon came to the conclusion that photographing
the submarine on a dull day may be compared to

chasing the igiius ja'uus. There is an effective way
of dealing even with submarines. Near the buoy
marking the old wreck of the Boyne was an outrigger

torpedo-boat and a huge volume of water thrown
into the air, marked the explosion of a heavy charge,

causing a convulsion in the sea which would have
made a speedy end of any unfortunate sulimarine

within striking distance. .\ distinguislied naval officer

jocularly described this as putting salt on hei tail
"

—

an apt simile.

The Volcano was accompanied by several destroyers,

which gave remarkable evidence of the mobility of

these craft, and the deadly eftect they w'ould have in

modern naval warfare.

.\t Spithead we passed a gunboat (shown at tlie head
of this page as it appeared from tlie r(i/(«))i)) carrying

a 47 gun firing at targets 6 It. square, and directed

by Chief Petty Officer Bate, wlio had charge of it

from Durban to Ladysmith, and broke down Colenso

bridge at a range of considerably over four miles. The
firing was most successful, and ended witli the demoli-

tion of the targets.

On landing at Trinity Pier, East Cowes, the party

proceeded first to Kingston, an adjunct of Osborne, to

inspect the engineering and mechanical workshops,

which have been built for the use of the cadets close

(3i(>)



Two Great Naval Institutions. ?'7

to llu- i>KHili>.in.

shores of tlie Meilina.

The main shop is io.~i It.

long by 50 ft. liroail.

ami is litted with
everything necessary
tt> familiarise the
cadets with the hand-
ling of tix>ls and
working of machinery.
Between this, the prin-

cipal building, and the

water there arc cailets'

dressing - rooms and
ortices for the sta tt.

while to the south are

the power-house and
the laboratory. In

the power-house there

are a small brass

foundry and a smith's

I urge.

The steamlxiats at-

tached to the College

include a specially ile-

signed 60-ft. launch, intended mainly for instructional

work, and built by Messrs. j. S. White and Co.,

at Cowes. The whole of her machinery space is en-

closed in a large glazed cabin, extending nearly the
whole len;;th of the boat, and intended to .serve as a

lecture-ro<mi. Here the cadets will be taught to

take to pieces and put together again engines which
have been broken down or need repair, and will study
other practical illustrations of marine engineering.

Much interest was e\inced in these admirable arrange-
ments, but the time was limited, and, aided by the

good offices of Captain Wemyss, the Governor of the
College, who threw himself with characteristic energy
into the work of superintending the transportation

of the guests, the party drove over to the College by
the newlv made road.

,^U'iWy>»- %;i . U--

THK NEW X.W.XL lUKK.VCKS XT I'OUTSMOITH.

A Snapshot of the party leaving the Otticers' Quarters.

THE ROY.M. X.W.M, COl.LEGK, OSBORNE.

Single-Storied buildings on the bungalow plan have
been employed throughout, the material chiefly

used being uralite. This system offers an economic
and rapid method of construction and as one of
these bungalows can be built in three months,
there will be little difficulty in adding additional

accommodation as it is recjuireti. The picturestjue

aspect of the college from a distance is added to by
the high water tower which rises from the centre.

Bungalows affording sufficient accommodation for

seventy-five cadets are already in existence, and
the foundations have been laid for half-a-dozen others.

The buildings include a spacious messroam,
numerous classrooms, a large gymnasium, apartments
for the staff, and others for the commissariat depart-
ment.

The bungalows which
form the cadets' dormi-
tories are 105 ft. long
by 24 ft. wide, each
holding thirty beds
and including an offi-

cer's cabin. .\t the
end of each is a bath-
room including a plunge
liath, 10 ft. by 12 ft.

The buildings are con-
nected with oneanot her
and with the gymnas-
ium by a long covered
verandah.
The ofiicers' quart-

ers, shown in our
photograph, are a se-

parate block of build-

ings. Here, before re-

embarking on board
the Volcano, the mem-
bers of the party
were hospitably invi-

ted to tea by Captain
Wemyss.
The opening of the

College, which is now
in full working order,

unquestionably marks
the beginning of an
important era in naval
affairs.
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H.K.ll. PRINCESS H]1'1SE.

N0TE5 AND NEW5.

A Notable Engine on the Furness
Railway.

This engine was useil by the Furness Railway Com-
pany during the visit of Her Royal Higliness Princess

Louise to Barrow-in-Fiirness, on August 25th, in

CO nnection with the launch of H.M. Battleship

DcminiuH, by Messrs. Vickers, Sons, and Maxim, and
the opening of the New Technical Schools. The
engine is of the four wheels coupled type, with leading

bogie, and was built by Messrs. Sharp, Stewart, and Co.

(now amalgamated with the North British Locomotive

Ccn-.pany), Glasgow, in 1896. The cylinders are 18 in.

in diameter, by 24-in. stroke, the coupled wheels,

6 ft. diameter ; and bogie wheels, 3 ft. 6 in. diameter.

The total heating surface is 1,208 square feet, the

grate area 17 square feet, and weight of engine and
tender in working order, 69 J tons.

Rapid Coal-Handling Machinery.

The tiial-haiuilnig maclinKry nistalleU by the- t . W.
Hunt Comjiany, West New Brighton, N.Y., at tlie

Lincoln Wharf Power Station of the Boston Elevated
Railroad Company, recently lowered the world's recor.f

lor rapid unloading. The coai was raised 90 ft. above
tide-water, and delivered to the storage jiockets at

the rate of 320 tons per hour. The installation follows

in general design the standard Hunt steeple tower rig,

the moving gear and coal cracker being electrically

driven, and the hoisting engine direct connected.
The overhang of the folding boom is 40 ft., and the

capacity of the shovel two tons.

The Junior Institution of Engineers at

Sheffield.

The sumnier meeting ol this Institutimi was excep-

tionally well attended—a circumstance no doubt due
to the particularly attractive character of the pro-

gramme provided. The proceedings opened at the

Town Hall. Sheffield, where the members were welcomed
by the Lord Mayor, after which a visit was paid to

the works of Messrs. Davy Brothers, at .\ttercliffe,

where they had the opportunity of seeing in course of

erection a powerful armour-plate mill intended for the

Imperial Japanese Government.

The next visit was to Messrs. Had): eld's Steel

Foundry Company's Works, at Tinslej'. On arrival,

the members were entertained to luncheon. Colonel Sir

Howard \incent. M.P., presiding. A most interesting

afternoon was spent in the inspection of the foundry,

where steel castings for hydraulic, marine, and other

machinery, track work, points and crossings and mining

machinery of all kinds were being turned out. Subsequent

visits were paid to the works of Messrs. Charles Cammell
and Co. (where, on their arrival, an armour-plate

for H.M.S. Hindustan was specially rolled). Messrs.

James Dixon and Sons, John Henry Andrew and
Co., Thomas Turner and Co., and Mellow'es ami Co.

Ltd., were also visited.

Some capital speeches were heard at the annual

dinner, when an illuminatetl vote of thanks was pre

sented to Mr. F.rnest King, in recognition of his valuable

service as honorary local secretary of the meeting.

.'\n excellent ])rogramme of e.xcursions in the Peak
district included visits to lUi<lilon Hall, Chatsworth.

and Castleton.
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Notes and News. )i9

MOTOK-CAK OK EXI'ERIM r.NTAI. TRAIN ON THE Sl'UAGUE-THOMSON'-HOUSTO.N SYSTEM.

The Electrification of the Metropolitan

District Railway.

Since we last went to press it lins been decicieii that

the electric trains for the Metropolitan District Railway

shall be worked on the Sprague-Thomson-Houston

system of multiple \mit train control. Motor-cars on

this system have already been substituted for separate

locomotives on the Central London Railway, in order

to overcome vibration troubles, and are also being

introduced on the Great Northern and City Railway,

riach train will be composed of three motorcars and

three or four trailers, all being under the control of

one driver, and the motor-car portion will be separated

from the passenger part of the car by means of a

lireproof steel partition. For the accompan\inn

photo;.'raph we are indebted to the British Thomson-

Houston Company.

Business and Professional.

The Yost Typewriting Company have just introduced

a new and improved form of their machine. Tlie

No. lo Yost has a slightly enlarged keyboard, seven

additional keys, enabling it to be freely used for special

purposes—such as the writing of French or German,
or mathematical work, without in any way detracting

from its utility for ordinary commercial purposes.

The shape of the keyboard has also Vieen modifietl, and
the key tops or buttons have been fashioned in such a

way as to adapt them to receive thefinger tips without

danger of slipping. Other improvements include an
alteration in the system of compound leverage, which
saves noise, and greatly lightens the " touch " of the

machine.

Contracts recently secured by Messrs. Mather and

Piatt, Ltd.. of Manchester, include a complete electrical

power and lighting plant for shipment to South .\merica,

comprising three combined sets of engine and dynamo,

each of a capacity of 200 kilowatts, and two sets of

60 kilowatts each, with two surface condensing plants,

provided with motor-driven circulating and air pumps,

and each capable of dealing with 12,000 lb. of steam

per hour. The generating plant will furnish power

to 45 continuous current motors, varying from i^ b.h.p.

to 42 b.h.p., five of these being direct coupled to cen-

trifugal pumps, and two to the condenser pumps.

Another important contract comprises a complete three-

phase power plant for a cotton mill. The direct-

coupled three-phase generator runs at 330 revolutions

per minute, and gives an output of 550 kilowatts,

with a frequency of 50 cycles per second at 440 volts.

There are twenty-three induction motors, the majority

of which are of 25 b.h.p.

Messrs. Royce, Ltd., Electrical and Mechanical

Engineers, of Manchester, have completed and started

up the new works which they have erected at Tratford

Park for the manufacture in quantities of dynamos and

motors. The works, which cover a large area, and

include a fully equipped iron foundry, are electrically

driven throughout, have been expressly designed with

a view to promoting rapid and economical production,

and are equipped with a wide selection of the latest

automatic and other machine tools and labour-saving

devices.

Mr. John A. F. Aspinall, M.I.Mech.E., M.Inst.C.E.

— In our September issue Mr. Aspinall was inadvertent y
described as an Associate Member of the Institute of

Civil Engineers. Our attention has been drawn to

the fact that he is a full member of the Institution,
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THE EOUIPHENT OF THE R0BIN50N NINE,

JOHANNESBURG.
i;y

EDGAR SMART, A.M.Ix.st.C.E.

The present instalment concludes the nuthor's survey of the mine. The previaus articles dealing

with incline shafts, power plant, mill, water regulation, cyanide plant, etc., appeared in the August and

September issues. The chlorination works, a description of which is now continued, form a special

fe.iture of interest, as this is the only mine on which the process is practised at the present time.

—

Ed.

III.

ROASTING OPERATIONS.

HE concentrates are dumped

from trucks on to the

Hat to]i of the furnaces

as recquired, and are fed

in through doors in the

roof at the back end in

lots of two tons each.

The furnace contains

6 toris on the whole

60 ft. of hearth, so that

there are three charges

in different stages being roasted simultaneously,

and as far as possible these charges are kept

separate throughout the roasting"."

Thus, when one charge is finished and dis-

charged, the whole of the ore on the next 20 ft.

of hearth is worked forward on -to the finishing

hearth, and replaced by bringing forward all

the ore from the last 20 ft., which is thus left

empty. A fresh charge is then fed in and

spread evenly over the back hearth. The

roasting is therefore carried on by distinct

steps at three stages of temjierature, and in this

respect the hand-worked reverberatory com-

pares favourably with the mechanical type

of furnace wherein tlie ore passes continuously

from the lowest to the highest temperature,

because in the former the roasting is more under

control. In the hand-worked furnace the three

hearths correspond with the three essential

stages of the roasting operations, viz. :

—

(i) The burning off of the sulphur at a low

temperature with continual rabbling.

(2) O.xidation at a dull red heat with frequent

rabbling.

(3) Completion of o.xidation at l>right red

heat and decomposition of the sulphates formed

dtiring the previous stages.

With these furnaces it is therefore possible,

by keeping the charges separate, to be quite

sure that each stage of the roasting is properly

completed before the next one is commenced,

and, consequently, the roasting can be perfectly

performed, so that where cheap labour can be

obtained an automatic furnace is not required.

And for this purpose kafir labour under com-

petent supervision is quite as effective as that

of white men.

When each charge is quite finished, about

20 lb. of salt is added, and is well stirred in

immediately before discharging. The discharged

(320)
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material is tipped and spread over a cooling

floor and sprayed with water until it is just

moist but not actually wet.

QUANTITY ROASTED,

With one rabble boy on each side, each furnace

will turn out an average of 4'6j tons in twenty-

four hours. At this rate of working the fire

is fully made up just before the completion

of each charge to give the great heat re-

quired to perfectly break up the sulphates ; it

then smoulders until the next charge is nearly

finished. But when working at full pressure

four rabbling boys are required on each side,

and the fire is more frequently fed. The quan-

tity roasted is then 8 tons in twenty-four hours.

In each case one fire boy is employed for each

furnace and one white man on each shift looks

after the fire.

THE TANK HOUSE.

This building contains eleven chlorination

tanks, 14 ft. in diameter and 5 ft. deep, with

counterbalanced covers having a water seal

when down, as shown in fig. 12. There are two

plugged nipples in these covers, one for allowing

^,.«,d(o/r«%/T excess chlorine gas to pass off

'Hater as described below, the other
irouafi

for filling the tank with water.

These treatment tanks are built in

one line over a masonry tunnel, and

the residues are discharged through

the bottom of the tanks into trucks in

the tunnel. There are eight precipi-

tation tanks, each 12 ft. diameter, and

two at 18 ft., all of them 6 ft. deep.

There are nine safety tanks, each 16 ft.

by 5 ft., through which the waste

liquor flows in series after leaving the precipi-

tation tanks, in order to save any vfery fine

precipitated gold which may be carried over.

Of these latter, two are filled with scrap iron,

five are used simply as settlers, and the last two

contain sand and gravel filters.

The method of forming the filters of the

chlorination tanks as now practised is illus-

trated in fig. 13. The floor of the vat is first

covered with rows of bricks laid on the flat, end

on, with i-in. spaces between the bricks in

each row, and 3-in. spaces between the rows.

These spaces constitute drainage channels for

the solution as it percolates through the filter.

These bricks are covered with an upper layer

of bricks on the flat, laid close together in a

direction at right angles to those beneath them.

The next layer consists of cobble stones about

3 in. diameter ; upon these there is put 3 in. of

broken stone, and the filter is completed by

a top layer of sand, 3 in. thick. Fig. 13 also

shows the construction of a bottom discharge

door suitable for chlorination tanks, designed

by Mr. Charles Butters, and used in this plant.

A hole is formed in the wooden floor of the

tank, and above this is fixed a flanged lead

tube, the height of the tube being equal to the

depth of the filter. The hole is closed by a

cast iron door, supported and pressed up by a

screw in a cross bar, which latter rests on two

cast brackets bolted to the joists which carry

the tank. When the lead tube is filled with

sand and sealed with a slab of puddled clay,

the door is perfectly watertight, and none of the

iron work comes in contact with the chlorine.

GENERATORS AND CHLORINE PIPES.

There are three of C. Butters' patent chlorine

generators, one of which is illustrated in the
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photograph, (page 213). This type of generator

has a lead-lined, cast iron, covered pan, about

5 ft. in diameter, with a jacket chamber beneath

it. to which steam is admitted when required

for heating purposes. The general construction

of the apparatus can be well seen in the photo-

graph. The jacket chamber is cast in the

shape of a basin with three supporting legs and

a top flange seen just above the white cross.

The flange bolted on top of this carries the

lower half of the pan. which is also dish-shaped,

and dips down into the jacket chamber, thus

leaving onh' a narrow space between for the

steam. The cover is bolted to the pan by

means of the upper circular flanges, between

which the edges of the thick lead lining of the

pan can be seen. A horizontal lead-covered

paddle inside the pan is rotated by means of a

vertical shaft driven through bevel gearing from

the five armed pulley, by hand or power at about

twelve revolutions per minute. The small hori-

zontal hand wheel shown on top of the vertical

shaft is for the purpose of adjusting the height

of the paddle. Formerly the generators were

hned with sheet lead i in. thick, but the present

practice is to put in several thicknesses of

J-in. lead, one of which can be taken out and

replaced when worn by the grinding action

caused by the stirring up of the manganese

and salt by the paddle,

At this plant the following device has been

added to each generator so that the amount

of gas which is being produced may be observed.

A lead lantern with glass windows is fixed on

top of the generating pan and is partly filled

with water. The gas outlei pipe from the

generator passes up through this, and the end

of it is bent down a little below the watei«so

that all the chlorine gas has to bubble up through

the water before it escapes by the delivery

pipe at the top of the lantern. The ebulhtion

thus produced is a rough guide to the amount

of action going on in the generator, and enables

the sulphuric acid to be added when necessary

by observations instead of by guesswork.

The delivery pipes from the three generators

are connected to a li-in. gas main, which

passes along the tank house near the bottom

of the tanks. It has a branch leading towards

each gassing tank, to the bottom of which,

below the filter, this branch may be connected

by a hose when required.

There is also a main excess gas pipe with

branches, which may be connected either to the

top or bottom of each tank by a short or long

hose respectively ; the use of this excess pipe

will be explained below. All these gas pipes

are, of course, made of lead.

EXTRACTION OF GOLD.

Before the moistened roasted ore is put into

the tanks it is sieved through a J-in. mesh

screen to separate out any clots of material

which sometimes form in the furnaces, and

which are of necessity imperfectly oxidised.

These clotted portions are ground up and put

into the furnace a second time.

In order to make the gassing operations quite

f^catol' puVldlfd rta

Sand

'^~y'~^^~\)l^~l^l)^YY) jCobble sturie.-i

3 tuitldin

FIG. n,. SHEWING METHOD OV FORMING THE KILTERS OF THE CHL0RIN.«'IOX T.iNKS.
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are opened in succession as the surface level

of the liquor is lowered ; the decanted liquor

passes through the series of safety tanks above

described, and then is run to waste.

The preci])itated gold is scraped up from

the bottom of the tank and placed in small

vats, in which it is conveyed to the smelting

room.

RETORTINQ AND SMELTING.

The gold recovered in all branches of the

treatment works is sent to the smelting depart-

ment, where it is brought into marketable

form. This work is under the charge of Mr.

T. R. Thorpe, one of the best known metallur-

gical chemists on the Rand, who has been

associated with the mining work on these fields

since its very beginning, and who has turned

out more than 1,700,000 ounces of gold bullion

in smelted bars from this mine alone.

The plant in this department includes one

retort with brick furnace complete in itself

in a separate room. Also six calcining ovens

in one row within the smelting room, all heated

by one fire, so arranged that the stoking is

done outside the building. There are eleven

pot furnaces, varying in size from 16 in. to

24 in. square, for melting the various products.

These, as usual here, are partially sunk in the

ground, the fire bars and ash pits being below

the floor level, with a sunk gangway along the

front, covered by gratings for the removal of

the ashes. Although this arrangement involves

more work in cleaning up the furnaces after

working, 3'et this is entirely outweighed by

the greater facility which these furnaces afford

for handling the pots and watching the melting,

a? compared with those built entirely above the

floor level.

Some of these pot furnaces are now being

supplanted by the erection of a pan reverberatory

and a cupellation furnace for the Tavener

method of dealing with the cj'anide clean-up,

which was referred to and briefly described in

the article on the Bonanza Mine.

THE BATTERY GOLD.

The clean pressed amalgam from the battery

is retorted and the bullion is merely melted

down in plumbago crucibles and poured into

ingot moulds to form bars of approximately

1,000 ounces each. The former practice of

sampling the bars by drilling or chipping has

been abandoned, a dip sample being now taken

from each pot before pouring, and granulated

by water in the customary manner.

REFINING KCy PRECIPITATES.

The gold slime from the clean-up press of

the cyanide works is brought up in trays in

its moist condition, and placed on a shelf in

one of the calcining ovens, where it is dried

first at a moderate heat and afterwards calcined

on the floor of the oven. No nitre is used in

this operation at this mine. The calcined

material is then fluxed v.-ith the following

mixture, the figures given being percentages

reckoned on the weight of the dry slime :

—

Sand, 20 per cent.

Fused borax, 50 per cent.

Carbonate of soda, 12 per cent.

The fluxed material is smelted in No. 70

clay-lined Salamander crucibles in the i8-in.

furnaces, and poured into conical moulds. The

lined crucible is preferred to the separate clay

liners used at some mines on account of its

greater capacity and a saving of heat. The

conical buttons so obtained are melted a second

time in No. 30 Salamander crucibles in the

i6-in. furnaces, and run into 1,000-ounce bars,

which average about 850 fine gold and 12 fine

silver, in parts per thousand.

CHLORINATION GOLD.

The precipitated gold from the chlorination

works is first hardened by boiling with sul-

pliuric acid and steam, then washed with

water to get rid of as mucn sulphuric acid as

possible, and drained for a couple of hours

before it is dried and calcined in the ovens.

The calcined precipitate is melted in Salamander

crucibles with 10 per cent, of fused borax, run

into conical moulds, re-melted, and run into

bars which are 980 fine or thereabouts. Prac-

ticallv, the only impurity in this gold is a small

quantity of iron oxide which passes through

the filters of the tanks in a very fine state of

di\asion when the gold-bearing solutions are

drawn off from the leaching tanks to the pre-

cipitation tanks, and this is very shght unless

the filter? are in bad condition.
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IMPROVED PERCENTAGE OF EXTRACTION.

The following particulars extracted from the

various annual reports of this com]iany show

how greatly the total percentage of gold extrac-

tion has increased with the successive intro-

duction of new methods.

Thus, in 1890, when amalgamation alone

was emploj-ed, the actual gold recovery was

only 70 per cent, of the ore value. Some of the

remaining 30 per cent, was being stored in the

concentrates and tailings, but it was not actually

extracted.

In 1S91 the mill returns increased to 7i"04

per cent. ; the gold in the vanner concentrates

was 5 '41 per cent., of which 95 per cent, was

recovered by chlorination, which is equal to

5 '14 per cent, of the ore value. The tailings

and slimes, therefore, carried away 23 "55 per

cent., and the cyanide extraction at that date

is stated at 73 per cent. But in working out

these latter figures it has to be remembered

that under the system of storing tailings in

dams, probably not more than 55 per cent, of

the tonnage crushed really underwent re-treat-

ment, and the actual cyanide recovery was

therefore only about 9'46 per cent, of the

original ore value, and the total recover}- from

all sources was 85 '64 per cent.

In 1894, when intermediate vats collected

the tailings for direct treatment, the figures

were : mill, 65"3i per cent. ; chlorination, 9'4i

per cent., and cyanide 10 61, or a total of

85 "33 per cent. During this year the ore

was almost all pyritic, and this accounts for

the large decrease in the mill output, which

was, however, almost compensated for by the

greatly increased quantity of gold saved in

the concentrates and by the slight improvement

at the cyanide plant.

In 1896 slimes treatment was commenced,

and the table below gives the results for the

following years. The figures for the period

since the war show some falling off because

work has not been carried on under normal

conditions, and also chiefly because slime treat-

ment has not yet been resumed. It is also

necessary to point out, to explain the chlorination

figures for 1901 and 1902, that these works were

not running in 1901, and all the concentrates

then produced were treated and included in the

return for 1902.

Table IV.

Showing Progressive Gold Recovery.



FIG. 31. LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF OVEN EMPLOYED FOR ANNEALING AND CEMENTATION.

SOnE FOUNDRY PRACTICE AT 50TTEVILLE
LOCOnOTIVE W0RK5.

CHARLES R. KING.

Concluding his description of the mcchnnical process for small foundry work carried on at the

works of the French Western Railway at Sotteville, near Rouen, the author goes into the details

connected with the various pattern casts for moulds and cores.

—

Ed.

II.

TN my previous article on the multiple system
•*- employed by Messrs. Saillot and Vignerot,

I described the special machines used at Sotte-

ville for the rapid production of small pieces,

such as those used for brake equipment, draft

and buffing attachments, the lower halves of

axle boxes, brackets, and wagon fittings in

general. In the present article attention will

be given to the stereotype casts.

PLASTER CASTS.

The casts serving for repetition moulding are

generally plaster models, their exterior surfaces,

In connection with this article and general foundry practice, it may
interest readers who are mailing a tludy of the subject to know
that two excellent books on modern foundry work have been recently
published. One of them is entitled " Modern Iron Foundry Practice.'*

by George K. Bale. Part f. deals with foundry equipments, materials
used, and processes followed. Part II. is concerned with machine
moulding and kindred subjects. It includes also chapters on physical
testing shrinkage, and distortion of castings, the various methods
adopted for cleaning castings, etc. The work is issued by the Technical
Publishing Company, Manchester. Price 5s. each part.

The othtr book is entitled "Modern Foundry Practice." by John
Sharp, with 272 illustrations. It deals w.th green-sand, diy-sand, and
loam moulding processes, the materials used, also detailed description
of the machinery and other appliances employed, with practical
examples and rules. It is published by Messrs. E. and F", N. Spon.
Price 21s. net. .. -

when required for frequent use, being

covered with a metallic sheathing

which in foundry terms, is called a
" coquille," and occasionally the model

is itself a metal casting, or " stereo."

As a rule, two distinct plaster casts are

T- '^1=.
'p' --^j^^^r^mM^

FIG. 32. TRANSVEKSE SECTION OF OVEN.

(326)
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\XLE BOXES. MAKING CASTS FOR METAL SHEATHS

AND FOR CORF-LIFTEKS.

m0^!S
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METHODS OF MAKING STRIPPING-PLATES OR
RETAINTRS (for DRAFT-BEAM FITTINGS).

Fig. 21. Sand Moulding.

.•\. B. Sand Moulds from models M.

Figs. 22 and 23. Impressions of Intermediary Plaster Casts

B. Underneath of Mould A, B.

I'.'. First Intermediary Cast with Profile /, /.

Fig. 23.

A. Top of Mould A, B.

A'. Second Intermediary Cast with Piofile /, /.

the horizontal ribs of the a.\le-l;ox. It is neces-

sary that these latter pieces should be adjustable

to allow of the lifting of the mould; consequently

the flat slides are moulded and cast apart and
then fitted with care to the sheaths. The
plaster cast is now run by placing the " coquille,"

or sheath, on the sand core, B (fig. 19), while the

slides are slipped in to their openings and
covered with talc in order that the plaster should

not adhere to them. The hollow left in this cast

for the core-lifter is also indicated in fig. 19. To
make a core-lifter so that its form corresponds

I^recisely with that of the sheath, the jilaster

cast is placed upon the core, and a core-lifter is

cast therein with plaster, which thus takes the

exact form of the hole which had been left in the

plaster cast. The model so obtained serves for

the making of a core-lifter in metal. Fig. 20

shows the cast for the core with the slides pulled

out, and the core-lifter, U, raised.

Casting in " mottes," that is to say, in sand

moulds lifted from the flasks that had served for

their moulding, is employed whenever pieces

have to be made in such quantities as would

necessitate a considerable number of flasks.

The lifting or unflasking of the mould, termed
" demottage," is effected, as has already been

,. ,;LVi!A;:';'S^';;:
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STEREOTYPE CASTS OR CLICHES.

A, B.

Fig. 27. Moulding in S.ind.

Two-part Flask assembled for Moulding

Fig. 28. Built-up Flask.

A, B. (Fi!». 17) Twinned lor Casting.

c. The Stereotype.

C. Flask tilled with sand.

¥m,
1 wr~^ f.i

l^lni:.

r- IG. 29. stereotype and .Stereo-carrier ready for

Moulding.

Fig. 30. The Three Models (tig. 17) give six pieces.

said, in the assembling machine, and to avoid

bursting them during the pouring of the metal,

a band of sheet iron, two millimetres thick, is

hooped round the exterior surface during the

process of moulding.

When there are, as is very commonly the case,

a great number of little pieces to be cast, they

are all grouped on the same plaster cast, gated

together horizontally, and provided with one

central runner in those cases where the moulds

are superimposed. Stripping plates are used

where one of the casts, such as is shown in

figs. 21 and 26, has verital surfaces, and this in

order not to be obliged to give the clearance neces-

sary for withdrawing the mould. The stripping

plates, or retainers, termed " peignes," support

the sand of the mould during its removal from

the cast. The stripping plate is mounted upon

pillars secured to the platen of the moulding

machine, and is thus raised along with the flasks.

Figs. 21 to 25 show the different operations for

making these plates, or "peignes," Fig. 26

shows the plaster cast, C, which carries that part

of the model or pattern in which there are vertical

surfaces requiring the use of a stripping plate,

the latter being indicated at P. The plaster

cast, C, is, of course, all in one piece with the

metallic models, M.

STEREOTYPES.

Each metal stereotj-pe, termed a " cliche," is

really a turn-over cast obtained by the aid of

special flasks. For moulding these in sand, two-

part flasks, A and B (fig. 27), are employed, and

the moulds, A and B, are assembled and poured

together in the special frame (fig. 28). The

mould, A, contains a certain number of the upper

and lower halves of the same piece, and the

mould, B, contains a corresponding number of

upper and lower halves. For instance, A will

contain two upper and one lower, and B two

lower and one upper. The stereo, or cliche, C

(fig. 28), thus obtained will have on the same

plane three uppers and three lowers, and the

mould will give six similar pieces. Several of

these cliches are mounted in a carrier, tenned a

" porte-cliche," which is really a turn-over, or

reversible cast (fig. 29). These stereos are so

mounted in the stereo-carrier that once the two

halves of the mould obtained from it are super-

imposed and assembled, the upper and lower

halves of all the moulds will correspond exactly.

A number of different stereos may be moulded

in the same flask and gated horizontally, so as

to give a great variety of castings. The alloy

used for the casting of the metallic sheaths,

stripping plates, and stereos, is a white metal

composed as follows : tin, 42 ;
lead, 42 ;

anti-

mony, 16.

The various qualities of sand for moulding are

cut and mixed to suit the weight of the pieces

that are to be cast, and in these mixtures bond
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material is introduced in a somewhat large pro-

portion. For small pieces the composition
employed is one part new sand, two parts old

sand, and an addition of lo per cent, pulverised

coal. For skin-dried mould, cores, and all baked
work the mixture is one part new sand, one part

old sand, with an addition of 20 per cent, horse

manure. For large pieces moulded in the floor,

the mi.xture is one-half of new sand and one-half

of burnt sand, with an addition of 20 per cent,

horse droppings and 5 per cent, of flock. The
mixes adopted for the various castings are as

follows : For propeller screws and engine cylin-

ders—Viscaya pig, 23 per cent. ; silicious cast

iron and old cylinder scrap, 67 per cent. For
ordinary pieces the proportions are as follows :

Marnaval pig, 23 per cent. ; silicious cast iron

of 5 per cent, and old scrap, 67 per cent. For
brake blocks as much as 10 per cent, of silicious

cast iron is used to 90 per cent, of scrap.

Ordinarily, about twelve hours is allowed
before lifting the pieces, and as the largest work
done is not very thick, three or four days suffice

for the cooling. Malleable castings are made by
the ordinary mechanical processes, and annealed
in the oven shown in figs. 31 to 33. This oven
is^employed not only for annealing, but also for

cementation. It has been in use for a few years
now, and is extremely regular in operation and
very easily managed. It is of square form,

its furnace, which has three firing

located in a- piit to facilitate oven
charging operations from the

shop-fl oor level. This is shown
in the section (fig. 31). The

annealing cham-
ber (or cementa-

tion oven) is

indicated at C, and

and
holes, IS

FIG. SECTIONAI. PI,AX OK OVEN.

the hot air from the furnace is conducted
there by parallel flues at A, intersected by a
third passage at B, thence passing through a
number of holes at the extremity of the two
passages. A, and by other holes along the whole
length of the passage, B.

From the oven the hot gases take a downward
course, as indicated by the arrows passing into

the two passages, d, which are connected by a
third passage, E, discharging into the chimney,

g (fig. 33), in which latter there is a register, ;', for

regulating the draught. It is to the large

number of hot air holes in the oven that is due
the special advantage acquired of almost imper-

ceptible variations of air, which are inevitable

with the opening of the fire doors ; and the long

course taken by the hot gases from the furnace to

the chimney, in heating the masonry throughout
their piath, forms a sort of heat-balance in the

apparatus. The oven requires no particular

attention. During the night the fire is attended

by the watchman, at 11 p.m. and 4 a.m., the

temperature remaining almost constant at

1.000 deg. C. Ordinary castings are allowed

about six days in the oven.

Cementation being largely practised for loco-

motive work in France, both for castings and
forged pieces, this installation answers every re-

quirement of the Sottevnlle shops. The cementing
boxes are of cast iron, and of a width suitable

for the usual run of pieces. The pieces put into

the boxes are separated from each other by a

layer of cement of about ij in. to 2 in. deep.

This latter consists of equal parts of charcoal and
savate. After the top row has been so covered

the box is filled up to the top with used cement,

and then caulked with clay. Very good results

are obtained, according to experience, wdth a

depth of cementation very little more than

I millimetre.
This thickness is

reached in about

eight hours for

pieces weighing

up to 44 lb.

—

beyond which
weight sixteen
hours are re-

quired. The ce-

menting boxes

1 are manipulated
^ by windlass, and

a tank of running

water is placed

near at hand in

which to plunge

the box and con-

tents. ^.



SOME RECENT SUPERHEATING EXPERIMENTS.
Hv PROF. W. H. VVATKINSON.

AN interesting sequel to the paper on " Some New
Types of Superheaters," read before the Institution

of Naval Architects, is a summary of tests made by

Professor Watkinson at the works of Messrs. Mechan

and Sons, of Glasgow, to determine the gain in power

and the saving in steam and coal due to superheating.

The arrangement of the superheater used during

the tests is illustrated in the annexed figure. In

describing it to the naval architects, Professor Wat-
kinson remarked that " when superheaters are heated

by products of combustion from boiler furnaces, it

is well, wherever possible, to put the superheater in

such a position that it will be acted upon by products

of combustion at a temperature of i,ooodeg. F., or

higher. In order to accomplish this in the case,

for example, of Lancashire boilers, superheaters

are sometimes put into the downtake chamber at

the rear end of the boiler. When this is done, the

tubes of the superheater inevitably become red-hot

during steam raising, unless they are filled with water

during this time." Some of the difficulties and dangers

of this method ot protecting the tubes were described.

" With the object of obviating these difficulties, and

AKUANGEMEXT OK SfPEKHEATEK.

in order that the degree to which the steam is super-

heated may be instantaneously regulated, the autlior

devised the shunt-circuit system of supplying hot

products of combustion to the superheater. The
application of this system to a Lancashire boiler is

here shown. B is the boiler, S the superheater, and
D the regulating damper. During steam-raising, and
whenever the engines are standing, the damper is

closed, and the products of combustion all flow down-
wards to the bottom flue. When the damper is open,

some of the products of combustion flow through
the superheater chamber, and by adjusting the position

of the damper, the degree to which the steam is super-

heated can be instantly regulated. The damper, being
in a comparatively cool position, does not burn away."
The following is a summary- of the results of the

tests, which, it will be noted, show a gain in power of

36'6 per cent,, and a saving in coal of -/'4 per cent :

—

Date of trial

Duration of trial

Grate area
Kind of coal used
Cost of coal per ton, delivered at

works
Total coal stoked during test,

in lbs.

Weight of coal stoked per hour,

in lbs.

Weight of coal stoked per hour
per square feet of grate, in

lbs

Total weight of ash and cUnker
during trial, in lbs.

Weight of ash and clinker per
hour, in lbs. .

.

Weight ot combustible, per hour,

in lbs.

Total weight of feed - water
during test, in lbs. ..

Weight of feed-water, per hour,

in lbs.

Temperature ot feed - water,

average
Pressure of steam, by gauge,

average, lbs.

Temperature, corresponding to

pressure
Temperature of steam leaving

superheater, average
Temperature of steam at engines,

average
Degree of superheat at super-

heater
Degree of superheat at engines . .

Length of steam pipe between
superheater and engines . .

Weight of water evaporated
under actual conditions per
lb. of coal stoked, in lbs.

Weight of water evaporated from
and at 212^ F. per lb. of coal

stoked, in lbs.

Weight ofwater evaporated under
actual conditions per lb. of

combustible, in lbs.

Weight of water evaporated from
and at 212'' F., per lb. of

combustible, in lbs.

Heat utilised per lb. of com-
bustible (assuming the steam
leaving boiler to be dry), in

British thermal units

Electrical horse - power during
test, average

Gain in power due to super-
heating

Consumption of steam per
electrical horse-power hour,
in lbs.:

Consumption of coal per electrical

horse-power hour, in lbs .

.

Saving in steam, due to super-
heating

Saving in coal, due to super-
heating

S;itur.-»lcd. Superhealttl.

14 .\ug., 15 Aug.,

1003. 1903.

/hr. I5min. 7hr.5min.

42-25sq.ft. 42-25sq.ft.

Earnoch Jewel Dross

7s. jd. 73. $d.

9,600 9,300

1.3-4 1. 313

3 •4
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A FLOATING COLLEGE FOR ENGINEERING

AND OTHER STUDENTS.

IN a recent number of Page's Magazine we referred

to the training ship Young America, which

embraces one of the latest schemes of nautical training

devised in the United States, its object being to supple-

ment a lirst-class preparatory education with world-wide

travel, and such knowledge of nautical matters as will

be of use to students who are hkely to be engaged in

after life in any enterprise in which ships and commerce

are involved. For the accompanying plans, as well as

for the following particulars, we are indebted to

Marine Engineering.

The complete four years' course will include cruises

to till of the principal countries in the world, and the

calendar is so arranged that each cruise will be in a

temperate climate and along the most approved routes

for the avoidance of stormy weather. Students may
be enrolled for from one to four years, while the term

comprises nine months, from September to June.

Opportunities will be given for going ashore and visiting

the cities and points of interest along the route. In-

struction will also be given in navigation and steam

engineering. The school is planned on strictly naval

lines, the cadets being formed into companies, and the

companies divided into sections to be under the per-

sonal supervision of the professors. Cadet officers will

be appointed after the first month on the basis of merit

in studies and deportment ; the first month they will be

appointed by lot. The religious and physical training

will be properly cared for, and the health of those on

board will be under the charge of a regular physician.

The propelling engine consists of a vertical inverted

direct-acting compound engine with high-pressure

cylinder 22 in. and low-pressure 44 in. in diameter,

the stroke of both pistons being 24 in. When making

ninety revolutions, the indicated horse power at

100 lb. steam pressure will be about 500. The engine

is mounted on cast-iron bed, with condenser in the back

columns of the engine, and the front of the engine will

be supported by wrought-iron columns. • An auxiliary

condenser is placed in the fire room, and both will have

combined air and circulating pumps. Each cylinder

is fitted with a liner, and the high-pressure has a valve

of the piston type, 8+ in. in diameter, and the low-

pressure has a slide valve. Both cyUnders will be

steam jacketed round the Uners and at the top covers.

The pistons are of cast iron, the rods of forged steel

3i in. in diameter, and the crossheads of forged steel

;

the slipper will be of cast iron with 132 square inches

for forward surface, and 100 square inches of backing

surface. The connecting rod tapers from 3J in. at the

upper end to 3 J in. at the lower end. The valves are

operated by the Stephenson link motion, the eccentrics

and eccentric straps being of cast iron and the rods of

forged steel. Reversing is accomphshed by a steam

cyUnder S in. in diameter by i6-in. stroke, fitted with

floating lever and a locking device.

The crank shaft is of forged steel with the slabs shrunk

on. The propeller and thrust shafts are also forged

steel. Si in. diameter, made in one piece, that part of

the shaft passing through the stern tube being fitted

with a composition casing. The stern tube will

consist of an iron or steel pipe flanged at the inboard

and threaded at the outboard end. The propeller will

be cast iron.

The boilers are Scotch marine type built according to

the rules of the United States Boiler inspectors. The

tubes are 7 ft. long in the clear, 2i in. external diameter.

The smokestack will be about 50 ft. high above grates,

the upper 15 ft. of it being made telescopic, with proper

means for raising, lowering, and guiding same. The

donkey boiler is placed forward on the berth deck,

built for 100 lb. steam pressure. The pumps are the

following sizes :

—

Feed pump, 4 in., 10 by 10 in., vertical double

acting.

Donkey feed, 10 in., 7 by 10 in., vertical double

acting.

Circulating pump.
Fresh-water pump, 4+ in., 6 by 6 in., vertical double

acting.

Brine and evaporator, 4 in., 2^ by 6 in.

Deck, fire and bilge, 12 in., 10 by 12 in., vertical

double acting.

Engine room, fire and bilge, 10 in., 7 by 12 in.

Main air and circulating.

AuxiUary- boiler, feed, $i in., 2i by 4 in.

An evaporator of 4,300 gallons of potable water in

twenty-four hours will be installed, also two distillers,

each condensing 2,000 gallons of water in twenty-four

hours. The ship will be heated with steam throughout.

The vessel is being built by the Perth Amboy Ship-

building Company for the Nautical Preparatory Sr.hool.
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r is probable that the autumn
meeting of the Iron and Steel

Institute at Barrow will be
one of the most memorable
recorded in the annals of

the society. The unique

personality of the President

—Mr. Andrew Carnegie

—

was thrown heart and soul

into the meeting ;
' the

papers read were in several

instances of more than

ordinary interest, and the

locus in quo of the gathering was eminently

desirable, whether considered as a centre of industry

or a starting point for pleasant excursions. Deluges of

rain, which somewhat interfered with the out-door

proceedings, were the only drawback connected with

the meeting, which extended over four days—September

1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th—^and was attended by nearly

five hundred members. The decoration of many of

the public streets and buildings showed that interest

in the conference was generally sliared by the people

of Barrow.
THE RECEPTION.

The proceedings commenced with the reception of

the President, Council and Members of the Institute

in the Town Hall, by the Mayor of Barrow-in-Furness

(James Fisher, Esq.), and by the Chairman and mem-
bers of the Reception Committee.

Among those present on the platform were Sir James
Kitson, M.P., Sir W. Lewis, Sir B. Saniuelson, Sir David

Dale, Mr. Victor Cavendish, M.P., Sir E. H. Carbutt, Mr.

William Whitvvell, Mr. E. Windsor Richards, Mr. E. P.

Martin, Mr. George .\insworth, Mr. Arthur Cooper, Mr.

David Evans, Mr. Arthur Keen, Mr. G. J. Snelus, Mr.

J. E. Stead, Mr. R. A. Hadlield, Mr. Tannett-WalUer,

Mr. James JI. While, Mr. Price Williams, Mr.
J. C. Ridlev.

Mr. John M. Gledhill, Mr. Illtyd Williams, Mr. A. Helder,

M.P., and Mr Bennett H. Brough (Secretary).

The Mayor, in the course of a short address, sketched

the rise and growth of Barrow, remarking that they

were now a community of between 60,000 and 70,000

essentially working-class people, whose existence

depended to a very large extent, if not wholly, upon
the iron and steel industry and shipbuilding. The
Iron and Steel Institute and the town of Barrow
vv^ere very closely linked together through the late

* See also the Outdoor Programme, page' 307.

noble Duke of Devonshire—who was the first president,

and who did so much to promote the iron and steel

industries of Barrow—the late Sir James Ramsden, and

the late Lord Frederick Cavendish, both the latter

having been vice-presidents. Having regard to the

great rapidity with which Barrow had grown, he

hoped the members would not be disappointed in their

public and private buildings, or in their educational

or industrial developments. Their most recent efforts

in the direction of education were crowned the previous

week by the presence of her Royal Highness Princess

Louise, who opened their technical schools, which

had been built at a cost of ;£30,ooo. He concluded

by expressing the satisfaction which was felt by the

people of Barrow at this their second visit to the

town.

Colonel Vickers, in the unavoidable absence of the

Duke of Devonshire (Chairman of the Reception

Committee), also extended a hearty welcome to the

members on behalf of the manufacturers of the district.

MR. CARNEGIE AND BARROW.
The President brielly replied. A great transforma-

tion had come over Barrow since he last visited it.

Early in the seventies he came to the place to see what

he could learn concerning the latest developments in

the manufacture of steel. In America they had paid

Barrow the most flattering tribute of imitation. Barrow

had been their exemplar—their model. In the seventies

it was merely a straggling village ; now it was a

prosperous town, with a line technical school, a free

library, and working men's clubs, with fine broad

streets, lined with trees. In the course of further

remarks Mr. Carnegie said they came to Barrow as the

cradle of the institute, which was founded on noble

lines. All the progress that had been made in iron

and steel by men who had made improvements was

openly laid before the institute, where there was a

free exchange of ideas for the benefit of all.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.
The business of the conlercuce then commenced,

and the President, on rising to deliver his address,

was graeted with prolonged cheering. The address

was as follows ;

—

It is twenty-nine years since the mstitute held

its autumn meeting at Barrow. I have recently

looked over the proceedings of that notable meeting.

These seem to carry us back almost to the very beginnin g

of cheap Bessemer steel manufacture in .America, in
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wl\ich as usual Britain was the pumeer ami tauglit tlie

younger Republic. It was at that meeting j-our

fellow-raeraber and Bessemer meJallist, Alexander

Lyman Holley, then our engineer from the Carnegie

Steel Works, read the two papers which first brought

to your attention the doings of your American brethren

in developing the Bessemer process you had given

them.

ENGLAND PIONEERS THE STEEL INDUSTRY-
AMERICA DEVELOPS IT.

There are several here to-day who were then present.

Such was the impression made upon the meeting that

after the discussion, in proposing a vote of thanks, our

.JNTestor, Sir Lowthian Bell, as President, said, " There

was no doubt that in .\merica they were doing great

things in the manufacture of Bessemer steel, and their

friends on the other side of the Atlantic were not

averse to telling them what they did. and not only what
they did, but how they did it. He thought, under the

circumstances, if any member of that institute was
entitled to the thanksof the meeting it was the gentleman
whohadjust read the last two papers."

The effect of these papers, as you know, is a matter

of history. Mr. Josiah T. Smith, of Barrow, one of the

greatest of your managers, and subsequently president

• of the institute, characteristically said that Mr. Holley

would find that, as far as Barrow was concerned, " They
would tr\' and do as well, in regard to quantity, as the

United States." which struck the right note. There

spoke the true Briton, who has done according to his

means more than any other, the American not excepted.

The record of the great little mother of nations is not

equalled by any of her children, although her oldest

and biggest seems to inherit his mother's indomitable

spirit and the ability to work miracles. In all matters

of iron and steel, however, the child has been borne

upon the shoulders of the parent. If the Atlantic

Ocean had been prairie land, there would have been

little left in the world but the conquering old ladj' and
her family, all under one roof, under one flag—

a

self-sustaining Empire under Free Trade, with probably

two hundred millions of our EngUsh-speaking race,

and a home market so big as to give control of neutral

markets. No question of Protection or preferential

tariffs then to disturb us ; besides all this, we should

have been able to enforce peace among nations. It

would have been a case of Britain versus all the rest

of the world, the world kicking the beam.

WHY NOT RE-UNION?
Gentlemen, unfortunately an ocean exists where we

should have preferred prairies, but it is traversed in

about the same time as the three thousand miles of

land between Montreal or New York on the Atlantic,

and San Francisco and Victoria on the Pacific. Who
so bold as to predict that never is our race to succeed

in converting the ocean, liitherto a barrier to your
extension, into the pathway to re-union of the two
once united branches ? Not I ! My faith is un-

shakable that some day this will be accompUshed,
and that, instead of being two small islands here alien

to the European Continent, you will look across the
sea to your own children in Canada and the United
States, and become once more the mother member of

the ilominant power of the world.

Mr. Whitwell participated in the discussion, and
asked Mr. Holley to give his opinion on the " from
one-half to three-quarters more product which could
be got from the converter in America than we were
getting in England," which Mr. Holley answered after

reading his second paper. It was chiefly owing to his

own invention of bottoms in reserve and removable
appliances.

A CONTRAST IN PRODUCTION!!!
There was also at this historical meeting a report, a

remarkable production, submitted by David Forbes,

Foreign Secretary to the Institute, upon the progress

of iron and steel industries in foreign countries. I

naturally turned to see what he had to say about the

United States. Several pages are gi\"en to the Pittsburg

district, and what is there recorded carries me back
to the days of youth apparently. Iti 1S73 the Penn-
sylvania Steel Company made 20,000 tons of steel

rails. They make that amount in two weeks now.
Bethlehem Iron Works were engaged in raising a loan

of the enormous amount of £20,000 for the extension

of their works, a paltry 100,000 dollars. Five millions

would be comparatively less to-day. The great Cam-
bria Iron Works in Western Pennsylvania, near

Pittsburg, were credited with having made no less than

1,027+ to"s of ingots in the week ending September
26th, the largest quantity ever made in a week—

a

day's work nowadays. Two new blast furnaces were
being built in Ohio, the capital of the company being

all Scotch, and it was proposed to call the iron Scotch-

.\merican pig. This isn't a bad brand—either of men
or iron. It is noted that the total production of pig

iron in the United States in 1872 was 2,897,000 net

tons, and in 1S73 just about the same; to-day it is

approaching 20,000,000 tons per annum. The product

of steel, nearly 15,000,000 tons, is greater than the

rest of the world.

BRITISH AND GERMAN PROGRESS.

The progress of Germany and Britain have also been
great. Britain made 643,317 tons of steel in 1874,

and last year 4,909,000 tons. Germany made 361,946

tons in 1874, last year 6,394,000. In 1874 Britain

made 6,054,000 tons of pig iron, Germany 1,906,000

tons. Last year they made 8,517,693 and 8,403,000

tons respectively. In 1874 the world was producing

nearly 14.000,000 tons of pig iron and 280,000,000

tons of coal. Now there is being produced 41,000,000

tons of pig iron and 780,000,000 tons of coal.

Another item—Mr. Forbes is informed that for the last

seven months natural gas has been utilised in Pittsburg

in one of the mills. The largest output for a furnace

then known was during the week ending September 7th,

1874—-702J tons, 100 tons per day. When our Lucy
furnace made 100 tons in one day, the world thought

the limit was surelv reached. Two new Carnegie
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furnaces have recently averaged 650 tons each per

clay for months at a time.

Records are given of various enterprises which

promised brilliant results, but which are already things

of the past. Perhaps the most noticeable point of all

is that not the slightest mention is made of the Carnegie

Steel Company—so much a thing of yesterday it is.

It was making iron and building bridges and had also

furnaces in operation, which were visited by the late

Thomas Whitwell. but it was scarcely worth noticing,

as its steel works were then only under construction.

So rapidly do things grow in the new land !

STEEL AT THREE POUNDS FOR A PENNY.

You have noticed that the blast-furnace product

increased more than six times, and also the rail-mill's

product about the same. The work of a week is now
done in a day, but great as is that contrast, here is one

still greater. There have been made and sold without

loss hundreds of thousands of tons of 4-in. steel billets

at three pounds for a penny. Surely, gentlemen, the

limit has been reached here. I think it has, and it is

doubtful if ever a lower price can be reached for steel.

On the contrary, there is every indication that period

after period the price of steel is to become dearer owing

to the lack of raw materials. To make that three

pounds of steel, at least ten pounds of material were

required—three pounds of coke, mined and transported

sixty miles to the works, one and one-half pounds of

lime, mined and transported one hundred and fifty

miles, and four and one-half pounds of ironstone, mined

at Lake Superior, and transported nine hundred miles

to Pittsburg, being transferred twice, once from cars

into the ship, and again from the ship into the railway

cars. How it was done, I cannot pretend to tell you,

but I know the figures are correct. But every time I

repeat them, I doubt their possibility. This was done

during the day of depression, when everything was at

the lowest. Costs are several dollars per ton higher

,to-day, during this period of boom in America.

TKE FUTURE-A QUESTION OF SUPPLY.

Gentlemen, such is the contrast between 1874 and

1903. What is it to be twenty-nine years hence ?

What changes are to come ? I have tried to imagine

some of its features. It is scarcely possible that this

country can increase its product of iron and steel

materially. Let us hope that the product will not be

decreased. The vital element in the matter is, as we
all know, the supply of iron ore. Many of you are

conversant with the situation here. I only know
what I learn from others, but undoubtedly the attention

of the iron and steel manufacturers should be directed

to this question—Where and how can they obtain a

supply of iron ore ?

Nor is it a question which the manufacturer of

America can safely neglect. It was because it forced

itself so strongly upon us that we secured such an

abundant supply of the best ore obtainable. For
sixty years, I think, the United States Steel Cor-

poration is supplied at its present rate of consumption,

but sixty years is as nothing in the life of a nation.

It is upon future discoveries of iron ore that the future

of cheap steel manufacturing, even in America, depends.

There are immense deposits in now inaccessible parts.

In Utah, for instance, and in Southern California,

large deposits have been found, so that steel will

continue to be manufactured, but it would not surprise

me if its cost was very greatly advanced in the future.

It seems almost miraculous that such an article as

steel could be produced and sold without loss at three

pounds for a penny. I am convinced that this is a

thing of the past. It will be a question of increased cost

and therefore of increased price, so that neither Britain

nor America need fear that steel manufacture will

be whoU}' lost ; the world will gladly pay the increased

price necessary to obtain it. During the ne.xt half

century, it seems that America is to increase her output

at a tremendous pace. The output of Britain will

perhaps remain stationary or even increase somewhat
if developments in Norway and Sweden prove satis-

factory.

Gentlemen, even if this Barrow meeting should fail

to rank in importance historically with the first one,

I am sure that in the warmth of welcome received, in

the enjoyment of the occasion and in the meeting of

one with another, the records will not fail to show
that 1903 compared favourably even with its epDch-

making predecessor.

ALLOYS OF IRON AND TUNGSTEN.
Mr. R. A. Hadtield then presented a comprehensive

paper of sixty-eight pages on " Alloys of Iron and

Tungsten." The following synopsis will serve to

indicate its scope.

Part I. {Historical data).—Origin of the name, dis-

coverv, and early history of the metal. Ores of

tungsten, their description and sources. Properties

and preparation of pure tungsten. Production of

the metal tungsten and ferro-tungsten. Early history

of tungsten alloys and tungsten steel.

P.\RT II. (Physical data relating to tungsten and its

iron alloys).—The metal tungsten. Production of the

author's specimens. Cast tungsten—iron alloys.

Appearance of fracture. Bending tests. Forged tung-

sten-iron alloys. Appearance of fracture. Bending
tests. Elastic limit. Tensile strength. Elongation
and reduction of area. Water-quenching and bending
tests. Compression tests.

This present paper on the effect of tungsten added
to iron is a continuation of the same line of research

adopted by the author in relation to the effect of

different elements, including manganese, silicon,

aluminium, chromium, and nickel, added to iron.

The fluctuations in the price of tungsten ore are

very extraordinary. Among the countries suppl^-ing

it are Austro-Hungary, Spain, Portugal, Brazil,

Queensland, New Zealand, and Canada. Though
much of the ore passes thr(jugh English hands, it is

stated that the chief market is Hamburg, where about
six hundred tons are sold annually. The Tungsten
Company states that there are two main classes of

wolfram ore, one of which is a tung-state of iron wit'i

more or less manganese and alumina replacing the

iron ; the other, scheelite, which is tung-state of lime.

Wolfram ore, as a rule, contains from 65 per cent, to

70 per cent. WO:,, while scheelite runs a little his/her,

say from 68 per cent, to 75 pei cent. Wolfram is.
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however, preferable to scheelite for the manufacture
of pure tungsten. '

The yearly output of ore is difficult to estimate,

but probably over 1,200 tons are used annually,
which is equivalent to about half that weight of manu-
factured tungsten in one shape or another. Miiwral
hid'is'.ry (1901) estimated the production of the ore

for 1899 at about two hundred tons, which is probably
too small.

As is well known, tungsten has been used for many
years in the manufacture of self-hardening steel, that

is. steel which could be rendered hard enough to keep
a cutting edge by means of heat treatment and without
subsequent waler-quenching. If such steel was dipped
in water whilst red-hot it would split or crack. The
tungsten percentage in such steel has usually been
between 5 and S per cent., carbon i fo to 230 per cent.

For many years in Sheffield the addition of tungsten
used in the production of " self-hardening " steel

has been by the oxide or by means of a metallic powder,
though owing to more recent improvements in the

manufacture of the ferro alloy and the metal itself,

this form is just coming into general use. As regards
addition by means of metallic powder, this, although
supposed to be in the metallic form, often contains

considerable quantities of carbon, as well as oxide,

not reduced, or only imperfectly so. and it is for this

reason, no doubt, that the production of uniform
qualities of tungsten steel has in the past been so

uncertain. More regularity is now obtainable by
means of the ferro-tungsten alloy, that is. an alloy

in which there is a considerable percentage of iron.

I to 4 per cent, of carbon, with a comparatively small

percentage of manganese, and tungsten varying
from 30 to 80 per cent.

Iron-tungsten alloys do not appear to show the

peculiar exception found in nickel and manganese
steels. They conform to the general rule that in-

creasing quantities of an element added to an alloy

already brittle do not restore the toughness.

Hardness of the cast specimens.—For the same
reason the alloys appear to gradually increase in

hardness.
Magnetic susceptibility of the cast specimens.—Here,

again, unlike alloys of iron-manganese and iron-nickel,

there is no fal!ing-of! or decrease in the magnetic
qualities by increasing additions of tungsten.

The discovery and utilisation of tungsten has occupied

the attention of many minds. .\s far as we can tell.

we are chiefly indebted to that little band of Swedish
investigators. Cronstedt. Scheele. and Bergman, to

each of whom the world owes so much, for the

earliest research work upon it. Coming to

more recent times, in the fifties of last century,

we find Jacob and KocUer in Austria, as well

as Oxland and David Mushet in England,
specially studied this interesting metal, its qualities

and its emplovment in connection with the manufacture
of steel. Still later, were Oslx)ni. of Sheffield. Hnlloway
and also Biermann. of Hanover. Blair and Bedford,

of Sheffield, have contributed interesting knowledge,
and in America, Greene and Wahl. Osmond, by his

cooling curves, has brought several peculiar points in

the thermal behaviour of this steel, and Barrett heis

discovered that tungsten affects the conductivity of

iron less than any other added element. Still later,

Taylor and White, of Bethlehem, have added to our
knowledge in the same direction.

Though tungsten-iron alloys will have an important
future, there is no doubt that, so far as can be seen

at the present time, their use is not likely to be on the

same large scale as some of the other special steels now
produced.

.\nnoaling considerably toughens the cast material.

Attention is specially drawn to the fact that, unlike

either iron-manganese or iron-nickel alloys, there is

apparently no point where the maximum brittleness

is reacheil and afterwards a return of toughness. In

the two former steels there is a zone of brittleness, and,
with further higher additions, a return to toughness.

.\s the tungsten increases there is a gradual diminu-
tion of toughness, and the angle through which the
bars bend decreases with the increase of tungsten.

Mr. Harbord. in the course of a brief discussion,

referred to some unpublished results of experiments he

had made with alloys of tungsten in Bessemer steel

some time previously, the tungsten ranging from '01

to I'Oj per cent. His results confirmed those of Mr.

Hadfield.

Mr. Stead pointed out the large and promising field

of investigation opened up to metallurgists in following

the effects of tungsten as an alloy to iron. .\s illus-

trating the enormous field of inquiry opened up in

the manufacture of steel, he exhibited some specimens

in which remarkable results had been obtained by

heat treatment. In one piece, of uniform chemical

composition, he had obtained, by varying degrees of

heating and cooling, what were practically six different

kinds of steel.

The President, in referring to the international

character of the membership of the institute, pointed

out that in Mr. Hadfield's paper the results of inves-

tigators representing every civilised country were

combined. The good resulting from this pooUng of the

scientific labours of the world could hardly be over-

estimated.

DANGEROUSLY CRYSTALLINE STEEL.

.\ joint paper by Messrs. J. E. Stead, F.R.S., and

.v. \V. Richards. Middlesbrough, dealt with " The

Restoration of Dangerously Crystalline Steel by Heat

Treatment."

Mr. Stead, before reading the paper, said he wished

to correct an erroneous statement ivhich had appeared

in the Press. It had been stated that he had made

some discoveries which were revolutionary. The facts

he was about to set forth were not in any degree

revolutionary. It was needful to say this, because

some uneasiness had been caused in regard to plant

and machinery being rendered obsolete.

The following is a brief abstract of the paper :

—

In the course of our e.xperience we have met with

steel dangerously crystalline which may for convenience

be divided into three classes.

The first class occurs only in mild steel very low in

carbon and in pure iron ; it is caused by annealing

for a long period at too low a temperature in a slightly

oxidising atmosphere.
The second class, which is equally dangerously

cr\'stalline and is very common, is produced by
long-continued heating at high temperatures.

The third variety occasionally met with is produced

by heating the steel till it is practically burnt. In

other words, to a point so near fusion that an evolution

of gas occurs in the interior of the steel which separates

the crystals from each other, so breaking up or making

more or less discontinuous the whole mass.

The metal in the third class, although greatly

improved bv heat treatment, can never be thoroughly
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restored by simply heating it : but in the case of the
steel of the first and second classes we have found no
difficulty, by proper heat treatment, in making it

equal and more often superior to the normal or forged
steel which had been worked and finished at proper
temperatures.
The authors proceed to give at considerable length

details of experiments made on rails, and also gave
particulars of some tests made with ^-in. steel blooms.
The question of resistance to repeated alternations of
stress is also dealt with, the following conclusions
being arrived at :

—

In reviewing our work, we believe that the following
facts have been firmly established :

—

1. The microscope in each experimental series

indicates the same result, that heating at high tem-
peratures causes a great development in the size of the
crystalline grains, and reheating to about 870 deg.
restores the original or a better structure.

2. If all structural steels in their normal rolled or
forged condition are good, they can be readily deterior-
ated in quality by heating to a temperature a little

above that to which steel is most commonly heated
previous to rolling or forging.

3. Steel made brittle by such heating and dangerously
brittle by heating at considerably higher temperatures,
can be completely restored to the best possible condition
without forging down to a smaller size or by remelting.

Practically, all our results show that not only are
the original good qualities of normally rolled steel,

after making brittle, restored by the exceedingly simple
treatment of heating to about 900 deg. C. for a very
short time, but that such steel is made considerably
better than it was.

It is scarcely necessary to say how important and
far reaching to steel workers and engineers this most
valuable knowledge is.

That brittle" soft steel " can be restored by reheating
has been proved by one of us, and confirmed by Pro-
fessorHeyn, Mr. Ridsdale, and is well known in Sweden,
but that carbon steels can be actually made much
superior to the original jjroperly forged metal by
reheating to S70 deg. C. and cooling in air is revealed
at this meeting for the first time. It will be remem
bered that one of us at the Diisseldorf meeting last

year urged upon those to whom it might concern
the imperative necessity of reheating to 900 deg. C. ail

forgings, and allowing them to cool in the air to remove
accidental brittleness. The results given in this paper
fully justify the statements then made. We would
further urge that in every large forge and smilh's
shop Le Chatelier pyrometers should be introduced,
and, in addition, suitable furnaces for reheating the
forgings, and that these should be systematically
made use of.

From our own somewhat extensive experience we
know for a fact that in many works steel is forged,
rolled, and finished at temperatures far above what
is the best for the endurance of the steel when put
into practical use, and we feel confident that if such
appliances were to be intelligently employed the finished
forgings would be greatly improved. It must be
acknowledged that it has been upon the inferior
enduring properties of such material that engineers
have had to base their factors of safety, with the
inevitable consequence that on the average much
greater margins have been allowed than would be
necessary if the steel were invariably obtained in its

maximum condition of strength and safety.

We are sanguine enough to believe that, as research
advances, that enviable goal will ultimately be reached.

The work presented is certainly a movement in

that direction, but we hope that by treating steel so

as to obtain in it a large proportion of sirbite, still

nearer shall we be to the highest aim of the metallurgist
of iron and steel. We aim at making material which
will be twice or three times as enduring as that com-
monly made to-day, and we believe that we shall be
able eventually to make it.

4. We are convinced that the system often specified
by engineers that forgings when being annealed shall
not be heated to a temperature high enough to cause
a scale, is wrong ; 870 deg. C. is coincident with a blue
scale, and the steel is improved by heating till it forms
this scale.

5. When the forgings are of unequal section tliey may
be heated to .S50 deg. C. to 900 deg. C, and be then
cooled in air, be oil quenched, or be treated by any
other sorbyising process till they are a barely visible
red, and finally annealed in a furnace at a dull red
heat to remove the stresses produced by rapid cooling.

The meeting adjourned on the understanding
that the paper on dangerously crystalline steel would
be discussed in conjunction with a contribution on
sorbitic steel rails by the same authors, and other
papers.

WEDNESDAY.
Mr. Stead said he had remarked on the previous

day that all brittle steel could be restored He wished
to qualify that by saying that all ?0"rf brittle steel

could be restored. Here there was a great difference,

because he did not wish to leave the impression that
steel still brittle in consequence of the large quantity
of impurities it contained could be restored by re-

heating m the way described. He was told that it

was all very well for him to treat small samples in a

small way. How, he was asked, were manufacturers
to heat to the proper temperature laige masses of
shafts from end to end : how could they get a furnace
to do that ? His answer was that they were in a
progressive age, and had^got to do it. They knew it

was difficult to get regularity of temperature, but
he was sure their engineering skill was quite sufficient

to overcome the difficulty

SORBITIC STEEL RAILS.

The following is an abstract of Messrs. Stead and
Richard's paper on "Sorbitic Steel Rails":

—

From a physico-chemical point of view, there is not a
great difference between pearlite and sorbite. But
sorbite may be obtained side by side with pearlite
by hastening the cooling without quencliing, or by
quenching a steel just at the end of the critical interval,
or again, by reheating a quenched steel to about the
same critical interval. For all these reasons sorbite
may be considered as pearlite which has not been able
to separate into ferrite and cementite by reason of
lack of lime, or from some other cause, and it seems
to be true that it ought to contain a little mora
" hardening " carbon than free pearlite.

,

This partic\ilar condition, or variable condition of the
carbides in iron and steel, had never previously had
a term given it, although it has nevertheless marked
properties and distinct microscopic features, and
can be readily detected in steel containing it. So
distinctive are the properties which it confers on
steel that for years it has been the practice of steel
manufacturers, at considerable expense, to oil-quench
heated steel in order to obtain increased toughness
and strength, and for wire manufacturers to patent
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their wire rods to arrive at a similar result. It

is the sorbite produced which confers greater tenacity

and toughness to the steels.

In order to ascertain the relative wearing property

of pearlite and sorbite steels, we would have been

glad if we could have presented actual results of wear

on a permanent railway track over a period of several

years. As this was, however, impossible, we en-

deavoured to set some indications by other means.

The method we finally adopted was that of grinding

on a freestone grindstone, using eijual surface pressure

and distance travelled. In applying this test, we
cut ojt pieces from the hea'ls of both the rails i in.

in thickness and i in. scjuare. These were carefully

weighed, and were pressed en the surface of the

revolving grindstone by a weight of ."2 lb. until they

had travelled a distance of 20,000 ft. They were then

removed and weighed. The tests were repeatedly

made on the sa-ne pieces. The results are as follows :

—

Average.

PearUterails .. o-ioo

Sorbite rails 0-33

The results are decidedly in favour of the sorbite

rails. Whether or not they will be borne out in

practice remains to be seen. It seems most reasonable

to believe that such homogeneous material as the

sorbite steel, much tougher than the same steel in the

pearlite condition, will certainly last much longer

on the permanent way.
The chief point of interest in our work is the simple

method employed for producing sorbite in steel. The
usual custom has been to reheat and oil-harden or to

quench completely in water and reheat to dull redness.

In our method we avoid reheating, and quench the

heads of the rails, as soon as they are sawn to length,

to a point under .\r 1, and allow the residual heat

in the rails to do the tempering. The results of the

later experiments show clearly enough that by partially

quenching the heads and allowing the rails to temper

themselves, although the elongation is decreased, the

contraction of area remains practically the same.

Finall}-. we may point out that although it is quite

easy to treat hot rails in short pieces, we have not

yet' completely succeeded in treating 30 ft. lengths

satisfactorily. Our work is, however, far from com-

plete, but we hope that before long we shall be able

to report a complete success.

Mr. A. W. Richards, in the course of some supple-

mentary remarks, said they considered what all forgings,

rolled axles, etc., should before being sent out for use,

be reheated, to split up any gross crystallisation there

might be present. They were also of the opinion

that shafts, axles, etc., that had been in use a number

of years, and other steels subjected to constant vibra-

tion, became in time fatigued, and often became brittle,

jind if taken out, say, every ten years, and simply

heated to about 870 deg. C. for half an hour, and cooled

out slowly, it would materially increase, if not double,

their lives, and would prevent many of those mysterious

breakdowns of steels they so often heard about, which

were ditficult to account for, and would be the means

of preventing accidents on sea and land, which often

involved fatal results.

Mr. T. Westgarth alluded to the conservative attitude

of their workmen to these experiments. Mr. Stead

had spoken of the difficulty of devising a suitable

furnace for proper reheating, which must be done

properly and regularly to be useful. He was now

designing with Mr. Stead a suitable furnace. They

had already determined to adopt this in their works,

and, perhaps, at some future time they might be able

to give some details of the results of the process.

The principal point was the method that Mr. Stead

and Mr. Richards adopted. It seemed to him that

the method of Messrs. Stead and Richards for testing by

a constant reversal of strain was almost ideal. It was

very easily done by means of the rotary method th«y

had adopted. The results obtained by the rotary

method of testing, which was the nearest possible

way of testing by continually reversing the strains,

was admirable, and this more nearly approached

the actual conditions under which they used the

materials.

Mr. C. H. Ridsdale, in the course of further dis-

cussion, remarked that as regards restoration of

spoiled steel, no sweeping statement could be justified.

In many cases, steel, the structure of which had

been rendered either very coarse (by heat treatment

of some form in excess), or which had become very

fine, or in state of strain (through work at too low

temperature), was completely restored to at least as

good as in its normal state by simple rapid reheating

up to cherry redness (say 850 deg. to 950 deg. C), and

then keeping at that temperature for from a minute to,

say, fifteen, according to the size of the piece. Even a

higher temperature, as 1,000 deg. to 1,100 deg. C, did

not undo the good done if the time was correspondingly

shortened. He beUeved he was the first to emphasise

the desirability of the reheating being rapid, and it

was, therefore, interesting to note that the rail A 4,

which was rapidly reheated to 1,100 cleg. C. had given

the best results.

Further discussion was contributed to by Mr. E. F.

Lange (Manchester), Mr. Price Williams (London),

Mr. L. X. Ledingham, Professor T. Turner (Birming-

ham University), and Mr. R. A. Hadfield.

THE PROBABILITY OF IRON ORE LYING BELOW
THE DUDDON ESTUARY.

Mr. James L. Shaw contributed a paper on the above

subject, of which the following is an abstract :

—

There was no doubt that there might be large deposits

of iron below the sands, and the facts quoted were

in the direction of supporting the assumption that

these deposits are great in body as well as of good

quality. The sands had been comparatively little

tried with the boring-rod, but in some cases ore of

workable thickness had been found. The paper dis-

ctissed the probability of the position of ore from a

geological point of view, the facts brought forward

being illustrated by diagrams giving sections of the

ground. The author considered that the whole of

an untried area of limestone between two faults which

were discovered was likely ground for carrying large

bodies of ore. The paper concluded with a short

description of what the author considered the best

method of boring, advocating the use of a stage above

high-water. From this the men could work two and

even three shifts in the twenty-four hours, access

probably being best gained by an electric pinnace,

and one capable of towing a barge with material

would be very desirable.

22 A
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COAL AS FUEL AT BARROW.

This was the title of a paper by INIr. \V. F. Pettigrew,

An abstract follows :

—

Although boring for coal has at various times been

carried out at Earrow-in-Furness, up to the present

time none has been found, although some are confident

that the same beds which are being worked at White-

haven run through this district.

At the present time coal is obtained from Cumber-
land, Lancashire, and Yorkshire (West and South).

As the prices at the pit, the cost of carriage, and the

quality of the coal from these districts vary considerably,

the author has carried out several experiments to

find the relative value of coal obtained from the districts

before mentioned, also from various parts of Scotland

and South Wales.
The information was required principally for fuel for

locomotive engines, and it was with one of these

the experiments were carried out.

The best results were given by the sample of York-

shire. This coal has e.xcellent steaming qualities, is

very clean, with an open clinker, and low percentage

of ash.-

The Welsh coal was also good when tried, and equal

in all respects to the Yorkshire coal above mentioned,

and would no doubt give even better results if properly

fired, which was not so during the trials, the men having

had practicallv no experience with this kind of coal.

The Cumberland coal was good, particularly one

sample, but this was not found suitable for locomotive

purposes. The other sample of Cumberland coal

gave fairly good results, but is a dirty coal, and necessi-

tates the frequent cleaning of fires.

The Lancashire samples were in some cases very

good steaming coals, with a moderately low consump-
tion, but several samples gave very bad results, and
were quite unfit for locomotive purposes.

The Scotch coals tested were fairly good, but in most
cases a very heavy consumption was recorded. They
are quick burning coals, and dirty, but with an open

clinker which did not interfere in any way with the

steaming. The consumption was from 20 to 40 per

cent, higher than the Yorkshire coal. This, combined
with the heavy cost of carriage, made it quite impossible

to adopt them:

The paper included many valuable diagrams and

tables.

THURSDAY.
THE DISEASES OF STEEL.

The proceedings opened with a discussion of Mr.

Kidsdale's paper on " Diseases of Steel."

It is impossible in the space at our disposal to give

a satisfactory abstract of this paper, which is packed

with valuable data, and should be obtained and

filed for reference. It is systematically arranged, as

follows :

—

Part. I. Faults originated during manufacture

traced forward.
Sec. I. General observationSj

Sec. II. Irregularities whilst making the semi-

producti

Sec. III. Irregularities whilst working up the semi-

product.

Part II. Types of faults and manifestations traced

//ariward.

Sec. IV. Enumeration and consideration in detail.

Sec. V. Systematic scheme for identifying and
tracing to their origin.

Sec. \T. General notes as to determining the

means of prevention and cure, and
concluding remarks.

The paper refers primarily to " soft steel " (not of

any particular make, but common to all usual types)

of from a trace up to 0-20 per cent, of carbon, and
although much that is said may be true of higher

carbon steels, the remarks must be accepted guardedly

for these.

.\lthough the results of treatment, contrary to its

nature, are not diseases of steel, but injuries to it, yet

as the distinction is not always clear till tested, they

have been included under the same head.

.\n attempt has been made to collate various types of

faults and manifestations, to append briefly some of

the main data known as to their peculiarities, and to

present them in a form handy for reference, also to

show how they may be traced to their origin. The
scheme is offered tentatively, with the knowledge that

as time goes on it will need revision, and new tests

added]
The investigation has been pushed from both ends;

foru-nrd bv synthetical reproduction of /.iioum irre-

gularities of manufacture, and observing the results ;

backward from the manifestation of the disease by
tests and reasoning till its unknown cause is detected.

The tests are by no means chemical only, but also

suitable mechanical and physical tests, examination

with the microscope, etc.. and where a simple practical

test will answer it is better than a more elaborate

one.

Mr. S. E. Stead intimated that to discuss the paper

adequately ten whole days' continuous sitting would be

required. He did not believe steel had many diseases;

there were ailments which might be readily cured.

He might say, when engineers made their specifica-

tions, in justice to them it must be remembered that

they made them with the object of getting material

of the very safest character, and he would like to con-

firm what he had already said, and what Mr. Ridsdale

had said, that it was quite possible for a steel contain-

ing high impurities properly treated to be better than

the very purest material improperly treated. But for

engineering work he thought there could be no doubt

that the less impurities in the steel the better it would

be, and if it were properly heated and forged pure

steel would be better than those containing the higher

amount of impurities.

Prof. Turner, in the course of further discussion,

said he felt that they were ver>- much indebted to Mr.

Ridsdale for his attempt to put on a scientific basis the

method of investigating these troubles of steel, and

he might say iron as well, because much that has been

said with reference to steel would also apply to iron.

The President remarked that their distinguished

fellow-member (Mr. Stead) had suggested " ailments"

of steel, but he would Uke to suggest that Mr. Stead

had not got the right word yet, and it should be

" mysteries " of steel. He could not pass a bar of

steel without doing so reverently, because in that little

particle there were, perhaps, some of the mysteries

of human life. They were on the threshold of fresh

discoveries, and he wished that he could be made

immortal, with Mr. Ridsdale and Mr. Stead, so that he

might learn something of the diseases, the ailments,

and the mysteries of steel.
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THE REGULATION OF COMBUSTION IN COKE
OVEN PRACTICE.

Mr. D. .\. l.iiuis LLiiunbiitcil an uuereslint; paper

on " The Regulation of Combustion in Coke Oven
Practice."

The author deals first with the historical aspect of

coke oven practice. He remarks that he has followed

the coking practice in many centres, but in none so

keenlv as last year in Westphalia, where a great many
collieries, widely distributed over the tield, were visited,

and at all the collieries inspected vertical-flued ovens
were in use, and the particular models adopted were,

in the preponderating number of cases, the Otto-
Hoffmann, or the more recent form of Otto oven
without the regenerating chambers, with or without
by-product saving, and indeed they seemed to give

satisfaction, and maintain their popularity. But this

popularitv does not go unchallenged, for although the

ovens contemporary with the Otto have not maile
headway in the competition, other ovens of new
design enter into the lists and bid for pubhc favour.

At the present time the ovens due to the ingenuity of

Dr. Theodor von Bauer and those elaborated by Mr.
Franz Brunck are the most prominent competitors in

this field. Both these made a more or less modest
displav at the Dusseldorf Exhibition, where their

more succes-sful rival was represented by a more
imposing and highly creditable e.xhibit.

The paper gives a detailed description of the Brunck
system and Bauer's coke oven, with diagrams. On
no colliery visited by the author were the Brunck
ovens in use, although he says there were a good many
about.

At the Hannover III. Colliery the working of the

Bauer oven was particularly interesting, inasmuch as
there were also a number of Otto ovens coking the

same coal at this colliery ; this gave an opportunity
of making a comparison, and, as far as that coal was
concerned, the von Bauer oven acquitted itself with
•distinction. The fifty Otto ovens, according to the
foreman, were producing 1 30 tons of coke in the twenty-
four hours, giving a yield of 69 to 70 per cent, of the

coal ; the thirty-four von Bauer ovens were producing
170 tons of coke in twenty-four hours with a yield of

73 to 74 per cent, of the coal ; moreover, the von
Bauer was a denser coke. In both cases the gas and
heat not consumed in the ovens was being used under
boilers, and the von Bauer was again showing to

advantage. This would seem to show, what would be
anticipated, that there really is some virtue in having
the gas and air supply well under control and well

distributed in the firing flues, for these were the most
striking features in these ovens, coupled with the

localising and distributing the temperature, for these,

like the Semet-Solvay ovens, have two complete sets

of flues to each oven.

OTHEH PAPERS.

Other papers included " The Heat Treatment of

Steel," by Mr. William Campbell ;
" The Burning and

Overheating of Steel," by Mr. .\lfred Stansfield;

" Notes on the Manufacture of Weldless Steel Pipes

and Shells," by Mr. H. Ehrhardt, of Diisseldorf ; a

paper by Prof. Baker dealing with the " Influence of

Silicon on Iron," and summarising investigations made
by the author at University College, Sheffield

;

" Xotes on the Heat Treatment of Steel Rails high in

Mang^inese," by Mr. J. S. Lloyd ; and " Some Further

E.vperiments on the Diffusion of Sulphide through

Steel," by Mr. E. D. Campbell,

VOTES OF THANKS.

In addition to the usual votes of thanks, special

resolutions were passed acknowledging the services to

the Conference of Mr. Victor Cavendish and Mr. A,-

.\slett. the general manager of the Furness Railway

Company.
Mr. T. Ashbury (Manchester) moved a vote of thanks

to the President. They had had a most pleasant

meeting, and had been ruled with a dexterity and skill

which they all admired.

Mr. Kirchort seconded. He said that a short time

ago a committee was formed in America to arrange for

a second visit of the Iron and Steel Institute ; and he

had the pleasure of being the spokesman of that com-

mittee, which hoped that in the fall of next year they

would pay them a visit. He had brought with him

a series of letters endorsing this invitation from the

leading engineering societies of .\merica : the American

Institute of Mining Engineers, the .\merican Society

of Mechanical Engineers, the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, the Franklin Institute of Phila-

delphia, the Foundrymen's .\ssociation of the United

States, and others. Together they represented about

10,000 very busy men, who would join them in pledging

the Institute that they would do everything in their

power to make their visit profitable, and a pleasant

one. Thej- hoped to be able to take proper care of the

members and their ladies. They hoped to interest

them, and they trusted that their guests would be

generous to them in the one thing that was most

precious to them all—their greatest possession—and

that was their time. They must come to stay as long

as they possibly could.

The President : You have had your invitation acted

upon, and carried unanimously. It is accepted. I

seem to live in a strange kind of atmosphere. I

received the Iron and Steel Institute as chairman of

the committee in New York. Little did I dream that

I would be transformed—shall we say reformed

—

from an .\merican into the President of the Iron

and Steel Institute, and now, as your officer, I am to

be received by those .\mericans in my position of

British President. That seems to be most appropriate,

because on this island I first drew the breath of life,

and I spent my manhood and boyhood across the

.\tlantic, and they are to me the same. I find no

inconsistency in being loyal to both.

In the course of further remarks the President

said that aU they wanted to do to be friends with

Americans was to know them. He referred with

satisfaction to the number of brilliant young men in

the Institute who were coming to the front.

.-\n account of the e.xcursions, &c., will be found in

another part of the M.\g.\2ine.
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A survey of llie rival schemes for the construction of a deep-water ship canal between

the Forth and the Clyde—a project revived by the creation of the new Naval Base at

St. Margaret's Hope.

—

Ed.

LARGE and various interests are affected, and

numerous considerations are raised, by the

Government's decision to establish a new naval station

on the Firth of Forth at St. Margaret's Hope. The
project has been for long in progress. It dates back

to Mr. Goschen's time, so the Admiralty and the

Government have been in no hurry. St. Margaret's

Hope has been chosen as the new site for strategic and
other considerations, and it is to be known as Rosyth.

It has advantages which no competing place has.

It is close to the coal and iron fields of Scotland ; it

is remote from industrial centres, and therefore is not

subject to inflation in the value of land ; it affords a

splendid anchorage, already strongly fortified. The
extent of the ground which is required for the scheme
necessitates an expenditure of something like

;^i 25,000. The land is valuable, but not so much so as

if it had been immediately adjacent to a large town.

The development implies a great transformation of the

district, even if there be no dockyard, and if St. Mar-
garet's Hope, or Rosyth, is reserved exclusively for the

purposes of a naval base. Portsmouth, Chatham, and
Devonport are all naval bases and also dockyard towns.

Haulbowline and Pembroke are not bases, but onlj-

naval workshops. A great naval dockyard will

be, sooner or later, required in the Forth or the Clvde,

though at present the construction of one in the Forth
is not proposed. The area of land required should

be sufficient to give future scojie for any necessary
expansion for the building of shijis.

The naval base itself means a great deal, and
Rosyth will take its place beside Portsmouth,
Chatham, and Devonport. It will be furnished with
complete resources for turning out a proportion of the

Fleet in time of war. There will be stores, barracks
for marines, engineers' workshops for the execution of
repairs, and all the requisites of a depot ready to be drawn
upon by His Majesty's ships when engaged in active
service. It will be a large and busy centre of naval

life even in time of peace, for the bases now in existence

do not provide sufficient accommodation for ships

lying up, and there is no other in the north.

THE SITE AND ITS ASSOCIATIONS.

St. Margaret's Hope, which is to the west of North
Queensferry, on the north side of the Forth, is full of

historic associations. An old keep which stood on

Inchgarvie, and which dates back to the days of

James IV., has recently been transformed into a mod'ern

fort, and mounted with guns. On the Battery Hill,

where the old boatman lived in the days of Sir Jonathan
Oldbuck, is now an apparatus connected with the

search-light. Guns are mounted on the forts on the

highest points on the north and south sides of the river

The Hope anchorage is situated immediately to the Avest

of the Forth Bridge. The river narrows at the Bridge to

less than two miles, while in the Hope it widens out to

about four miles, and has always been a retreat for vessels

in time of storms. It has often been the anchorage

for fleets visiting the Forth. The bay. itself is named
after Queen Margaret, of pious memory. In T069,

Margaret, sister of Edgar .'Xtheling, and her mother
and sisters and brother, were driven by stress of weather

into the Firth of Forth on the occasion of their flight

from William the Conqueror. Their vessel came to

anchor in the Bay, and the exiles landed on the pro-

montory on which Rosyth Castle now stands. The
Bay in time took the name of St. Margaret's Hope,

and the ferry has long been known as " The Queen's

Ferry." The exiles went on to Dunfermline, and
were hospitably entertained by Malcolm Canmore, in

Dunfermline Tower, iu the grounds of Pittencrieff,

which have recently been acquired by Mr. Andrew
Carnegie.

North Queensferry was a place of considerable

activity when the ferry was the highway between the

North and Edinburgh, but since the Forth Bridge was
built the village has become merely a sumirier resort*

(342)
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Inverkeitliing had once a fleet of vessels, but the old

Ness pier, which was once the scene of much activity, is

now a total wTeck, and the shipbuilding and engineering

works which stood at the mouth of the Keithing are

now silent. The Naval Base will change the whole

aspect of affairs in the district.

RESOURCES FOR COALING.

Coal has been worked in the " Kingdom " of Fife

since 1290 (though the discovery of navigation or steam

coalis only of recent date), and the two lowest and most

important seams are hard and flinty, well adapted

for shipping and household purposes. In a pit at

Kelt)-, sunk nine years ago, it was found that the splint

and the five-feet seams yield a splendid steam or

navigation coal. At Glencraig and at Bowhill Col-

lieries, navigation coal has also been discovered, and

pits are being sunk elsewhere in pursuit of the same
seams. The discovery of steam coal has raised the

output of the county from 3.706.467 tons, in 1896, to

6,134,137 tons, in IQ02.

THE PROPOSED SHIP CANAL.

The creation of this new Naval Base has revived a

project which was much discussed some twelve or

fifteen years ago for constructing a deep-water ship

canal from the Forth to the Clyde. When the matter

was brought before the House of Commons by Mr.

James Caldwell recently, Sir Fortescue Flannery said

there was no doubt that the existing dockyards were

congested. He believed that they ought to relieve the

dockyards by an additional base and not by reducing the

naval preparations. The suggestion of Mr. Caldwell was

worthy ot the careful consideration of the Admiralty,

namely, that the new base in the Forth should be con-

nected with the great shipyards of the Clyde and
Belfast by means of a canal across the country. That
proposal was not then put forward for the first time,

but he called the attention of the Admiralty specially to

the fact that the access round the North of Scotland

was one of the most dangerous and difficult navigations

that could possibly be made in the neighbourhood

of the British Isles, and. therefore, if at anything like

a reasonable cost this connection could possibly be

made, the strategic advantages would be in proportion

to the disadvantages and the expenditure which would
otherwise be involved.

COMMERCIAL ASPECTS.

In shipping and commercial circles the greatest

interest has been aroused by the proposed construction

of a deep-water canal connecting the Forth wth the

Clyde, and adapted for the passage of the largest mer-

cantile steamers. A syndicate has already been

formed for the complete survey of the routes. The
existence of such a waterway would lead to the creation

of a large revenue from the merchant tonnage coming
from the Baltic. Shipowners appreciate the extent

to which the dangers of steaming round the Pentland

Firth would thus be avoided, not to speak of the great

saving of time. A large trade might be developed

with the port of Glasgow in respect of the direct

importation, without breaking bulk, of produce from the

Baltic ports, and from Holland. Produce from these

quarters has at present to be shipped J'"' London, Hull,

and other ports on the eastern seaboard. As to the

naval aspect of the question, the whole subject has been

under consideration for several years past, and the

consideration has been deepened by the development
of the French project for a ship canal between the

Atlantic and Mediterranean coasts of France.

It is said that Charles II. favoured an expenditure of

half a million in cutting a waterway across Scotland for

transports and war vessels from east to west. How far

half a million would have gone in his day we need not

estimate, for that sum would hardly do a tenth part

of what is needed now.

THE EXISTING CANAL.

The existing Forth and Clyde barge Canal is the

oldest undertaking of the kind in Scotland. It was
designed by Smeaton, with the assistance of Brindley.

Its construction commenced in 1768, and after many
years of constant toil it was opened throughout for

traflic in 1790. The work proved of a very arduous

description. Rocks, precipices, and quicksands had
to be dealt with, and deep mosses had to be traversed.

At some points the canal was banked twenty feet high,

while it had also to be carried across rivulets and roads,

and over two streams of considerable size—the Luggie

and the Kelvin. The length of this canal, from the

first lock on the Forth to the last lock before the Clyde

can be reached, is thirty-five miles, but when the cutting

to Glasgow and the junction between Port Dundas and
Monkland Canal basin are taken in account, the total

distance traversed by the canal extends to about

tliirty-nine miles. The rise from the Forth to the

summit-level is 156 ft., and the descent to the Clyde

at Bowling Bay amounts to 1 50 ft. The water width

at surface is 56 ft., and at bottom 27 ft. The depth

was originally 8 ft., but the banks were afterwards raised

so as to afford a depth of 10 ft. From the first this

canal has been attended with a fair amount of financial

success. By 1800—ten years after the opening— the-

Canal Company had not only cleared off a loan

advanced by the Government, but were able to pay a

dividend of ten per cent. This, in 1815, rose to twenty

per cent., which was the highest dividend declaredj

The dividend settled to six per cent., at which figure

it remained until 1876, when the Caledonian Railway

Company acquired the canal by paj'ing the share-

holders a fixed guaranteed interest of six and a quarter

per cent. A curious ceremony marked the opening

of this canal. On July 29th, 1790, the magistrates of

Glasgow made a voyage from the Forth along the new
canal, and, on their arrival at its junction with the

Clyde, poured into that river a hogshead of water

brought from the Forth. Thus were the two rivers

united, amid the cheers of the assembled multitudes.

AVAILABLE ROUTES,

There are now two definite schemes before the

world in connection with the new naval J^ase, One
scheme is what is called the Direct Route, with
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THE DIRECT ROUTE.

SHE Mt THi; iiii;rn xa\ai. i;a>i,

which the name of Mr. J. Law Crawford is specially

associated. For this it is claimed that the canal would

traverse one of the most extensive coal-fields in Great

Britain, with one-half of the unwrought coal in Scotland

adjacent to its eastern entrance. The seams are

mostly of steam coal, and steamers using the canal

would be able to coal practically at the pit's mouth,

and save the cost of carriage on their fuel.

The Direct Canal (leaving the

river Clyde between Clydebank

and \'oker, some few miles below

Cilasgow) would run in an

easterly direction partly along

the line of the existing Forth

and Clyde Canal, and partly

along the valley of the Rivers

Kelvin, Bonny, and Carron. It

would reach the Forth just at

the mouth of the last-named

river, near Grangemouth, a few

miles south-west of St. Mar-

garet's Hope anchorage, or

Rosyth naval station.

Upon this plan the Ship Canal

would be an artificial waterway

rather under thirty miles in

length. It would have a bottom

width of IOC ft. ; a depth of

26 ft. ; and a surface width

\arying according to locality,

Imt nowhere less than 126 ft.

There would be six locks at

each end of this canal, and the

engineers propose that these

locks should be double ; one

part 600 ft. long and 65 ft.

wide ; the other 400 ft. long and 40 ft. wide, for

smaller craft. The first lock, eastward from the

Clyde, would have a lift of 10 ft. above ordinary

highwater mark ; and the next five locks, all 03cu. -

ring within four or five miles, would have a lift cf

i5 ft. each, raising to the summit-level. This level

runs continuously for lyi miles, at the end of which

the first of the eastern locks is encountered, five of

SKETCH .M.\P OK THE LOCH LOMOND ROUTE SHIP C.iXAL.
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which'have an aggregate lift o{_85'ft. from the ordinary

high-water mark of the Forth. The fifth lock would

be at Larbert, and admit vessels into the River Carron,

which would be canalised. The sixth eastern lock

would be a tidal lock at the end of the canal,

admitting to the Forth. This plan involves the crossing

of six railways, and at two of these crossings swing-

bridges would be necessary. The present Forth and

Clyde Barge Canal would also have to be crossed, and a

considerable number of roads. But it is contended that

no serious physical or engineering difficulties would occur,

and that there is abundant water supply from the

streams on the summit-level. The question of cost,

of course, is important. It has been estimated that

the cutting of the Direct Route Canal, the construction

of locks, the forming of railway and other crossings,

reservoirs, etc., will require about six milUons sterling.

The land required is valued at a million, and, allowing

another million for margin, would give a maximum
total estimate of eight millions sterling.

THE LOCH LOMOND ROUTE.

Another scheme is that of Messrs. D. and T.

Stevenson, engineers, and is what is known as the

Loch Lomond Route- This route is advocated by a

syndicate which is now making the necessary surveys.

It is proposed on this plan to drive a cutting from

the Forth, near Grangemouth, past Stirling, and along

the line of the Forth and Clyde Railway to the River

Endrick, and then by that water to Loch Lomond.
This cutting would be some thirty-two miles in length.

Practically, this would be through the valley of the

Forth, in which, up to within ten miles of Loch Lomond,
the ground does not rise more than from thirty to fifty

feet above sea-level, and is alluvial. On entering Loch
Lomond, vessels of the largest size would find ample
depth and sea room, and it is proposed to canalise the

Loch—much as the lakes on the Suez Canal—up to

Tarbet, a well-known resting-place on the Queen of

Scottish lakes. From Tarbet, a short canal of about a

mile and three-quarters would have to be cut, through

ground reaching a maximum height of 130 ft. above
mean sea-level, to Arrochar, on Loch Long. Loch
Long is a sea loch—a portion of the Firth of Clyde,

and, therefore, practically the Atlantic Ocean. It has

great depth of water, and, being sheltered by high

mountains, presents an easy navigable run of several

miles down to the wide-spreading Firth.

The first part of thisroutelies along the Forth valley.

The tract of country from Alloa westwards to within

about ten miles of Loch Lomond is only from 30 ft.

to 50 ft. above the mean sea-level, and the strata, as

lias been said, is an alluvial deposit. Thereafter the

ground rises rapidlj-, and attains a maximum height of

240 ft. above mean sea level, and dips again to the

south end of Loch Lomond, the surface of which is only
22 ft. above mean sea-level. The distance across the

higher ground is about seven miles, ij miles of it being
above the 200 ft. line. Loch Lomond could be utilised

as the canal towards the north end of the Loch to Tarbet,

and thence across to Loch Long there is only a distance

of if miles. The surface of Loch Lomond, 22 ft.

above the mean level of the sea, is the proposed summit
level of the canal, and, having a water area of 21,000

acres and ample gathering ground, it would form a

reservoir for supplying the locks with water.

FEATURES OF THE LOCH LOMOND SCHEME.
Only two locks, one at Alloa and one at Loch Long,

would be required, as the level of the canal is only

13 ft. and 17 ft. above high-water level at these places,

respectively. Both approaches are in smooth water,

and free from any danger to navigation. The western

outlet into Loch Long is considered advantageous, as

vessels of the largest class could at once proceed to sea

quite free from interruption or liability to grounding.

The eastern entrance to the canal is proposed about a

mile above Alloa, where vessels would be raised to the

canal level by suitable locks. From Alloa the canal

would pass to the north of the links of the Forth, and

to the northward about half a mile of the town of

Stirling, then along the valley of the Forth to Gartmore,

and enter Loch Lomond near the mouth of the Endrick,

a distance of 28 miles. Near the Loch Lomond end a

deep cutting is necessary. It is proposed to make the

canal throughout with a depth of 30 ft., with a width

at the bottom the same as the Suez Canal—rnamely,

72 ft.—and side slopes varying with the nature of the

material. The locks would be capable of passing the

largest vessels afloat, or about 600 ft. in length, and

80 ft. in width, with smaller locks alongside for smaller

vessels, so the canal would accommodate vessels of

the Navy.

TUNNEL OR CUTTING?

One of the interesting engineering features of this

scheme will be the carrying of the canal tlirough the

high ground near the Loch Lomond end. Originally

it was proposed to tunnel that ground to the extent of

2} miles, the tunnel to be not less than 150 ft. in height

above the water line. But now the idea of making a

tunnel has been abandoned, and an open cutting has

been substituted. The distances on the route from

the Forth to the Clyde are as follows : From Grange-

mouth to Alloa, 10^ miles, from .'^lloa to Loch Lomond,
28 miles ; up Loch Lomond to Tarbet, 14 miles ; and

across the neck of the land from Tarbet to Loch Long

I J miles. Loch Long is 1 5 miles in length to its j unction

with the Firth of Clyde. The total distance, therefore,

from Grangemouth to the Firth of Clyde is 69J mile3<

It would have been desirable to have a canal of sufficient

width to allow two of the largest vessels to pass each

other at any place on the route, but, as such a work
would be too costly, frequent passing places will have

to be made at suitable intervals.

As against the cut from Loch Lomond to Loch Long
across the Tarbet Isthmus, it has been proposed by
others that a route should be taken from a point oppo-

site to where the canal enters the lake, and by a cut of

about four miles to the Clyde. This would shorten

the total length of the waterway by about fourteen

miles, but it would involve an expensive tunnel. A
further alternative is to take ships down to the south
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end of Lccli Lomond, and thence by canal through the

VaJe ol Leven, to the Clyde at Dumbarton. This would

be some seven or eight miles shorter than the Tarbet

route, but would involve five miles more of canal, and

six miles of river navigation, which means restricted

speed, and. therefore, no saving of time on the passage.

Up and down Loch Lomond and Loch Long steamers

could go at full speed, but not so on the canal or river.

The estimated cost of the Tarbet line of the Loch

Lomond route is ten milUons sterling, and the estimated

cost of managenuMit and maintenance, ^60,000 per

annum.

OTHER SUGGESTIONS.

These, then, are the schemes which now divide

attention, but there are others which may also be

mentioned. For instance, the first idea was to deepen

and enlarge the existing Forth and Clyde Canal, and

to change it into a tidal canal without locks ; but it

was found that this could not be done for less than

;^ 1 4,000.000. Nevertheless, this scheme is again being

urged on the Government. Then it was proposed that

whatever line was chosen, there should be no locks, but

that vessels should be raised and lowered at the seaward

ends to a level line of water by means of enormous

hydraulic lifts. It was calculated, however, that in the

case of a warship the total weight to be moved would be

eighty thousand tons, or over, and, although engineers

do not regard such a feat as impossible, it is so far

beyond anvthing vet attempted, that they shrink from

the risk, not to speak of the enormous cost of the

machinery.

COMMERCIAL ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED
CANAL.

Apart from the naval question, an indication of the

saving in distance that would be efiected by a ship

canal may be given : From the Clyde to ports on

the east coast of Scotland, north-east of England, and

north-west of Europe, the distance saved would be from

529 miles to 238 miles ; from the Forth to ports on the

west coast of Scotland, north-west of England, Ireland,

America, and the Mediterranean, the distance saved

would be from 487 miles to 141 miles ; from the Tyne ports

to the St Lawrence River, the distance saved would

be 1 50 miles : from the west of Britain and north-east

of Ireland to the middle western ports of the Continent

the distance saved would be from 377 miles to 98 miles.

It has been computed that, taking an average measure-

ment of the vessels wliich pass annually through the

Pentland Firth, and an average saving by the canal

route of 300 miles, the total annual saving by the

canal will be equal to 750,000,000 ton-miles-

The total foreign and coasting traffic which would

be directly affected by the waterway amounts to twelve

or fifteen million tons per annum—a traffic probably

sufficient, at a moderate toll, to yield a fair return

on the cost of the undertaking. And it is not only

time that would be saved to vessels passing from coast

to coast {from the west coast to the Continent, and

from the Continent and the east coast to the west, and

to America), but also the risks of the tempestuous

passage by the north, or the o%^ercrowded passage by

the south. This means a decrease of tear-and-wear,

and a lower rate of insurance—very important com-

mercial considerations-

From an international point of view, this scheme

derives further interest in connection with the Baltic

Canal, from Kiel on the Baltic to Brunsbuttel on the

Elbe. This is some sixty miles in length, is available for

thelargest merchantmen, and cuts off about one hundred

miles in the distance between the Forth and the Baltic.

The two canals would present something like a straight

line of route for vessels from northern Europe to

America—a fine in which a 'further saving might be

effected by carrying out the late Duke of Argyll's idea

of a ship canal about a mile long across the narrow

isthmus in Kintyre. between East and West Loch

Tarbert. This may, perhaps, be the waterway of the

future between the Baltic and America.

ITS NAVAL IMPORTANCE.

From a national point of view, however, we have

mainly to consider the immense advantage the

canal would be were we engaged in a naval war-

It would be simply invaluable, as it would enable us

to despatch warships with rapidity and secrecy from

coast to coast, and would, therefore, leave a larger

portion of the fleet at freedom to protect our ocean

commerce, and to scour the seas. There are three

thousand miles of coast on these islands to be protected,

and it hardly needs to be emphasised how important

it is to have a passage, absolutely at our omi command,

for strategical and defensive purposes-

Then this waterway would bring the Naval Base

on the Forth into direct and unrestricted connection

with the great shipyards and engine works on the

Clyde- In fact, it would double the base. The im-

portance of the project may be gathered from the

closeness with which the German naval authorities are

watching it.

ENGINEERING ASPECT.

As a work of engineering, the scheme may be com-

pared with the Manchester Ship Canal. This is 35^

miles long, and has five sets of locks, the principal of

which are capable of taking in large ocean steamers-

It is 26 ft- deep and 120 ft. wide at bottom- It is

carried through some cuttings as deep as 70 ft. It

passes under five railways, which are supported on

high-level bridges, giving a clear headway of 75 ft- for

vessels passing underneath- It necessitated numerous

long and heavy embankments, and the construction

of numerous swing-bridges for intersecting roads.

The area of the locks at Manchester and Salford is

sixty-two and a half acres, with nearly six miles of

\vha'rfing. Docks had to be built at three different

places ; and two rivers and a canal had to be crossed

and re-crossed several times. It cost, with all the

works, etc-, about fifteen million sterUng, and it in-

volved more engineering difficulties than are possible

on either the Direct or the Loch Lomond route for the

Forth and Clvde Canal.
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PROS AND CONS.

It will be a good deal easier, from a mechanical point

of view, to construct a ship canal now by either of

the rou tes described than when the plans were first made

.

Since then the Manchester and Baltic Canals have been

completed, and the Nicaragua and Panama routes

have been thoroughly prospected, engineering science

has developed, and mechanical appliances have im-

proved. The commercial advantages have certainly

not become less through time, nor has the prospective

advantage of opening up the heart of Scotland. To

the Direct Route Canal it has been objected that it

enters the Clyde where there is congestion of traffic,

but if there is to be cutting done, that cutting would

be better on the Clyde. The country this canal would

pass through is of much value from a mineral point of

view. Mr. J. Law Crawford, the projector of this

route, has said the objection that the canal he pro-

posed entered the Clyde at a very congested part could

be got over by following the hne of an ancient canal

which debouched on the Clyde a Uttle above Bowling.

It had been found that this old channel had been filled

up with soft material, but with the extraordinary

means we now have for excavating and disposing of

not only soft material but of rock, the whole of this

material could be dredged out of this ancient channel,

and a sea-level canal formed on this land, and it is

beheved this could be done at less cost than it would

take to erect twelve enormous locks. The difficulty

would be the disposing of this material. Mr. Crawford's

solution is that if a system of Teller railway were so

formed that the end of the line could be carried out

gradually along the foreshore on the Firth, and the

material simply deposited behind a retaining wall, a

very valuable asset could be formed out of the re-

claimed land on the shore of the Firth. The soft

material that would be excavated might also be used

for filling up the foreshore on the Clyde.

The cost of the Direct Canal is estimated, as we

have said, at about ;^8,000,000 sterling. The construc-

tion of it would be more easy now than when it

was projected, and the commercial necessity for it is

greater.

Tlie national advantages of a'ship canal are very great,

and they do not lose by comparison with the French

project for the construction of a ship canal from the North

Sea to the Mediterranean, primarily for the purpose of

bringing the two French fleets into effective junction

when required. Of course a blockade at either terminus

could close up the proposed French canal as it could also

close up the proposed Scotch canal ; but then in either

case an effective blockade would require employment of

two fleets by the enemy, each in a position which would

deprive it of information about the other. Against the

possible disadvantages of a blockade of the canal in time of

naval war, we would have the positive and immeasurable

advantage of our fleets being able to pass unperceived

from coast to coast to meet an enemy seeking a vulnerable

spot ; and the potentiality of ready access from both east

and west to the largest ship-producing area in the world.

It is hardly, of course, to be expected that the Government

would formulate a ship canal policy as a State enterprise

at the very outset of the new Naval Base, and especially

at a time when hot clamour is arising for reduced naval

expenditure. They have not even fixed the dimensions

and determined the character of the new naval station.

It is to be begun this year with a vote of ;f200,ooo, but no

limit has been stated for its ultimate cost. Room is, how-

ever, left for extending the naval scheme by including the

ship canal, if the latter is not adopted as a commercial

enterprise. How or by whom the canal will be con-

structed and completed cannot yet be predicted, but it

will probably be an accomplished fact within a very few

years, especially if certain countries, which shall be

nameless here, go on increasing their navies as they are

doing.
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The previous articles on this subject are as follows : Introduction (July, 1902), "A Simple System
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SECOND SERIES.— III.

THE PERPETUAL INVENTORY.

We will now outline some of the records which

concern the stockroom.

I'IG. 3.

Article J by li Machine Bolts.
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FIG. 6.

MANUFACTURING EXPENSE SUMMARY.
Week ending^ Scplcinhcr 22nd, 1900.

Stores.
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FIG. 8.

Machine Shop.
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THE ROUTINE OF THE SYSTEM.

When notified that material or stock is required,

the purcliasing department makes out a purchase

order, of which a copy is sent to the stockkeeper and

one to the record office. As the goods arrive, goods

received cards (fig. ii) are made out by the receiving

clerk and forwarded to the stockkeeper as a record of

I-IG. 11.

GOODS RECEIVED C.VKI).

Fioni Jones and Lancaster,

Sheffield.

Date—Jan. iSStli, 1903.

Piiichasiiiii Order Xo. 679.

Keceived by Mitchell.

Opened by
Checked by Mitchell.

Entered by
Dr;iy.

Mtssen^tr.
G.N. Railway.

>.



BLrE-HOOK on matters

connected with British

and foreign trade and in-

dustrial conditions, which
makes an extremely oppor-

tune appearance at the

present time, has been issued

by the Board of Trade. It

is a remarkable volume,

consisting of 500 pages

>f letterpress, statistical

tables and charts, packed

with information, and col-

lated under the direction of Sir Alfred Bateman, who
contributes a prefatory note, and Mr. Llewellyn Smith,

who is largely responsible for the editing. The Blue-

Book weighs about ;,S lb.

SCOPE OF THE VOLUME.

The contents of the volume are so diverse, and its

utility so far-reaching that it should be obtained by all

who are concerned in quoting facts on this important

subject. The matter is arranged under 31 headings,

which include varied statistics of exports and imports

of manufactures, the supply of foodstuffs and raw materials,

wheat prices, freight rates, the practice of foreign

countries with regard to preferential trade, former prefer-

ential duties in the L'nited Kingdom, the tariff treatment

of British products by foreign countries, the com-

parative incidence of foreign and colonial import tariffs

on the export trade of the United Kingdom, the consump-

tion of food and cost of living of the working classes at

home and in other countries, the course of wages at

home and abroad, the export policy of Trusts, occupational

distribution of industrial population, statistics relating to

special trade groups (tinplate, te.xtiles, iron and steel,

shipbuilding), and miscellaneous tables relating to popula-

tion, emigration, foreign trade, profits and capital, money
m-irket, banking and currency, pauperism, production of

coal and iron abroad, and other subjects.

The value of the tables is in several instances enhanced

by marginal statements as to important events—political,

fiscal, and general—bearing on economic conditions.

The volume reaches us as we are on the point of going

to press, and we have not time to give it more than a

cursory examination. We hope on a future occasion,

however, to deal more in detail with some of the carefully

compiled tables, a specimen of which, dealing with our

exports of coal and machinery in the last fifty years, is

appended.

THE EXPORT POLICY OF FOREIGN TRUSTS.

Interesting reading is afforded by the pages devoted
to the export policy of foreign Trusts.

" Although many of the leading industries of the

United States have for many years past been controlled

by powerful combinations, the great development of the

Trust system in that country has to a certain extent

coincided with the recent remarkable spurt of prosperity

in America. The available evidence goes to show that

for some time past the United States has for the most
part been able to absorb, and has, in fact, kept at home
a great proportion of its total output, and that during this

period of exceptionally good trade in the .\merican home
market, the inducement on the part of the Trust organi-

sations of the United States to ' dump ' surplus goods at

low prices in foreign markets may fairly be considered

to have been slight, as compared with what might be

manifested in a time of industrial depression in the

States."

A number of statements are quoted from Vol. XIII.

of the report of the U.S..\. Industrial Commission, which
contains an account of the results obtained in a special

investigation into the truth or falsehood 'of the frequent

assertion that exporters of American-made goods often

sell them in foreign countries at lower prices than are

obtained fur similar goods at home.'

AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL.

Further details with respect to the nature and extent of

the imports of iron and steel from the l'nited States into

the United Kingdom, compiled from trade reports

published in the course of the last few years are to be

found in an appendix.

The details given in this appendix show that, while the

manufactures of this country were free from the com-

petition of American iron and steel in 1899, the first

months of :<)0o, saw the United States begin an invasion

of the British market, which was carried on with

remarkable energy until the early part of the following

year, after which this campaign came to an end.

The American imports included a great variety of

materials, such as pig-iron, iron bars, raw steel,

bedstead angles, and ship-plates. These articles were
thrown upon our market at prices which were in many
cases much below those quoted by our own makers ; and
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The Iron and Steel Institute.
The most important event connected with the

technical societies <liiring the month was the annual
meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute, which, for
the second time in its history, met at Barrow, termed
l)y Mr. .Andrew Carnegie the cradle of the industry.
The visitors received a hearty welcome from the people
of Barrow, and, luckily, the weather, though threaten-
ing, did not interfere to any appreciable extent with
the outdoor functions, .As is usual at these meetings,
there were more papers than rould be adequately
dealt with, and some of the points raised demanded
days rather than hours for discussion. This will be
noticed on reference to our summary of papers in another
part of the Magazine. In this respect, these annual
gatherings must have a somewhat disappointing aspect,
especially to the authors of the papers. That the
meeting passed without a hitch of any kind reflects
considerable credit upon Mr. Bennett H. Brough,
the Secretary, an<l the local committee. Next year
the Institute pays its seccmd visit to .America.

Do We Want Eight New Universities ?

During the month the British Association has held
its deliberations at Southport, and we hnd ourselves
face to face with a new aspect of the education
question.

This is an age of astounding proposals. Following
Lord Rosebery's scheme for an English Charlottenburg,
which is fortunately backed by philanthropy, comes
a suggestion made by Sir Norman Lockyer, in his
Presidential Address to the Association, that we
require eight new universities, for which the British
taxpayer would presumably have to find the cash.
.As the trade now follows the brains instead of the flag.

Sir Norman thinks we should turn universities out as
we do battleships, and the preliminary instalment,
it is to be noted, would cost ;^24,000,000. We are
invited to contemplate an analogy that certainly appeals
to the imagination, but we fear that it is somewhat
in the clouds. There has already been such a
bewildering mass of divergent opinion upon this vital
question of scientific training that anything savouring
of exaggeration can only tend to confuse the issue.
On our part, we are inclined to think that theduplication
of universities is less likely to be helpful than the
thorough co-operation, and in some cases reorganisation,
of existing institutions, combined, possibly, with a
conference of leading manufacturers, at which some
kind of an understanding might be arrived at for the
further encouragement of students. We are assured
in some quarters that the country does not lack facilities
but is in need of advanced students, able to take advan-
tage of the opportunities offered them. It is by one
writer urged that the London schools at the present
time are full of highly capable teachers " pining for the
opportunity to display their powers." It is also alleged
that there is a lack of appreciation by the pioneers of
industry and the industrial community generally, of
the value of scientific education.

A South African View.
The non-appreciation of technical education by

manufacturers is perhaps more apparent than real.

tesi)
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Much of the theoretical training, at any rate, must be
regarded as capital invested. If young men expect

to reap an immediate reward for "their efforts before

gaining the practical business experience which is

no less necessary, they are fore-doomed to disap-

pointment. But in the long run the theoretical

training will pay. It is interesting to see the attitude

which is taken up on this question in South Africa.

Mr. Catlin, in the course of his Presidential Address to

the Mechanical Engineers' .Association of the Witwaters-

rand, remarked that " in this utilitarian age the demand
for technical education is constantly increasing. Not
many years ago experience was at a premium, the

higher technical knowledge was deemed too theoretical

for the uses of every-day life, and was largely confined

to college professors and scientific enthusiasts, who
were regarded as more or less eccentric but harmless.

But since that time the world has awakened to a realisa-

tion of fact that a technical education is not only

founded on experience, but that that experience is

not bounded by the narrow horizon of one individual,

being the cumulative result of the experience of all

investigators since history began, and that it brings

vith it a broadening effect. For not only does it

point the way to great achievements, but it dignifies

all honest effort to that end, and breaks down many of

the absurd notions that were barriers to good honest

work. There is not now so much admiration for the

young man who is proud of the fact that he does not

know how to black his own boots should occasion

require it. Not long since I met one of the heads of a

great manufacturing company on his way to ' look

over,' as he expressed it, the graduating class of a

celebrated technical institution with a view to securing

the services of some of them. Young men are wanted
who have the advantages of the ground work of a

technical education. The largest works are full of them,

and they find it pays to train them in the practical

application of the knowledge they have acquired. It

seems quite evident that there is a growing demand
for technical men in all the great industries of the

world."

The Industrial Evolution of the Rhineland.

In the course of a very notable series of articles

commenced at the beginning of September, the Times
placed before its readers a systematic picture of German
activities which cannot fail to be of great assistance to

those who are watching commercial developments at

home and abroad. The most formidable districts

in competition with England, i.e. Rhineland provinces

of Prussia and the Kingdom of Saxony, were mainly
described. Of urban life in Germany the commissioner
notes that orderliness is its chief quality, overcrowding
its greatest defect. He remarks that the modern
industrial evolution of the Rhineland, particularly in

iron and steel manufactures, which have attained such a

remarkable development, may be attributed in the first

instance to the coal mines of the province and of West-
phalia, which adjoins it on the eastern side, and in the

second to the great waterway of the Rhine and an
excellent system of railroads. The extensive Rhine-
Westphalian coal basin stretches eastward from the

river, where the Ruhr joins it below Diisseldorf. for

some thirty miles into Westphalia. Essen and its

neighbours in the Ruhr valley stand upon it, but the

bulk of the mining district lies over the border in

Westphalia. It is a hilly region, almost given up to

coal and iron. One group of smoky furnaces and
tall chimneys follows another—Bochura, Hagen,
Herdecke, Horde, Dortmund, and others—interspersed

with coalpits and tidy mining villages. Yet it cannot

be called a " black country," and in no wise resembles

the desolation of South Staffordshire, for amid all the

pits and furnaces the cheerful Westphalian farms

surrounded by trees and well-cultivated fields, smile

prosperously from the hillside.

Coal to Newcastle and Electrical Machinery
to

There is a remarkable passage in the first article,

which does not make pleasant reading from the point of

view of the home manufacturer. No apology will be
needed for quoting it in e.rlenso :

—

" Among the more notable establishments are those

of the Diisseldorf-Ratinger Tube Boiler Works, where
the Diirr boilers are made ; of Ernst Schiess, whose
heavy machine tools are famous all over the world

;

and Messrs. Haniel and Lueg, who employ ahout 2,000

men and make all kinds of engines and machinery.
These firms, I regret to say, send a great deal more
of their manufactures to England, and often to the

very towns where the same things are made, than is

at all flattering to us. I have seen heavy machine
tools going to Glasgow and Barrow, hydraulic presses

and steel ingots to Sheffield, crank-shafts for electrical

machinery to Manchester, shaft linings and a shaft

borer to Ivent, pumps to Middlesbrough, forgings for

machinery to the Tyne, and many other things. And
do not let anyone suppose that these things are ' cheap
and nasty.' That phrase is absolutely out of date in

regard to German products. The work is first rate,

as every English manufacturer knows who visited the

brilliantly successful Diisseldorf Exhibition in 1902.

The verdict of one highly competent authority, who
has visited every industrial exhit:iition for the last

fifteen years, and knows the United States as well as

Englaml and other parts of Europe, will suffice. ' It

was,' he said, ' the finest show of machinery and
tools ever seen.'- Nor is the export trade all ' dump-
ing ' of surplus products. Haniel and I-ueg are

executing more orders for England than for Germany,
although they only entered the English market two
or three years ago. The day before I visited the works
they had received /g.ooo worth of orders from England
in one morning. Besides the firms mentioned, there

are many other well-appointed steel and engineering

establishments, some large glass works and a number
of miscellaneous factories."

Electric Lighting Plant and British Trade.
Some gratifving remarks on the electric plant for

the public supply of Sydney were made by Mr. S. R. W.
Gardam, in the course of his Presidential Address to

the members of the Electrical Association of New South
Wales. After alluding to the fact that Messrs. Preece

and Cardew had drawn up a scheme admirably suited

to the requirements of the city, he continued :

—

" Though the misguided and unenlightened being

thinks he is showing the broadness of his views, and
that he is no jingo, by buying foreign material, and
in fact, gives advantage to the foreign article over

the British made goods, it is highly gratifying to

note that the City Council, by their choice of plant,

etc., will not only have obtained a plant at a lower

cost, but, as time will prove, one more efficient and
lasting than they would have hail had they bought
it outside this Empire. Can anyone in this room
give any reason why, other things being equal, we
should assist foreign labour and particularly those

countries which by their prohibitive tariffs absolutely

prevent the competition and importation into their

own countries of British made goods ? Is it any reason

that because the wool and produce of this country
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tinds its way into European markets, because they
cannot buy a sufficient tiuantity elsewhere at a lower
figure, that we should reciprocate b\' purchasing
machinery from them which we can ourselves turn out
as well, if not better, than they.

" I have been approving of the tramways as a system,
but cannot refrain from saying that that huge mass
of foreign material running at I'ltimo, and along our
streets, is indeed a reflection on our Government and
its advisers. It appals one to know that in a British

country, British firms were not even asked to tender
for the last large expenditure on the generating plant,

and for this State's sake, I trust the engines, which are
similar to those which alongside the Musgrave engines
at Glasgow, cut so poor a figure, will give better results

here.
" By the good sense of the Council an indication is

given that the scare and oft-repeated mis-statement
implying British decadence is being corrected. It

may be admitted that owing to the necessarily con-
ser\'ative laws of the older countries, we have been
left a little behind in some small matters, but I have
yet to learn that England cannot turn out engines,

above all things, superior to those built anywhere
else."

Problems for the Colliery Manager.
At the annual meeting of the National Association

of Colliery Managers, at Leeds, Mr. Walter Hargreaves,
in the course of his Presidential Address, touched upon
a number of questions of importance to the mining
engineer, though certain points were not fully dealt with
owing to the fact that they are being considered by the
Royal Commission on Coal Supplies, and the Depart-
mental Committee on Electricity in Mines. On the
question of cheap transit, he remarked that, whilst
all that concentration of capital and management,
unstinted expenditure of energy and mechanical skill

could do, had been done for railways, our canals had,
with one or two exceptions, remained as they were
when first made. He would personally like to hear
more about water transit, and would look forward
with interest to the evidence regarding it which would
be put before the Royal Commission. He hoped to
see a revival of a question which he felt sure was of
greater national importance than that of high-capacity
wagons. Referring to the work of the Departmental
Committee on Electricity in Mines, he remarked that
there were already in this country many mines with
large and up-to-date electrical plants, and several
others were contemplating the use of this power for

every purpose, both .surface and underground, to
which power could be applied ; and upon the report of
the Committee would depend, to a great extent, the
question as to whether the use of electricity was to

be advanced or retarded. In the evidence published
one witness proved, as a result of experiment, that
an electric motor might be so enclosed as to run in

an explosive atmosphere without danger of igniting

gas ; other witnesses considered electricity safer than
any other power ever used in fiery mines ; but all the
witnesses seemed to agree that the principal thing
to be looked to in rendering t he use of electricity safe,

was the quality of the installation, and that with good
work and the use of ordinary precautions, electricity

was a perfectly safe and reliable power to use in coal
mines. The labour question was probably the most
troublesome that the colliery manager had to deal
with at the present time, and would continue to
be so until some means was found of regulating wages
by arbitration, whether made compulsory by Act of
Parliament or arranged voluntarily. So far as the

legal power of trade unions went, the present year
had seen the turning point, and they knew now
that there was a limit at which every trades union
must stop in its interference between employer
and employed.

The Conquest of the Air.

Mr. Santos Dumont is not by any means to have the
conquest of the air left solely in his hands. An event
which created great excitement in the metropolis last

month was the attempt made by Jlr. Stanley Spencer
to sail his airship from the Crystal Palace, round the
dome of St. Paul's Cathedral, and back again to Syden-
ham. The Cathedral was reached in about twenty
minutes, but after completing a serai-circle, the aeronaut
found that the wind was too strong to admit of his
returning to the Crystal Palace, and he accordingly
headed for the North, descending at New Barnet, and
thus completing a flight of about seventeen miles.
The new airship consists of a cigar-.shaped gas-vessel
supporting a triangular framework; on which is fitted
the motor. The gas-vessel, 93 ft. long and 24 ft.

maximum diameter, is fitted with a " ripping valve,"
by means of which the gas may be speedilj- released,
and there are also inlet tubes for inflating the vessel
with hydrogen and for pumping in air, as well as an
automatic valve, which relieves any undue pressure
before the bursting point of the fabric is reached.
Running horizontally round the gas-vessel and securelv
fi.xed to it is a sailcloth band, which supports the
pendant weight. This band also forms a safeguard by
assuring that the gas-vessel shall take the form of a
parachute. The framework, which hangs 12 ft. below
the balloon, is of bamboo construction, stayed with
steel wires, and measures 50 ft. long. It carries in

front the " tractor," which is 12 ft. in diameter, on a
steel shalt supported by bearings and connected through
gear-wheels and a clutch with a motor. The petrol
motor is situated in the forward part of the framework,
and is of 24 h.p. The motor used by Mr. Spencer
in his other airship was only 4 h.p. The new motor
develops its power when running at a speed of 1,050
revolutions per minute, and this speed is reduced bv
the gearing to 300 revolutions per minute, the rate
at which the " tractor " revolves. In the rear part
of the framework is the car, from which the aeronaut
has control of the motor and the clutch by means of

levers actuating wires. He also has ropes from the
rudder, which is suspended at the rear of the frame-
work, and by which he can direct the course of the
airship to the right or left as desired. He can also
vary the altitude in two manners : first, by means of
a balance-rope, which enables him to point the airship
upwards or downwards ; and secondly, by means of

a hand-blower for pumping the air into the gas-container
and thus causing it to descend by the increase of its

specific gravity.

Airships are also attracting considerable attention in

.America, the latest claimant for honours being Dr.
August Greth, a physician of the City of San
Francisco. The propeller power is furnished by the
motor, which runs two eight-blade propellers, which
have a speed of 1,800 revolutions a minute, and are
controlled by a steering wheel in the car. They can be
deflected at any angle without stopping or reversing the
engine. They not only propel the boat, but also steer

it according to the angle at which they are. Mr. Santos
Dumont has but one propeller, fixed and rigid, and he
steers with a canvas rudder, which. Dr. Greth says,

does not take action readily until the ship is under
good headway. Mr. Santos Dumont also has to
carry and use a shifting weight to incline his machine.



MONTHLY NOTES ON NAVAL PROGRESS IN CONSTRUCTION AND ARMAMENT,
BY

N. I. D.

IN the May number of this magazine, I referred to

the fact that the new college at Osborne, intended

for the naval cadets to be trained under the new scheme,

would be opened in the autumn. As a matter of fact,

the youngsters joined on Monday, September 14th,

and the course of instruction began on the following

day. Prior to the opening of the college for educational

work, a party of gentlemen interested in naval matters

was invited by the naval authorities to inspect the

buildings, and an account of the excursion will be

found elsewhere in this number. With the details

of that interesting and instructive visit, therefore,

I do not propose to deal. But as this may be looked

upon as the raising of the curtain upon the new scheme
in execution, it seems fitting that I should take as my
topic for the introduction to these notes on this occasion

the subject of the new training.

It is well to remember that not only in point of

age but in the matter of selection, an entirely new plan

has been carried out in regard to these cadets who
have just gone to the college. The age has been
lowered by something more than two years ; indeed,

some of the youngsters who presented themselves

among the nearly three hundred candidates to be
examined were very little over eleven. An official

list has been published of the schools from which the

eighty selected candidates were drawn, and this shows
the very wide field that has been opened up. The plan

of selection followed was to bring each candidate
before a committee, which consisted of two naval
officers, one a Lord of the Admiralty, and the other
one who had had considerable experience in the training

of cadets, a schoolmaster with at least twelve years
of experience at Harrow, and a civilian official at the
Admiralty who has for long been connected with the

previous arrangements for selecting applicants for

nominations. Each boy also brought with him a
statement from the family medical adviser of his previous

history, and also a report from his schoolmaster,

framed on specific cjuestions supplied to him. These
reports formed the basis for selection, and in addition,

each youngster was given a couple of popular subjects

on which to write a short essay to test his handwriting,
spelling, and powers of expressing himself. As an
example of the subjects chosen, and the result, it may
be mentioned that one boy who was three months

short of twelve years of age, was asked to explain

what he thought were the chief duties of a naval

officer. He wrote :
" First, to serve his King and

country ; secondly, to be the last person to leave his

ship if she was wrecked ; thirdly, to obey his superior

officers." It would be difficult for any grown man
to put the matter more tersely.

The second
, test consisted of a series of simple

questions on all kinds of subjects, chosen so that

they should not be beyond the capacity of a boy of

twelve. Many of these questions and the answers
they elicited have been published ; they go to show
that, as a rule, in fact, with very few exceptions,

indeed, the boys were quickly at their ease, and
answered the questions put to them frankly and without

any nervousness. The report of the examiners and
of the Director of Naval Education who was present

at many of the meetings of the Committee, is said

to have been unanimous as to the fairness of the

method of selection, and its generally satisfactory

nature.

The boys thus chosen have now gone to Osborne, and
have entered upon a course of school training, the

principles of which I explained in my notes in the June
issue. The education of a naval officer has been com-
pared to the making of naval rope, in which there

are three strands laid together, and a small thread

of coloured stuff running through the strands indicating

that it is Government property. In times now gone

by the three strands represented the three subjects:

Seamanship, Navigation, and Gunnery, while the

little coloured thread stood for that sea aptitude which
is imparted by an early familiarity with the actual

conditions of life afloat. The strands of rope may
be separated, or the rope severed, but the little coloured

thread cannot be entirely picked out ; once woven
W'ith the rope, it remains for ever. The result of the

new training is to substitute a new strand for an old

one. The scientific training of an engineer takes the

place of that scientific training which was connected

with the sailor's art. Seamanship remains, in so far

as it belongs to the sea aptitude, and in so far as it is

connected with practical navigation, but for the purpose

of illustration, it may be said that the three strands

are now Engineering, Navigation, and tlunnery, instead

of what they were when masts and sails and all that

(3S»)
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pertained to them tilled such an essential function in

the making of a seaman.

How these strands are to be woven together the

course of instruction at Osborne shows. The novel

feature in the school work is. of course, the engineering

studies, which it is arranged shall be directly connected

with the teaching of mathematics, physics, and the

applied sciences, so that the minds of the cadets shall

be prepared by one course for another. Practically,

this means that there will be an alternation of theoretical

work, with the studies carried out in the machinery

shops and laboratories. The change and variety

of occupation should stimulate and encourage the

faculties of the cadets, and great interest attaches to

this portion of the scheme. Apparently, the classes

will not consist of more than fourteen or fifteen boys,

and when it comes to practical instruction not more

than a third of this number. The lessons, too, are to

be limited in length to about three-quarters of an hour

for each of the theoretical subjects. Fifteen lessons

during the week will be devoted to practical engineering,

which includes the handling of machinery in the

instructional steamboats, the use of tools in the

workshops, and lectures on the parts of the engines

and the elementary theory of steam machinery. The

other subjects in which instruction will be given

concurrently will receive attention according to their

place in the following list : mathematics coming first,

and French next, then history, mechanics, and practical

physics, the remainder of the time being devoted to

geography, Enghsh grammar and composition, English

literature, and a study of the Bible. It will be noticed

that neither Latin nor Greek are included in the curri-

culum. With regard to seamanship, navigation, and

drill, subjects which are not mentioned above, these

of course, find a place in the scheme, at least one hour a

day will be devoted to them, while in addition, oppor-

tunities for acquiring a knowledge and experience

in this connection will be given by trips of a week's

duration in the training cruiser attached to the College.

And during these cruises the ordinary studies are not

to be interrupted.

Naturally, the scheme here outlined is and must

be, more or less in the nature of an experiment at

first. As time goes on modifications may become

necessary, but, in any case, the result will be looked

forward to by all interested in education and the training

of youth, with the greatest interest. For the present

it does not appear to be decided whether the boys

shall go on from Osborne to Dartmouth ;
indeed,

two years must pass before the matter requires to

be settled. And then the course of studies at the

Britannia College will also need some alteration and

expansion if, indeed, this does not happen before.

GREAT BRITAIN.

The date oflicially fixed for the passing into the

Medway Fleet Reser\'eof the Duncan is September 30th,

so that by the time these lines appe:\r, the whole of

her class should be out of the contractors' hands.

They were all laid down in 1899, with the exception

of the Albemarle, of which the first keel plate was lai<l

in January, 1900. at Chathami This ship, however,

took the water on the same day as the Montagu

which had been two months longer on the stocks at

Devonport. The Diiucan is to be commissioned on

October 8th, and will go to the Mediterranean station.

The launch of the Dominion at Barrow, on August

25th, makes three, but not all, of the vessels of the

h'ing Ftiward I 1 1. c\assin thewater. The \tw Zealand

and Hindustan of the 1902-03 programme, are still on

the stocks at Portsmouth and Clydebank respectively,

and although work on them is being pushed forward

vigorously, they cannot be expected to take the water

for two months or moT". The Dominion is similar in

design to her sister ships,which I have already described.-

in these notes, but some interesting details concerning

her arman.ent have been published which should be

added to my previous ren=arks. The 1 2-in. guns, of which

there are four in each ship, are capable of developing

an aggregate muzzle energy of 45.00° ft--tons, with

a projectile of 850 lb., which, nnder suitable conditions,

would stiU be capable even at five miles range of pene-

trating 6-in. armour. The 9-2-in. guns, of which there

are again four to ench ship, are almost equally effective,

and there are in addition, ten 6-in. quick-firers, and

thirty-two smaller pieces. In all the Dominion has

a capacity for firing one hundred and four shots per

minute from her principal guns, totalhng in weight

20,880 lb., and exerting a muzzle energy equal to

1,289,472 ft.-tons. From each broadside in that time

eight projectiles of 850 lb., eight of 3801b., and forty

of 100 lb. can be fired ; or ahead she could fire four

projectiles of 850 lb., eight of 380 lb., and sixteen

of 100 lb. From her smaller guns in a minute two

hundred and eighty 12-lb. projectiles, three hundred

3-lb.. and four thousand eight hundred rifle buUets

can be discharged. The exact design of the three

battleships of this year's programme has not yet been

made public, but it is believed they will be similar to

tlie Altig Edii'ard class, but vAW carry eight instead of

four 9-2-in. guns.
, •, u

The new armoured cruiser Cumberland, built by

the f.or.d',n and Glasgow Company, has finished

her official trials in the Firth of Clyde with complete

success. This change in the vcr.ue 01 the trials is due,

of course, to the decision of the Admiralty to

have all vessels which are built in private establish-

ments completed at the contractor's works. Tne boilers

of the Cumberland are ot the Belleville type, thirty

one in number, an.l throughout the trials they worked

without trouble of any sort.*

Particulars of the Lancaster's trials I must

reserve for the next issue. Her gun trials were

reported to have been carried out with entirely

satisfactorv results, but it was not stated whether

the gun sights which were so deiective in the

Donccal have b-.ien improved upon for the Lancaster-.

There were no launches of small craft during

An account of these trials is given by our Clyde

Correspondent in "Shipbuilding News."—Ed.
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September, and although trials of several torpedo
vessels have been carried out, details are lacking.

The results of the 30-hours' trial at one-fifth (2,500)
i.h.p. of the Challeniier, cruiser, which was built at
Chatham, and engined by the Wallsend Slipway and
Engineering Company, were as under :— Steam pressure
in boilers, 2411b.; revolutions per minute, 1056;
i.h.p;, 2,636; speed of ship. 12-8 knots. The coal
consumption was 1741b. per i.h.p. per hour. The
vessel also carried out a progressive trial off Rame
Head, when the mean speed for four hours was ij-ic
knots.

FRANCE.

The French Naval Budget for this year, on the figures
of which I commented in July, has come in for much
criticism in the French Press, particularly the fact
that only one armoured cruiser is proposed to be laid

down, the remainder of the programme consisting
entirely of small craft. Seventy vessels will be laid
down during 1904. according to the Budget, and fifty

of these wHU be torpedo-boats, and sixteen of them
submarines. The one armoured cruiser will be laid
down at Brest, and will be of the Ernest Penan type,

13,644 tons in displacement, 523 ft. long, 71 ft. beam,
36,000 i.h.p., and 23 knots speed. Two torpedo
destroyers of the Stylet type will be laid down at
Rochefort, and one at Saigon. In 1904, also, it is

anticipated that forty-nine new vessels will be brought
into service, although not one of these is a battleship.
Three of them are armoured cruisers, the Dupetitr
T/wiiars, the Conde, and the Leon Gambetta, but it is

most doubtful whether the last-named will be fit to
be commissioned before 1905. Seven torpedo-boat
destroyers, and twenty torpedo boats will also be
completed, and no fewer than nineteen submarines
are to be put in commission.
The Stiffren gunnery e.xperiments have caused a

good deal of comment, and although the published
accounts differ largely in many details, they are agreed
in saying that the turret was workable after the
shell from the Mnsscna had struck it. The target
was a sheet of steel 25 centimetres in thickness,
covered with canvas, and erected on the side of the
fore turret. The lact that an additional plate was
affixed robs the experiment of much of its reality.
The trial has been described as artificial, and such
it undoubtedly was. In all, four shots were fired,

of which two at least struck the target fairly. The
projectiles (which may have been only an armour-
piercing shot) broke in both cases ; on the second
occasion, however, a heavier charge having been used,
the pieces flew about more, and some rebounded
unpleasantly near the Masscna, As to whether the
guns could be worked as usual, we are never likely
to learn, The only official remarks on the subject
are contained in a letter from M. Pelletan to the
St, Chamond works, closing a contract for some turret
plates. He waited, he said, until the result of the
Suffren experiments were known, and this is taken
to mean that the plates of that vessel's turret have
successfully withstood the test.

A new French armoured cruiser, the Juhs Ferry,

has been launched at Cherbourg. The Jtilcs Ferry
belongs to the Leon Gambetta class, and was laid down
in 1901. She is 482 ft. in length, with 70 ft. beam,
and a displacement of 1 2

, 5 50 tons. Her triple e.xpansion

four-cylinder engines, built at Indret, are to develop

27,500 h.p., giving her a speed of 22 knots. Her
armour consists of a complete hardened belt extending
to yi ft. below the water-line, of 6 in. thickness amid-
ships, tapering to 3-6 in. forward, and 3-2 in. aft.

There is an upper belt of 5 in. to the maindeck, rising

to the upper deck forward. The main turrets have
S-in. protection, as has the conning tower, w'hile the

secondary turrets are of 5'5-in. plates. Her main
armament consists of four 7-6-in. breechloaders,

mounted in pairs in the main turrets lore and aft,

and sixteen 6-4-in. quick-firing, of which twelve are

mounted in pairs, six on each side of the broadside, while

four are mounted singly in the maindeck casemates.

There are, in addition, twenty-four small guns and five

torpedo tubes. The estimated cost of these vessels

13^1,170,000.

The armoured cruiser SitUy and Marseillaise, both
of which are fitted with Belleville boilers, have carried

out a most satisfactory series of trials. The Siillv, at a
24 hours' half speed trial, developed 10,340 h.p., and
her coal consumption worked out at 1,265 'h. per

unit of power per hour. The Marseillaise, on a similar

trial, developed 10,658 h.p.. burning 1,325 lb. of

coal per h.p. developed. At a further trial, she devel-

loped 14,593 h.p., and on this occasion, the coal

consumption was i -4 lb. per unit of power per hour.

The figures are those given by the contractors, and
differ slightly from those I gave in my notes for Julv.

In small craft trials during the past month, the

most notable performance was that of the destroyer

Carabine, which developed 6.429 h.p., as against

4,800 contracted for, and attained a speed of over

30 knots as against the 26 knots designed for this class.

All efforts to refloat the Espingole have failed, and it is

to be supposed she will be abandoned.

RUSSIA.

The Ci'san'vilcli, to which 1 liave had occasion to

refer several times lately, is being hurried forward for

commissioning, when she will be despatched to the

Far East, whither the Oslabia, recently completed, has
already been despatched. The CCsarJvitch is 390 ft.

in length, with a beam of 75 i ft. Her mean draught
is 26;^ ft., and her displacement 13,110 tons? Her
hull and accessories take up 5,125 tons of this,

while her armour takes another 3,560. Her artillery

and torpedo apparatus again account for 1,540 tons,

while yet another 1,430 tons is allowed for her engines

and boilers.- Her maximum coal capacitly is 1,3^0

tons, and her radius of action 5,500 knots. Her pro-

tection consists of a complete belt of armour from

one and a-half feet above to five feet below the water-

line, varying in thickness from 10 in. to 6 in.- Above
tills, again, is an upper belt of 6 in. plates. There

are also two armoured decks, the upper one of which

is of 27 in> and the lower one i'5 ini armour, At
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about six feet from the side this lower deck joins an
interior plating, also r, in. thick, which descencis

to the double bottom, and is intended to protect the

outer surface from torpedo-boat attack. The barbettes
for the heavy guns have loin, armour, the secondary
turrets having 6-in. armour plating. The ammu
nitiiin chambers are situated in the hold of the vessel

iniderneath each turret, and the hoists are well

protected.
The armament consists of four 12-in. 4c calibre

breech-loaders, mounted in pairs in revolving turrets

fore and aft, and twelve 6 in. quick-lirers mounted
in pairs, one pair at each corner of the citadel

fore and aft, and two on each of the broad-
sides. All these guns have a very large arc

of fire. Besides these there are twenty l2pounder,
twenty 3pounder Hotchkiss, ten Maxims and two light

guns. The torpedo tubes are four in number, two
being submerged and two above, placed fore and
aftj The two sets of four-cylinder triple expansion
engines are supplied with steam by twenty Belleville

boilers with economisers. Electricity enters largely

into the internal working of the ship, all the turrets,

ammunition hoists, steering apparatus and lighting

arrangements being actuated by this means. She is

taking in her armament and stores at Sebastopol,
these having been forwarded from Cronstadt.

.\ugust was a very busy month with Russian ship-

builders, no fewer than four vessels taking the water
during that month. The Shiva battleship, which was
launched at the Baltic Yard, St. Petersburg, in the
jiresence of the Tsar, on .August 29th, is the last of the
Borodino class to leave the stocks. Her length over
all is 398 ft. I in. ; between perpendiculars, 367 ft. 5 in. ;

beam, 76 ft.; draught, 26 ft.; displacement, 13,516
tons. Her engines are to develop 15,800 h.p.. and
will be supplied with steam by twenty Belleville

boilers. The speed is to be 18 knots. She will carry
'12 guns, consisting of 12-in.. 6-in., 2-95-in., i-S5-in.,

f45-in., and 2+-in. The 12-in. and 6-in. guns will

be placed in turrets. The Slava was laid down on
October 4th, 1902, and when launched, 67 per cent, of
her had been built in. On the same day was launched
also at the Baltic Works, the new Imperial yacht,
Alexandria, of 500 tons. This vessel will be added
to the list of ships belonging to the Baltic Fleet. The
lirst-class cruiser O/t", and second-class cruiser Jemchug,
were launched in the presence of the Tsar, at St.

Petersburg, on .August 27th. The length of the 0/e?
is 439-5 ft. ; beam, 54-5 ft. ; draught, 207 ft. ; dis-

placement, 6,675 tons. Her engines, of 19,500 h.p.,

will be actuated by steam from sixteen Normand
boilers, and will give her a speed of 23 knots. She will

carry twelve 6-in. guns—four in pairs in turrets, four
in casemates, and four on deck ; the remaining guns
will be 2-95-in., 2-5-in.. i-85-in., and i-45-in., and
there will be three machine guns ; her two torpedo
tubes will be both submerged. She was laid down
in November, 1901. The length of the Jinicliu^ over
all is 364 ft. 9| in. ; beam, 40 ft. ; draught, 16 ft. 4J in. ;

displacement, 3,106 tons. Her speed will be twenty-'
four knots, obtained by engines developing 17,000 h.p.,

and supplied with steam by sixteen Yarrow boilers.

She will carry six 4-7-in., six, i-85-in., two i-45-in.

guns, and one 2|-in. landing gun. It is expected

that a sister ship, the Izitmriid will be launched in

the middle of October.
The Nikolaevski Shipbuilding Works have received

the order for three new torpedo-boat destroyers, the
Zadorni, Zorki, and Zvonki, for the Russian Black Sea
Fleet. Three other torpedo-boat destroyers, the
Blestiashchi, Bezuprechni. and Buisiri, have been
completed, and have left for the Far East. Five
torpedo boats of the Cyclone type, built at the
Xewsky Yard, are now completing for sea. Fifty-

four Russian destroyers have recently been re-named.

UNITED STATES.

No battleships have been launchetl during the past

month, but progress on those already in the water
continues to be rapid. The Missouri should shortly

be ready for commissioning. The race between the
New York Navy Yard and the Newport New-s Company
with the building of the Connecticut and Louisiana,
respecti\-ely. is Ijecoming a rather one-sided affair,

the latter vessel being, at the time of writing, 19 per
cent, completed, and the former but 13 per cent.

Work on the Vermont, Kansas, and Minnesota has
not yet begun.

Turning to armoured cruisers, the Pennsylvania
has been launched. This vessel is of the California

class authorised in June, 1899. The Pennsylvania
was laid down at Cramp's Yard in September, 190 1,

and took the water on August 22nd last. The following

are her dimensions and general features : Length,

502 ft.; beam, 70ft.; displacement, 13,800 tons;

mean draught, 24 ft. 6 in. ; draught at full load,

26 ft. 6 in. Provision has been made for a total

bunker capacity of 2,000 tons. The Pennsylvania
will be propelled by twin-screw, four-cylinder, trijile-

expansion engines of 23,000 h.p., having a stroke of

4 ft., and running about 120 revolutions per minute.

To provide steam there are thirty boilers in eight

separate water-tight compartments, representing a

total of 1,590 square feet of grate surface and 68,000

square feet of heating surface. These boilers are

allowed 250 lb. pressure, and the cruiser is expected to

make 22 knots. Her armament will consist of four

8-in., fourteen 6-in., and thirty-si.x smaller guns. The
heaviest guns w-ill be mounted in pairs in turrets

forward, and aft, and the 6-in. pieces will be disposed

five on each broadside. The armour belt, 6 in. in

thickness, will extend over 244 ft. of the vessel's

length, and at each end w-ill be 4 in. bulkheads, the

whole forming a citadel in which arc the 6-in. guns
behind 5-in. casemates. The turrets for the 8-in.

guns will have a uniform thickness of 6 in., and the

conning tower will have 9-in. protection.

The cruiser Des Moines has undergone satisfactory

preliminary trials, and further sea trials are to take

place. The protected cruiser Cleveland, on her full-

power trial, attained a speed of 16-45 knots, which is

05 knots lower than the contract speed. .\s, however,

the behaviour of the engines gave great satisfaction,

it is expected that the vessel will be accepted.

Four submersibles of a new double-hulled type, are

to be built by Messrs. Neafie and Levy. It is claimed

for these vessels that the vital portions are absolutely

immune from gun-fire, and a model recently tested

attained a speed of 16 knots.



LOCOnOTIVE ENGINEERING NOTES.
Bv CHARLES

More "Atlanties."

Kvidcntly tlic " Atlantic," or " 4-4-0 " class of loco-

motive is to be the future standard type of the Great
Northern Railway, if not of its associate in the East
Coast Anglo-Scottish service, the North- Eastern, also.

Mr. H. A. Ivatt, the chief mechanical engineer of the

Great Northern, was the absolute pioneer in Britain

in the introduction of this style of engine. He began
with a " sample " engine long well known as No.

990. After a lengthened trial of this engine, he built

ten more, all numbered in the " 900' s." Quite recently

Mr. Ivatt has added another eleven—Nos. 250-260—of

which Nos. 250 and 252-260 are practically identical

with No. 990, save in being framed to carry an extra

large boiler, which at present, however, is fitted

only to No. 25 is But the big boiler has already

proved so decided an advantage that no fewer
than twenty more of this class are to be put in hand
at once and built at the Doncaster Works.

A Remarkable Change.
It is noteworthy that almost simultaneously with

this newest departure on the Great Northern there is a

further advance along the path of deviation from
Great Northern traditions of the past. The order
for twenty new " Atlanties," bringing up the total to

Icrty-one, further emphasises the fact that the Great
Northern express type of the future is to be of the
coupled order, as on the Great Western. Those two
railways, which, from their original inception, have
maintained and raised the British reputation for

speed, have always been the particular home and
nursery of the single-wheeler type. Yet now it is

probable that each has built its last single-w-heeler,

unless, indeed, it should be deemed worth while to

turn out a few occasionally for specially light fast

work. But for the standard heavy e.xpress service single-

wheelers are obviously doomed, excepting, perhaps, in

the case of the Midland, and even that is a doubtful
exception. When Mr. Ivatt completed his dozen new
7-ft. 6-ini " singles " there seemed a chance that the
type might even yet survive. But deficient adhesion
is a fatal drawback in these days of big boilers

and cylinders, which are useless unless combined
with adhesion -weight sufficient to utilise the power
they yield.

Doomed Veterans.

Still, few people who can appreciate beauty of
design and excellence of performance will fail to view
with regret the rapid disappearance of those graceful
and beautiful engines, the 8-ft. single-wheelers designed
by the late Mr, Patrick StirUng in the year 1869,
and built by him up to the time of his lamented death
in 1896. There were 53 in all, the first 47 having
i8-in. cyUnders, and the last six 194-in., all having 28-in.

piston stroke and 8-ft. ij-in. single driving wheels.
It was a curious reversal of the usual course that whereas
the earliest of them had 1,165 square feet of heating
surface, the later ones were given successively only

ROUS-MARTEN.
1,045, and finally 1,031 square feet. These last were
the six -with I9j-in. cylinders. To attempt to fill

cylinders of the colossal cubical capacity given by such

dimensions as 19} in. by 28 in., with a boiler having only

1,031 square feet of heating surface would seem at

first sight a manifest absurdity. Yet so paradoxical

do the conditions of locomotive practice often appear,

that these engines with their vast cylinders and wheels

and tiny boilers, have done and still do much excellent

worki 'Jhe skilful disposition of his limited heating

surface by the able designer must be looked to as the

theoretical explanation. No fewer than fifteen of these

veterans, whose ages range up to nearly forty-four

years, have now gone to the scrap heap, viz., Nos.

2, 3, 47, 48, 60, 62, 69, 546, 547, 549, 550, 662, 771, 772,

and 777.

A "Glorious Past."

It is not too much to say that these engines have
had a glorious past, and have been largely instrumental

in sustaining during the quarter of a century extending

from 1870 td 1S95 British supremacy in respect of

railway speed. During those years the Great Northern
virtually led the whole world as regarded swiftness,

and were it possible that tiain loads could be kept down
to the point of that period, it is highly probable that

the S-ft. singles which won and sustained that leader-

ship would still be employed with such modifications

as might suit the altered conditions. But two obstacles

have stood, and stand, in the way of their continued

employment on the most important present-day ex-

presses. In the first place, the height of an 8-ft. wheel
practically prohibits the use of a boiler of the diameter

necessary in these times to enable sufficient steam to

be furnished. Secondly, even if an adequate boiler

could be got in above the axle of 8-ft. wheels within

the limitations of the British loading gauge, it would
not be possible to give the wheels sufficient adhesion-

weight to " take up " the power supplied from the

boiler. And so these splendid veterans have to go.

It may be thought that a use could still be found for

them on lighter expresses, or even on branch work.
But, unluckily, the light express is getting more and
more a rarity on the Great Northern as on other main
lines, and the design of the 8-ft. single is not one at

all suited to branch traffic. Several of them have
been rebuilt by Mr. Ivatt with boilers as large as

could be conveniently fitted, and these continue to

do useful work, notably when required to give pilot

assistance. But their scope in this respect is becoming
more and more limited with the introduction of powerful
coupled engines, and so the melancholy fact has to be
faced that their race is a doomed one.

The Problem of Driving-Wheel Diameter.
It is very doubtful whether we shall ever again

find an 8-ft. driving-wheel employed in locomotives.

It would probably be safe definitely to assume the

negative unless under some entirely fresh set of condi

tions. Since Mr. Stirling's death that size has only

(36O
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once been tried, namely, in the case of the extraordinary

Thuille monstrosity exhibited by the builders, Messrs.

Schneider, of Creusot, at the Paris ICxhibition of

'<)oo. and that engine was promptly adjudged to be a

failure. It is. indeed, dilicult to sei- why any modern

designer should deliberately accept so material a

loss of tractive power as is involved in employing a

wheel of such a large diameter. \ few advantages

which it confers in the way of diminished piston

velocity and less frequent tilling and emptying of

the cylinders are purchased at a disproportionately

high price in the shape of drawbacks. Indeed, it has

long appeared to the present writer that the principal

merit of the 8-fti wheeler, or, perhaps, it would be

better to say. its principal recommendation to public

opinion, was a purely spectacular one ; a large wheel

suggests swiftness, but this may be largely due to the

fact that 8-fti wheels were extensively employed by
the railway which first set the example of high speed,

namely, the Great Western, with its --it. gauge.

Strangely enough, it has never happened to the writer

in all his exceptionally large experience to obtain his

best ma.ximum speed records with an S-ft. wheeler. He
has a vast number of timings with as many as fifty

Great Northern 8-ft. wheelers, as well as with many
of the Great Western 8-fti wheelers of broad gauge

days ; yet he never succeeded in recording speeds

even approaching those which he has obtained with

smaller single-wheels and still smaller coupled wheels.

It is not suggested or implied that this is a case of

cause and effect ; the fact is simply noted as an interest-

ing one. Even on the Great Northern he has noted

higher speeds with a --ft. 6-in. than with an 8-ft.

wheel, and on the Great Western and SHdland with

6-ft. 8-in., 6-ft. 9-in., and y-it. coupled wheels, he

has registered higher velocities than he ever obtained

with the 7-ft. 6-in., 7-ft. S-in., and 7-ft. g-iUi single-

wheelers so largely used on those lines. In this con-

nection it is noteworthy that while the Great Northern

is " cutting up '' its 8-ft. wheelers at such a rapid rate,

it is not as yet condemning any of the 7-ft. 6-in. singles,

several of which are quite as old as some of the scrapped

8-ft. engines. The Stirling 7-ft. 6-in. wheelers, which

number twenty-three altogether, are all being main-

tained, and ten have been re-boilered. But one feature

of the Doncaster programme which in relation to the

scrappingof so many 8-ft. wheelers seems at first sight

peculiar, is that the much older 7-ft. class, first brought

out in 1867, are all being kept up, some having been

thoroughly rebuilt with new and larger boilers. Nos.

21, 41, and 61 were thus treated some time back, and
NOi 55 has just come out in a Uke new guise. But
here, again, the reason is fairly obvious. The 8-ft.

engines had to go because they were only suited to a

particuUr service now grown beyond their powerS(

The 7-fti engines are kept up because they can be

turned to valuable account in working branch line

and other services which are well within their means.

It would seem like a whimsical paradox to say that

the only one of the 7-ft. class which has been broken

up is the one with 7-ft. 6-in.- wheels, and yet such is

the case. No. 92 was identical with the others, e."ccept-

ing in being fitted with the discarded pair of 7-ft. 6-in.

wheels originally belonging to Mr. Archibald Sturrock's

once-famous engine, NOi 215, built in 1853. No. 92

was long deemed the swiftest engine on Great Northern

metals, but with 7-ft. 6-in( wheels and cylinders 17V in.

by 24 in:, her tractive force was too low for present-

day usefulness, and so she went to the scrap-heap,

her number now being borne by one of Mr. Ivatt's

newer 7-ft. 6-in. single-wheelers.

Eight wheel Coupled Goods Engines.

While dealing with Great Northern locomotives

and with recent departures and plans at the Doncaster

Works, it may be interesting to mention that the

large eight-wheel-coupled goods engines recently

introduced by Mr. Ivatt are to be multiplied. They

have proved, as might have been expected, such

extremely useful machines for main line heavy goods

work that there is little doubt of their ultimately

superseding aU other types for that particular duty,

although plenty of room will still remain for the six-

coupled type. But many of the older six-coupled

goods engines on the Great Northern Railway, par-

ticularly the outside-framed class of Mr. Sturrock's

day, have now served their time, and are being broken

up. Indeed, it may be said that practically all the

old outside-framed goods engines are condemned,

and will be scrapped ais soon as they next stand in need

of any heavy repairs. .-Vnother goods type once of

high celebrity is also on the condemned list of the

Great Northern, namely, the mineral engines designed

and built by Mr. Patrick Stirling some forty years ago,

which were given cylinders of enormous dimensions,

viz., 19 in* by 28 in. Indeed, those that remain have

had their cylinders bored out untU the diameter of

ig} in: to 19J in. has been reached, making them the

largest cylinders ever seen even on the Great Northern

Railway. They have good done service in their time,

but in their heyday the sidings were not long enough

to accommodate the huge coal trains they could haul,

and now that provision is made for longer trains,

they have lived their life, and become obsolete. So

they are being broken up, and twenty more of the

eight-coupled 401 Class are being put in hand by

Mr. Ivatt at the Doncaster Works, to perform a duty

similar to that for which the discarded engines were

originally designed.



WORKSHOP PRACTICE.
A RESUME OE MACHINE TOOL5, CR3INE5, AND EOUNDRY

riaXTERS FOR THE MONTH.

NEW HACK SAWS.

ANEW form of motor-driven hack saw is being
introduced by Messrs. Edward G. Herbert,

Ltd., of Manchester. This is a quick-cutting con-
centric sawing machine, the cutting speed of which is

increased by running the machine at double the
ordinary speed and using a rotary pump to supply
tlie blade with water. It is capable of cutting bars
and girders up to :2 in. by 8 in. The motor is of the
wholly-enclosed constant-speed type, specially wound
for a speed of 600 revolutions per minute, giving

i h.p. at that speed. Chain gearing is employed,
having a ratio of six to one. making the actual speed
< f the machine 100 revolutions per minute. The
machine is entirely self-contained and is portable,

having all the necessary switches attached. Power
can be taken from any source of supply by means of
a flexible conductor and a lampholder plug. It is

claimed that the machine will be found of excellent
service, not only where electric driving is in use,

but for all purposes where no shafting is available,

and electricity is used for lighting.

ELECTRICITY IN ROLLING MILLS.

The use of electricity in rolling mills has brought
about some remarkable changes, and it is interesting
to note that Mr. Alva C. Dinkey, who has played an
important part in this development, has been elected
to succeed Mr. W. E. Corey as president of the Carnegie
Steel Company. Mr. Dinkey, in 1891, entered the
Carnegie service for the second time, as a clerk in the
general superintendent's office, at Homestead. Con-
ceiving the jwssibilities of electricity in rolling mills,

he sought a position in the works ; the result being
one of the most important evolutions in steel works
and rolling mill practice. The method of working
blooming and other heavy rolling mills prior to Mr.
Dinkey's innovations required a considerable force

of workmen, using hooks to guide the material through
the rolls. Mr. Dinkey perfected appliances to drive
the rolls of the feed tables and other devices which
dispensed with the use of hooks and tongs, greatly
reducing the working force, and the cost of production.
He was one of the first to introduce electrical cranes
in rolling mills and assisted in the development of
the electrical " charging machine " for charging ore,

scrap and other stock into open-hearth steel furnaces.
He holds patents on one type of charging machine,
and is the inventor of the electrical controller bearing
his name which is so largely used in steel works

;

also a novel device for actuating the tongs of a " soaking
pit " crane, a machine for drawing slabs and other
unfinished forms from heating furnaces. In 1898
he was appointed assistant general superintendent
of the Homestead works, and in March, 1901, he
succeeded Mr. William E. Corey as general super-
intendent at Homestead. In his present position he
will have a still larger sphere of action.

THE STRENGTH OF MODERN LATHES.
Some idea of the strength and stiffness embodied

in modern lathes may be gained from the fact that
a recent lathe, using four tools, has reduce<l a steel

shaft from 36 in. to 28 in. in diameter with a feed
of J in. That is to say, the depth of the cut was i in.,

this depth being divided among the four tools, In

such heavj' cuts as this a question arises as to the
relative economy of forging more closely, or of reducing
by turning a shaft forged only approximately to

size ; and it has been found, says the Iron A^e, that
when the cost of the hammer used in forging such
large shafts is considered, together with the furnace
and fuel, and when it is considered that from ten to

twenty men are required to operate such a hammer,
there is greater economy in forging the shaft approxi-
mately to shape and diameter, and then reducing it

in a lathe made especially for the purpose, as this

lathe was.

A LARGE VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE.
One of the largest vertical milling machines ever

constructed has been designed and built by the Newton
Machine Tool Works, Philadelphia, Pa., for the American
Locomotive Company. It is intended mainly for

machining guide yokes—of which a stack can be

clamped on the table and finished without resetting.

The machine is adapted to any heavy class of milling,

and is arranged to be driven by either a belt or a
direct-coupled motor. It has six changes of automatic
feed which can be reversed, and the carriage, being so-

heavy, is arranged for a power-feed for all movements.
The crane which is provided for handling the work,
swings on the centre of the spindle. The carriage

of the machine is 60 in. in diameter over tee slots and
yo in. outside diameter. The spindle is 6 in. in diameter,

and the distance from centre of spindle to column
is 50 in., and will admit work 24 in. high. The carriages

have a cross feed of 65 in. and an in and out feed of

50 in. The spindle, being counterweighted, can be

quickly adjusted to any desired position, and there

is also provided a hand feed to spindle where it is

necessary to use the machine for boring. The ship

ping weight of the machine is about 60,000 lb.

GIGANTIC CRANE.

One of the large.st cranes manufactured in recc:\t

years is that completed by the Brown Hoisting

Machinery Company for the New York navy yard.

The crane is supported upon a steel pontoon 100 ft.

long, 60 ft. wide and 1 1 ft. deep. The runway on
which the trolley travels is over 200 ft. long, projecting

at either end about 50 ft. The cables are of sufficient

length to enable the crane hooks to be lowered to a
depth of 20 ft. below the water level, and the structure

is tall enough so that they can be raised to a height

of 65 ft. above the water. The pontoon is divided
into three main longitudinal compartments. On one
side are the boilers, on the other side the steam capstans,

and in the centre is a counterweight weighing 250
tons. In floating cranes it has generally been customari,^

to keep the pontoon level and the crane in an upright

position by fdling or emptying large water tanks placed

at either end when heavy weights were to be lifted.

In this crane, however, the very novel plan is adopted
of a moving counterweight, which travels on four

tracks. .\ pair of cables is used for each crane hook ;

that is the tackle blocks and sheaves are all double
with two complete sets. The rated capacity of the
crane is 100 gross tons, but it can easily handle a

larger weight at the extreme ends of the arms, while

at or near the centre of the pontoon it can hoist a
still greater weight.
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POWER STATION N0TE5.
By a CEXTRAL STATION EXGINEKR.

The Passing of the Corliss Valve.

It almost looks as it the competition of the ciuick-

speed engine, the steam turbine, ami the gas engine is

causing the makers o( the slow-running engine to

cheapen their manufactures as much as possible.

At any rate there is a tendency towards simplitication

of design, and this shows itself in the return to simple

drop valves, the siti^l(r crank engine, etc. Personally,

the writer never could see the wonderful claims that

have always been associated with the Corliss cut-of! gear.

The word Corliss is euphonious and has a gootl adver-

tising value. The writer does not say that the

gear does not do its work well, but rather that

there are simpler and cheaper means of arriving at as

good a result. " .\s good a result " is written advisedly,

because is it not a fact that the Sulzer engines, acknow-

ledged to be the best slow-running engines in the world,

have always done without Corliss valves. Some of the

most reputable firms in the country, in East .\ngUa for

example, have also got along very well without

following the prevailing fashion of borrowing second-

hand American ideas.

.\nother matter which is telling seriously against

the Corliss cut-off valve is the increasing employment
of superheated steam. Even with such a nioderate

superheat as too deg. F. the valve is not satisfactory,

and for a higher degree of superheat it is hopeless.

It may. of course, be urged that the claims of super-

heating are overstated. It may be so. but the wTiter

has had some experience in the matter, and is convinced

that the main idea is right, and is bound to come along

rapidly. In any case, however, what with the quick-

speed engine, tlie steam turbine, gas engine, etc., the

slow running engine is now entering upon a fight for its

life as it were, and everything must be simplified to

the last degree.

The Money Value of a Low Steam Consumption.

It is to be feared that in adjudicating a number of

engine or steam dynamo tenders too much notice is

paid to lowness of price and too little to the questions

of steam economy and efficiency. .\s a matter of

fact, if looked at' in the proper light, a low steam
consumption has a very real financial value wliich, if

taken cognisance of, will often show that what is

apparently a liigh tender is in reality a very reasonable

one.
Take, for example, two 500-kilowatt steam generators,

in which the difJerence in steam consumption is, say.

3 lb. per kilowatt hour. It may be that one is a

quick-speed engine, and the other a slow-speed engine,

the latter, with the foundations and additional

space, etc., being, of course, the more expensive set.

Ifthey are for traction purposes we may take it that

they will be in continuous use for fifteen hours per

day all the year round. Now if the boilers supplying

the sets are capable of evaporating 10 lb. of water per

pound of coal, and the coal costs 15 s. a ton, then the

saving in coal per annum will be

500 kw. X 2 X .^ lb. X 15 hrs. x 365 x 15s.

10 lb. X2,.!40X 20S. *-'-'

This saving, when capitaUsed at 5 per cent., gives

/'^50 X 100 ^

which is a very handsome amount, and will go a long

way towards wiping out any difference in first cost.

Of course in a new station, besides the two sets above

mentioned there would be a third stand-by sli.

which would reduce the figure / 11.000 in the ratio

of 3 to 2, or if there are four sets then it would be in

the ratio of 4 to 3.

It should be noted that the boiler evaporation

enters prominently into the above equation, and
what is true of the engine as to economy of w.irk is also

true of the steam boiler. In any case enough has been

written to show the importance of relying on proper

expert advice in the adjudication of tenders, whether

it be a private or a municipal installation. The writer

fears that in too many cases the question of low first

cost is practically the only deciding factor.

The Care of Oil Engines.

For country house lighting and the smaller isolated

installations the oil engine is eminently suitable, but of

all engines it is perhaps the one wliich requires most
humoring. Once get it into good fettle, however,

with the right kind of oils, the circulating water properly

proportioned, etc.. and an intelligent man as driver,

and the oil engine is a most satisfactory prime mover.

.\ frequent cause of trouble with the oil engine is the

sticky piston, but this can be always traced to the use

of improper lubricating oil. In 'one case the writer

knows of. the engineer had pre\'iously had experience

in Stockport gas engines, and he naturally thought

that the special oil sold for that engine would be

suitable for oil engines. In another case no provision

was made for draining the engine bed, with the result

that the crank and its balance weight splashed a

quantity of ordinary mineral oil from the bearings

into the' open end of the cylinder—result, sticky piston

and much bad language. The oils which are most

suitable for oil engine cyUnders are olive oil and cotton

seed oil, and in connection with the latter it may be

interesting to mention that its special suitability

was the result of an accident at the old Trusty Engine

Works at Cheltenham. Some cotton seed oil had been

ordered for another purpose, and it was used for one

engine quite accidentally. At first sight the oil looks

as if it would be most unsuitable for such a purpose. To
everyone's surprise it proved a complete cure to the

sticky piston troubles which, until then, had been the

most serious difficulty the company had to contend with.

As the heat from the cyUnders assists in keeping

up the temperature of the ignition tube it

is important that at low loads there should not

be too much circulating water, otherwise the cylinder

may get too cool. Below quarter load, in fact, it

is frequently necessary to apply a lamp or some
external heat to the ignition. It has occurred

to the writer that this could be dispensed with by
throttling the circulating water as the number of

explosions become ' reduced. Another way would

possibly be to baffle the water from circulating round

the firing end of the cylinder.

This reminds the writer that in both oil and gas

engines the entrance and exit of circulating water

round the cylinder does not receive the attention it

deserves. It will be readily seen that under certain

circumstances if a plain round pipe is fixed to about

the centre of the water jacket on the under side and

another similar pipe is fixed at the top and also in the

centre, as the water is circulated by convection currents

it naturally takes the shortest course, and it may be

that the water will form into distinct eddies at the

ends of the jacket. The wTiter believes many troubles

can be traced to this cause,
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SHIPBUILDING NEWS.
The Cruiser "Cumberland."
An interesting incident of the early days of September

was the completion of the official steam trials of the

cruiser Cumberland, built by the London and Glasgow-

Shipbuilding and Engineering Company, Ltd., at

Glasgow. The results exceeded in some respects even

the performance of the Berwick and Donegal—hitherto

the fastest of Clyde-built armoured cruisers. The

Cumberland, on her full-power trial, averaged for

eight hours' steaming between Ailsa and^theXambraes,

a speed of 237 knots, which is practically the same

speed as the Donegal and the Berwick. All three ships

are, therefore, great successes. The mean power

indicated by the twin engines in the Cumbetland was

22,769 h.p., and the average number of revolutions

per minute was 145. On the thirty hours' trial at

continuous steaming power the Cumberland attained

the speed of 22-5 knots, the engine making an average

of 133 revolutions and indicating 16,400 h.p. At

one-fifth power the speed was 15-8 knots, with the

engines making 90 revolutions, and indicating 4,674 h.p.

The vessels of this class previously tried made only

22-30 and 1475 knots at these respective powers.

The coal consumption of the Cumberland on all three

trials was within 2 lb. per i.h.p. per hour. The Cum-

berland will be completed at the London and Glasgow

Company's works in accordance with the new Admiralty

policy— not at the dockyards.

Progress of British Shipping.
From official returns, we gather that 368 steamers,

aggregating 551,898 tons gross, and 210 sailing-ships,

aggregating 22,814 tons register, were added to the

register of the United Kingdom in the first seven

months of the present year, as compared with 485

steamers, of 759,500 tons, and 175 sailing-ships of

31,919 tons, in the corresponding portion of 1902. The

removals in the same period were 178 steamers, of

247,686 tons, and 216 sailers of 51,080 tons, against

203 steamers, of 235,407 tons, and 252 sailers^of 52,707

tons in 1902. The net addition to the British register

has thus been 184 vessels, and 275,946 tons, which com-

pares with 205 vessels, and 503,305 tons a year ago :

—

Additions to Register of United Kingdom.



Shipbuilding News. z(v

tons), and last year aggregated 11,877,466 out of

13,224,859 tons. The tonnage of sailing and steam
vessels entered and cleared with cargoes and in ballast

in the foreign trade of the undermentioned foreign

countries last year shows the percentage under the

national and British flags :

—

Flag.

Tons. National. British.

Per cent. Per cent.

United States 48,605,839 164 50-8

Italy .. 42,320,578 49-4 19-6

Spain . . 29,994,495 48-6 26-6

Germany . . 29,493,043 49-8 277
Belgium ...20,246,022 I2"8 438
Russia .. 19,549,000 8-2 918

Some of the Colonial figures are :

—



ELECTRICAL AFFAIRS,
BY

E. KILBURN SCOTT, M.I.E.E., A.M.Inst.C.E.

Search Light Carbons.

It is a significant but little known fact that German-
made scarchliglits arc very largely used by the British

War Office, the Schuckert manufacturers in this line

have deservedly won unecjuallcd reputation, and ours

is not the only Government which goes to this firm

for its searchlights and carbons. SearchUght carbons

are very special, and it has been pointed out that our

position might be somewhat awkward in case of war, for

as matters stand at present there are only two are

lamp carbon works in this country, namely, at Brymbo
and Wit ton. The first are small works, and the second,

only recently started, are working at a loss, so that the

proprietors threaten to close them unless there is pro-

tection against the Continental carbon trust. This

would be a pity, as tliere is no doubt that in case ot war

we should be placed at a disadvantage, for searchUght

carbons, and seeing that the bulk of the raw material

which the Continental firms use, comes from this

country, it should be possible to manufacture cheaply

here. It maybe interesting to give some particulars

of searchUght carbons. In the Schuckert lamp, for

example, having a 3-ft. diameter paraboUc mirror

450 milUmetre "focal length, tlie carbons carry 150

amperes, and have the following dimensions :

—

Positive, 38 milUmetres, diameter, 1 1 in, long, with

soft carbon core.

Negative, 26} millimetres, diameter, 9 in. long, with

copper core.

The carbons are placed horizcmtally, and in order

to prevent the arc flaming upwards the carbon points

are partly surrounded by a semi-cirtnlar piece of soft

iron, the magnetic field of which keeps the arc central.

The section of this iron is so jiroportioned that the

150 amptres flowing in the carbons acts as a single

turn, or, in other words, there are 150 ampere turns.

The Report on Municipal Trading.

The Report of the Joint Committee of the House of

Lords and House of Commons on Municipal Trading has

now been issued, and is interesting reading to all

engineers, but particularly those engaged in electrical

work. In this country it has been the fortune, or

misfortune, for electrical engineering to develop alongside

the municipal trading idea, with the result that it has

been seriously affected by it. .\t any rate a good

deal of the evidence given before the Committee

was connected with the electric lighting and electric

tramways for towns, etc.

As the inquiry had already been postponed once the

Committee felt that any attempt to survey the general

subject of municipal trading could only lead to a second

postponement. They therefore wisely devoted their

attention to the question of auditing municipal accounts.

It appears that under the existing system of making

up accounts the auditors are badly paid, or not paid

at all. They need have no technical qualifications for

the work ; further, strong men, wlio will take a line

of their own irre.spective of the wishes of local parties,

are never likely to be appointed in some municipalities.

.\nother objection to the present method is that it

appears to be practically confined to mere certification

of figures and to the noting of illegal items of expendi-

ture. The recommendation of the Committee is very

sweeping, being nothing less than to entirely abolish

the existing systems of audit. They advise that in

future the auditor shall be a member of one of the two
recognised societies of accountants and auditors,

and that he sliall hold office for a term not exceeding

five years, and be eligible for re-appointment ; also,

that he shall not be dismissed by the local authority

without the sanction of the Local Government Board.

Besides certifying that the accounts are in order or

otherwise, and that the accounts present a true and
correct view of the transactions and results of trading,

etc., it is suggested that the auditor should be

required to express an opinion upon the necessity of

reserve funds, of amounts set aside to meet depreciation

and obsolescence of plant, in additiim to the statutory

sinking funds, and of the adequacy of such amounts.

He is also to report to the Board any case where a

local authority declines to carry out his recommenda-
tions.

There can be no doubt that the community generally is

beginning to be more awake to the true state of affairs,

and already municipal borrowers are finding it difficult

to float their loans.

Cost of Street Widenings, etc., for Tramways.

Whatever view may be taken as to the proper limits

which should be set to municipal trading, it is cleanly

important that ratepayers should be not less fully and
continuously informed of tlic success or failure of each

undertaking than if they were shareholders in an

ordinary trading company.
Amongst other points brought out in the evidence

was the fact that it is common practice to leave out

of municipal electric tramway accounts the cost of

any street widenings, etc., which are necessary when
the tram lines are laid. The Town Clerk of Leeds

actually stated that although he agreed that certain

street improvements should be charged to the tram-

ways this cannot be done' save by special power. The
writer would point out that a company, before it can

commence operations may liave to buy a considerable

amount of jiropertyto get the necessary street width,

and further, in order to keep local authorities from

opposing the Bill, tlie promoters generally have to

agree to do a considerable amount of paving or

make other road improvements. If a company's

accounts have to carry all such expenses, why should

a municipal tramway undertaking be exempt ?

There can be no doubt that in many cases where
contributions have been made to the rates a proper

system of keeping accounts as suggested by the Com-
mittee woulil liave shown a loss.

The Sheffield Municipal Manufacturing Company.

.\t the conclusion of their report the Committee
recommend that the investigation should be continued
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aii'.l if Ihis is <Ume some rather startling facts are likely

to come to liglit.

Some time ago the writer paiil a visit to the repair

shop connected with the electrical ilepartment of the

Shetheld Corporation, anil seeing tlynamo brushhoklers

of a particular pattern being made in large quantities

naturally asked why so many were required. The
reply was that they were part of a standing contract

Willi a dynamo manufacturer who shall be nameless,

Init whose works are over one hundred miles from

Sheffield. The artless way in which the explanation

was made gave the writer the impression that other

littings, etc., were being carried out in the same
way.

Not content with this, the same corporation went
into the wiring contracting business, and are known
to have carried out work at 50 per cent, under

actual cost, and they actually underbid one

contractor for a wiring job in a town fourteen milei

from Sheffield.

The corporation have sought to legalise their position

bv a Bill, but when it came before the Committee of

the House of Commons they discreetly agreed to a

compromise, and so prevente<l a number of facts, such

as the above, from coming to light. The petitioners

against the Bill represented electric contracting firms

who were assessed at over £J,(XX) on the Sheffield rates,

and in their petition they pointed out the gross injustice

of municipal competition supported by the rates, to

which they contributed. It was, indeed, a particularly

hard case, because the corporation officials had placed

obstacles in the way of passing and connecting up
installations by sonie of the petitioning firms, and
had further threatened intending customers with

delay unless their order was given to the corporation.

That such a state of affairs could exist in an important

centre of trade like Shetfield shows the length to which
municipal trading would go if it is not checked.

ICngland has been built up by iitdividual enterprise,

and can only keep to the front by that.

The Amortisseur Coils.

It is becoming more evident every day that one

of the most important improvements in recent dynamo
electric machine design is the Leblanc Amortisseur

or damping coils. The forms which this idea takes are

very diverse, and one particular firm will employ
several different methods. The idea is particularly

valuable for alternators driven by simile crank slow-

running steam engines, and also for gas engines,

because the Amortisseur coils help very materially

to steady the rotation. In fact, an alternator having

its poles surrounded by short circuited copper bars is

practically the same as a polyphase motor having a

short circuited rotor, and under certain conditions the

field magnet system of such an alternator will continue

to revolve as a rotor, although the turning effort from

the engine may have temporarily failed.

The action may be explained by the fact that the

armature current sets up magnetic poles over the

alternator core surface, and any change in the relative

position of these armature poles and the field poles

causes the damping coils to be cut by the shifting

armature magnetism, and currents result which

i-ffose this shifting of magnetism. In other words the

tendency is to steady the rotation, and it will easily

be seen how valuable the idea is fi)r running alternators

in parallel. It may be interesting to mention that

before Leblanc's invention was made known the

electrical staff of Messrs. J. Fowlor and Co., of Leeds,

had noticed that the parallel running of alternators

having laminated poles was improved by having gun

metal castings between the pole tips and round the

ends, these castings being originally put on with the

idea of keeping the field coils in place.

For rotary convertors the .Vmortisseur coil is in-

valuable, as it tends to prevent the surging or hunting

which, once it is set up, may keep on until the whole

of the system has to be closed down merely to stop

it. A large and important traction system having

rotary converters, is said to have once kept it up for

two days, every machine on the system hunting in

unison.

Proposed Central Engineering Building.

In the last number of the "Journal of the Instituteof

Kloctrical Engineers" there is a copy of the resolution

carried at the special gen;-ral meeting by which the

institution acquires certain property in Tothill Street

for / 16,500. This property is in part freehold, and in

part leasehold for over 900 years. Many members
of the institution have criticised this transaction very

severely, because there is a proposal to have some
central-^iuilding which shall house several of the

leading engineering societies. Such a joint scheme,

if it could be carried out, would be a great advantage

in every way, and now is the time for discussing the

matter, for the Civil Hngineeis will sooner or later have

to move to make room for Government oftices, ami
the Institution of Mining Engineers will most probably

come to London, and several of the other societies

are on the look out for a permanent home. A large

central building such as is proposed would give the

engineering profession improved standing and in-

fluence, and would further social and commercial

intercourse between the various branches of the

profession.

.

There would be considerable economy in increasing

tlie load factor of the buildings and in reducing establish-

ment charges, whilst by combining the various libraries

of the societies, what are now of not much account

could be combined to form the nucleus of a library

even more complete than that of the Patent Office.

In such an important matter as this the country

members are entitled to be heard, and the writer's

feeling is that they would generally favour a central

building. Such a building is. in fact, at this very

moment being proposed lor Manchester. If the

matter stands where it is there will not be much harm
done, as the Tothill Street property has presumably

been acquired at fair market value, and can be sold

again without loss, and possibly at a profit.

There is one view of the matter which possibly may
not appeal to some members, but which is nevertheless

worth considering— it is the opinion of the man in

the street. If there were to be an imposing building

on an important site such as the building of the Royal

College of Surgeons or the building to be erected on

the .\quarium site, our friend the man in the street

would be considerably impressed, and it is well that

he should be, for his present idea of an engineer is

the driver of a locomotive. The turncock with his

highlv polished irons is his idea of a civil engineer,

and as for the electrical engineer, nearly everyone

who commits a petty felony gives electrical engineering

as his profi-'ssion.

Overliead High Tension Transmission Lines.

Long distance transmission is growing apace and

every day opens up difficulties which as often as they

show themselves are promptly surmountet'i In the

Electric Review of New York, Mr. Alton D. Adams
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has given some particulars of transmission lines in

the States from which the writer has compiled the
following table :

—

It is interesting to note that the Board of Trade are
now much more reasonable regarding the employ-
ment of overhead high-tension transmission, and the

Niagara and Buffalo

Canon Ferry and Butte .

Kochester and Pelham

Electra and San Francisco

Colgate and Oakland

Distance
of

transmission.



AMERICAN RESUME.

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers'
Convention.

' The ncciit Cdiivcntion of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, at Niagara Falls, was in many
respects one of the most successful that has ever

been held. The attendance was the largest in history,

and the papers were exceedingly meritorious. The
one objection was that their number was almost too

great to allow them all the consideration they deserved.

However, the programme was very skilfully arranged,

so that all the papers of one class were presented

together and discussed at one .session.

A ver\' interesting paper, presented by Mr. Paul

M. Lincoln, dealt with the choice of frequencies for

long distance transmission. Facts and figures were

given, all of which pointed to the conclusion that

the greatest number of advantages accrue from the

\ise of low fretpiencies. In a general way this has

been rcaUsed for some time, but it has never been

so forcibly demonstrated by data before. By numerical

examples it was shown that the amount of power that

can be transmitted over a three-phase line is about

two cind a half times as great with twenty-five

cycles as with sixty, for the same degree of voltage

regulation. Apropos of the capacity effect of the

lines, he stated that if such a line was supplied at

sixty cycles, the generators would have to run at

practically full load current all the time, irrespective

of the actual load, on account of the charging current

required by the line. Of course, capacity effect, like

inductance, may be decreased by placing the wires

closer together, but a certain minimum distance is

required to prevent disaster from leakage and brush-

discharges. Sir. Lincoln's figures were founded on

this basis, and indicate that the only practical way
to still further reduce the capacity is to lower the

frequency. So far as the generator and line afe

concerned, as low as ten periods per second are quite

allowable, frequency changers being installed where

desired ; but, all things considered, thirty cycles are to

be regarded as the best frequency for present practice,

except on short lines, where forty appear to be better.

New Cross-Continent Record.

The Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad has

issued a statement concerning the new record for fast

time between Chicago and the Pacific Coast established

a few weeks ago by the " Lowe Special," so called

because it was run on account of Mr. Henry P. Lowe,

chief. engineer of the United States Steel Corporation.

On Tuesday, '.\ugust 4th, he was apprised of the fatal

illnessof his daughter in Los Angeles, Cahfornia, and left

New York that day at 2.45 p.m., on the " Twentieth

Century, Limited," of the New York Central Railroad,

for Chicago. En route arrangements were made by

wire for a special train over the Santa Fe, which was

waiting for him when he'arrived at Chicago at 9.54 a.m.,

August 5th. The transfer by cab required 23 minutes.

NEW YORK, September 20th, 1903.

From Chicago to Los .\ngeles the special, consisting

of a hotel car, baggage car, and an engine, was given

right of way, stopping only for water, coal, changing

engines or crews, and covered the distance, 2,267

miles, in 52 hours and 45 minutes actual running

time. It arrived at 1.06 p.m., 9 hours and 24 minutes

ahead of time, which was 15 hours and \6 minutes

better than the regular time of the "Califomia.Limited,'

of the Santa Fe, having made an average of 42 'S miles

an hour. The total actual time from New York to

Los -Angeles, 3,246'6miles, was 73 hours and 21 minutes,

or an average speed, including all stops, changes,

etc., of 44' I miles per hour.

The former record between the Pacific Coast and
Chicago was made by the " Peacock Special," in

1900, by an average speed of 38-55 miles an hour,

actual time.

New Electric Saw Mill.

.\n extensive plant, including several buildings and
a lumber dock, has been erected at St. John's, Oregon,

by the Central Lumber Company, for use in connection

with a new electric sawmill. The interesting feature

of the equipment is the large machine upon which

the sawing is accomplished. This consists of four

saws, the largest one being driven perpendicularly

by a 75-h.p. motor, and the other three horizontally

by a 45-h.p. motor. .Ml the saws and the motors

are suspended on a steel frame, which moves backward

and forward, while thellog remains stationary. To

bring the logs from the river a baU-bearing truck,

operated by a 20-h.p. motor, and running on an inchne,

is used. Recently, in testing the machine, about

15,000 ft. of lumber was sawn up, and, although the

work was not executed quite as rapidly as was expected,

it was nevertheless done in a most satisfactory manner.

.\ high class of lumber was used, aud it was cut very

smoothly, there being none of the roughness notice-

able in freshly sawn wood coming from the ordinary

mill. It is believed that a greater speed will be

acquired after the machine has been in operation

longer. An attractive characteristic of the mill is

that logs of almost any size may be handled, aud there

is very little waste. For instance, an immense log

7 ft. thick, which had proved too much for the larger

ordinary sawmills, was cut with ease by this machine,

and produced all told about 1,700 ft. of board.

Power Plant for the New York Subway.

The power plant for the new rapid transit

system of New York City, is hkely to be one of the

largest electric generating plants in the world. Ulti-

mately it will have a capacity of about 132,000 h.p.,

and will be supplied with steam by seventy-two boilers

of 500 h.p. each. The aggregate capacity of the coal

bunkers will be 25,000 tons, and a complete mechanical

equipment will be installed for elevating the coal,

feeding it to the furnaces by automatic stokers, and
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removing the ashes to the dumping scows. Fi\'e brick

stacks will ser\-e the boilers, each 265 ft. high, with

its base resting on a steel platform 40 ft. above the

ground level. The building will cover a ground area

of 700 ft. by 200 ft., and will be constructed of cut

granite, terra cotta and brick, and the roof of tile and
glass. Of late, the work has been considerably delayed

by labour troubles, but it is expected that the plant

will be completed shortly after January ist, 1904.

To begin with, nine mammoth engines will be
installed, each capable of developing 11,000 h.p.

when driven to its utmost. These will be of the

horizontal-vertical compound tj-pe, the horizontal

cylinder taking high-pressure steam superheated to

about 500 deg. Fahr., and exhausting into a receiver,

from which the vertical low-pressure cylinder will

draw its supply. Each unit will be practically double,

the generator being located between two compound
engines. The cranks will be set at 135 deg. with each

other ; the two connecting rods of each engine acting

on the same crank pin. By this arrangement, eight

impulses will be given to the shaft per revolution,

which will provide a uniform turning effort, and the

close regulation so essential where alternating current

generators are to be run in parallel.

The high-pressure cylinders will be 42 in. indianieter,

and the low-pressure 60 in., so that the ratio of cylinder

volumes will be 4-4. An initial steam pressure of

175 lb. to 200 lb. will be used, and the final exhaust will

be into a vacuum of 26 in., maintained by barometric

condensers. The speed will be 275 revolutions per

minute, and at normal rating each engine will develop

7,500 h.p.

The unique feature of the engines will be the use of

a poppet-type ot valve for both admission and exhaust

on the high-pressure cylinders, for the purpose of

preventing the cutting of the valves that usually

accompanies the use of superheated steam. The
valves will be located at the top of the cylinders, and
will be actuated by rods from wrist-plates, so that

they will have the quick opening and closing charac-

teristics of the Corliss gear.

To gain some conception of the raassiveness of these

machines, which were designed and are being built

by the AUis-Chalmers Company, of Milwaukee, Wis-
consin, it is interesting to note that the crank pins

will be 20 in. in diameter, by 18 in. long; cross-head

pins, 13 in. in diameter, by 13 in. long ; main journals,

34 in. in diameter, by 60 in. long ; high-pressure rods,

9 in. in diameter ; low-pressure rods, 10 in. in diameter,

and the main shaft will be 37 in. in diameter, and of

oil-tempered steel, with a i6-in. hole bored through

its centre from end to end. The total weight of the

engine, exclusive of the generator, will be 1 ,240,000 lb.

A Load Equalizer for Three-Wire Systems.

A patent, granted to Mr. Norman Howe, of

Wilkinsburg, Pa., provides for an interesting system
of electrical distribution whereby a local balanced

Ihrcc-wire system may be obtained from a distributing

ssystem of the common two-wire form. The scheme

makes use of two compound-wound motors mounted

on the same shaft with the armatures and series field

coils of each connected in series across the two-wire

mains and the shunt field coils similarly connected

together across the mains. The third or neutral wire

is led from a point between the two motors where the

end of the arjnature winding of one and the end of the

series field coil of the other unite. When the loads

on the two sides are equal the two motors run as

differential motors and are available for power purposes.

When the load of one side exceeds that of the other

the corresponding motor becomes a generator driven

by the other motor, through the fact that the series

field is wound so as to produce over-compounding.

For the same reason the motor on the lighter loaded

side picks up in speed. By properly proportioning

the turns in the series coils a nearly perfect balancing

of the voltage in the two sides is accomplished, .\ccord-

ing to the inventor the amount of unbalancing which

may be handled through the use of this arrangement

is measured by the combined rating of the two machines

less the powe^ utilised from either or both as motors

in the driving of outside machinery. It is also claimed

that practically equal voltages will be maintained

in both sides, without the necessity of any adjustment,

between no load and fifty per cent, overload.

New Railroad Shops.
The Southern Pacific Railroad Company is building

new shops at East Los Angeles, California, the esti-

mated cost of which will be $400,000. They include

a boiler and blacksmith shop, machine and erecting

shop, car repair shop, car paint shop, transfer table,

and boiler material building. Electric motors w-ill

be used for the drive of most of the machinery in the

plant ; individual direct-connection being used in

many instances, and group drive by belting from

motor-driven shafting in other cases. One of the

most noteworthy parts of the complete plant will be

the turn-table, which will be located in the round

house. It will be 70 ft. in diameter, and will be operated

electrically.

Electric Towing Locomotive?.
The Miami and Erie Transportation Company, with

a view to conducting a freight-carrying trade on a

paying scale over the Ohio State Canals, has provided

electric towing locomotives for use between Cin-

cinnati, Lockland, and Hamilton. An endeavour will

be made to adopt methods that shall stimulate those

employed by the railroads, in the hope ot establishing

a more remunerative business than has heretofore been

possible. The tows will consist of three barges each,

and will make regular trips daily in accordance with

a specified time-table. The towing cars will be driven

by alternating current motors, and to avoid injurious

washing of the banks of the canals, the maximum
speed will be limited to four miles per hour. The

Cincinnati and Toledo Packet Company will also

make an attempt to increase the traffic over these

canals by using gasoline and steam launches for towing

purposes.
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New Electric Traction Experiments on Prussian

Railways.

In the experiments which have just been commenced

on the Spindlersfelile line in the environs of Berlin, it

is not intended to attain hif;h speeds, but rather to

demonstrate the practicability o( single-phase alter-

nating current as applied to the new motor designed

by the Union Elektricitats-C.esellschaft. This com-

pany, it will be remembered, suppUed part o£ the

electrical apparatus for the London "Twopenny Tube."

in conjunction with the British Thomson-Houston

Company, and has made a speciality of electric traction.

The Union Elektricitats-C.esellschaft and the .-Mlge-

meine Elektricitats-Gesellschaft, as is well known, have

recently combined, forming the largest concern in the

field of electric industry.

That there is no difficulty whatever in the operation

of interurban or suburban lines by electricity has

been proved sufficiently in England and America, as

well as lately on the Lichterfelde line of the Prussian

railway, which has also been equipped by the Union

Elektricitats-Gesellschaft (see our summary of last

month). But, when a long line of, say, ico to 300

miles is to be operated by electricity, the present

methods, though successful with short hues, become

too expensive. The comparatively low-pressure con-

tinuous current has to be generated in a number of

sub-stations distributed along the line, these sub-

stations being fed from one or more central stations

furnishing high-pressure. Such sub-stations for the

production of continuous current from alternating

current require r.nating machines and a good deal of

first cost and expensive maintenance and care. Now,

such sub-stations containing machinery may be replaced

by sub-stations which are very low in first cost and

maintenance, providing altcrnatinc^ current as used on

trains. .\ number of different methods have been

suggested for accomplishing this, and one or two roads

of more or less promise are being built in different

countries. The simplicity of the motor in question,

however, seems to put it far ahead of anything else

produced up to date, and it seems to have all the best

characteristics of the ordinary tramway motor, which

has proved so successful aU over the world. The great

point, however, is its being capable of every desirable

degree of speed regulation without requiring expensive,

cumbersome, and uneconomical regulating devices. In

the present case only one wire is used to transmit

the current to the car, and the pressure of 6,000 volts

is so high that this wire may be very small. The

working current is led directly to the motors without

any previous transformation. This system is so

simple that it may easily be applied to Unes connecting

cities two or three hundred miles apart.

This scheme constitutes a splendid solution of the

problem of electric railways under existing conditions.

Every such new step forces all thoughtful railway

managers to consider seriously the advantages of

electric tractio".

BERLIN, Septimber 20th, 1903.

The Berlin Congress for Wireless Telegraphy.

As stated in our last summary, the conclusion was

arrived at in the recent Congress for Wireless Tele-

graphy, to keep the results of the proceedings strictly

private for some time, so as to enable the representatives

of the various countries in the meantime to present

their reports. It, however, appears that the most

important result of the Conference consists in the

decision that the various Governments should try to

arrive at a satisfactory solution of the problem of

internationalising wireless telegraphy, and thus ren-

dering obligatory the exchange of telegraphic com-

munication between the stations of the new systems

all over the world. This deliberation is immediately

directed against the Marconi system. The proposal

is said to be actively supported by Russia and Germany,

and it is safe to assume that in the case of the Marconi

Company ^proving immovable on this point, a boycott

would be started in order to compel Marconi to give up

his ideas of monopolising wireless telegraphy. If

Marconi continued repelling any attempt of international

combination, some Powers would prohibit their vessels

from installing on board the Marconi apparatus, and

from acknowledging his system.

In connection with the above Conference, we learn,

two electric ondographs, constructed by the Wireless

Telegraphy Company, were shown. From the pomt

of view of an international wireless telegraphic service,

the most important pomt is the possibility this apparatus

is stated to afford of tuning a station of any given

system with a station of any other system. The

drawback constituted by the individuality of systems

will thus be eliminated. An agreeable surprise to the

members of the Conference was a new receiving appa-

ratus presented by the inventor, Mr. Schloemisch,

of the Wireless Telegraphy Company. This apparatus

utiUses the influence exerted by electric waves on

the decomposition processes of an electrolytic volta-

meter, a so-called polarisation element. The perfect

tuning, as obtained by means of this apparatus, its

practical immunity from electric disturbances, its

surprising simplicity, and its other technical and

electrical properties seem to justify the hopes attached

to it.

In a near future there are to be performed long-

distance experiments in the field of wireless telegraphy

between the Oberschonweide Electric Works, belonging

to the Wireless Telegraphy Company, and one of its

Swedish sea stations, viz., that of Karlskrona ;
the

system to be used is the Slaby scheme, and it is hoped

to transmit despatches over distances as high as

450 kilometres.

Wind-driven Electricity Works.

Altliough these notes are cliietiy concerned with

German practice, we may occasionally give an

account also of progress made in some of the neigh-

bouring countries. The problem of using wind power
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in connection with electricity works has often been
investigated, the principal drawback being the varial>le

strength of the wind, resulting in corresponding varia-

tion in the speed of the dynamo. This difficulty,

however, it appears, has recently been solved by
Professor la Cour, who, on behalf of the Danish Govern-
ment, has for some years past been engaged in studying
the question. In order to impart to the motors an
approximately continuous speed, independentlv of

the strength of the wind. Professor la Cour uses an
intermediate shaft placed in connection with a balance.

The belt from the mill is led vertically on the disc of

this shaft, its pressure on the latter being regulated

by the balance bearing convenient counter-weights.

This arrangement results in the belt sliding on the

disc as soon as the load exceeds a given maximum.
A plant of this kind, feeding about 450 glow-lamps,
has for nearly a year been in operation at Askov,
Denmark, petroleum motors serving as a reserve in

cases of several days calm weather.

The constant normal current with these works is

50 amperes, and their distribution tension 2 volts by 1 10
volts. This plant has so far worked with satisfactory

results, and required no supervision worth speaking
of. As regards the economical side of the question,

a similar plant has been found to pay very well. The
first cost has been calculated at 16,000 kr., out of

which 3,000 kr. correspond to the petroleum motor.
The current is supplied to consumers at the same
price as in Copenhagen, i.e., at the rate of 50 ore per
kilowatt-hour for lighting, and 15 ore per kilowatt-

hour for power purposes. The receipts for energy sold

have been about 2,Sookr., and the expenses about 800 kr.

per year. There will thus remain 2,000 kr. for the
amortisation of this plant, a sum more than sufficient

for a capital of 16,000 1-r. The price of the energy
could therefore be further diminished. In the case of

very small electricity works intended for the use of a
limited number of houses, the petroleum motor may
advantageously be replaced by a horse-driven con-
trivance. Moreover, in the case of the proprietor of

the w-orks being his own consumer, the consumption
of current way be regulated according to the actual
supply of wind, the cost of the plant thus being further

lowered.

A solution of the problem at issue will doubtless
lead towards rendering electricity accessible at rela-

tively low cost, even in small communities, and more
especially in rural districts.

The Premium System of Eemiinerating- Labour.
The premium system of remunerating labouris now

receiving attention also in Germany. In a paper
recently published in the Zeitschrift des Vereines
Deiitscher Ingeriiaire, B. Schiller gives a critical survey
of the advantages and drawbacks of the different

modifications of the original Halsey system. It is

pointed out that both with the Halsey and Rowan
systems, the cost of manufacture at equality of time
is the lower, as the rate of wages is lower. This
injustice with respect to the workmen is avoided in a

modification of the original system, as proposed by
the author. In this system the premium depends
on the time saved, and the following conditions are

satisfied : first, the workmen should obtain the same
profit under otherwise equal conditions ; and, second,

the cost of manufacture should remain the same.
It is shown that when using this system the time
required to obtain equal costs per piece is the shorter

as the rate of wages is higher. With different rates

and equal times of manufacture, the profits per hour
ire really the same ; the lower the rate of wages, the
lower will be the cost per piece at equality of time

required to finish the work. The author finally draws
attention to the fact that all these premium systems
so far as records are forthcoming, have given every
satisfaction. The system to be chosen in each special

case, should, in the author's opinion, form the subject

of a thorough consideration of the actual conditions.

A Steam Tug with Superheated Steam.
The Mannheim Dampfschleppschiffahrt Geselhchaft

recently launched the first Rhine tug to be operated
with superheated steam, .\fter some unlucky attempts
to use superheat on the Rhine steamers, made as far

back as i860, the above company was induced by
the success obtained in this line by the steamships

plying the Italian and Swiss lakes, to use superheat

with two steam tugs ordered from Messrs. Escher,

Wyss and Co., Zurich, out of which one has just been
completed.

The dimensions of the Johami Kessler are as follow :

Length between the leads, 70 om. ; breadth between

the wheel-cases, 8-5 om. ; height, yi om. ; draught,

about I'O om. ; The engine is a 800 h.p. to i.ooo h.p.

three-cylinder wheel engine, the dimensions of the

cylinders being as follow : Diameter of high-pressure

cylinder, 5 50 millimetres ; diameter of medium pressure

cylinder, 800 millimetres ; diameter of low-pressure

cylinder, 1,300 millimetres ; stroke, 1,650 millimetres.

There are two pairs of boilers, designed for thirteen

atmospheres super-pressure, being arranged before and
behind the engine respectively. The superheaters

are built into a special flame pipe ; they are made up
of a number of U-shaped pipes, arranged in circles.

After entering one of the annular spaces of the dis-

tribution chamber, the steam will pass through the

U-pipe, and, in the superheated state, will reach

the second annular space, and hence the engine.

The fire-gases surrounding the superheater tube will

issue from the superheater chamber through

openings liable to be shut by means of a sliding

regulator, enabling the degree of superheat to be

regulated, and rendering it possible for the super-

heater to be disconnected.

With the first run of the Jokann Kessley, 2,500 tons

were hauled from Duisburg to Mannheim, when both

the super-heater and the engine worked with most
satisfactory results, and the temperature of the steam

in the slide-box of the high-pressure cylinder was

290 deg., !.c., about 95 deg. above the temperature of

saturated boiler steam at 13 atmospheres.
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Experiments with a Safety Clutch.

The thorough manner in which new and promising

inventions are tested on the Witwatersrand goldfields

when they reach the practical stage is illustrated by

some experiments recently made at the Rose Deep Mine

on a new safety clutch for cages, devised by Mr. R.

Hainsworth.

The experiments were carried out under the super-

vision of Mr. Laurie Hamilton, manager of the Rose

Deep, Mr. Webber, general manager of the Rand

Mines, and Mr. Robeson, consulting mechanical

engineer of the same group.

The bridle of the skip consists of the long arms

of two levers, which are pivoted to the skip frame

about 6 in. from the guides. The short ends of these

levers, when released, actuate a set of dogs on each side

of the cage which bite into the wooden guides, and so

prevent it from falling. The long arms of the levers

are pro\'ided with springs which tend to pull them

down, and thus bring the dogs into action. The

hauling rope is attached to a shackle connecting the

ends of these arms, so that the clutch cannot act while

the weight of the cage is supported by the rope.

After a first test with the empty cage it was loaded

to a total weight of about 3^ tons, raised in the head

gear, and suddenly detached from the rope by means
of a slip hook. The cage only fell one inch before the

dogs acted and held. The same test repeated after

guides and dogs had been well greased gave also a

satisfactory result, with a fall of y^in. before the cage

was stopped.

Ha\-ing thus proved the efficiency of the apparatus

in cases where the cage becomes disconnected from
the hauhng rope, or when the latter breaks near the

bridle, a final crucial experiment was made to ascertain

the effect of a breakage occurring in the rope a long

way above the cage.

For this purpose the inside end of the hauling rope

(650 ft. long) was disconnected from the drum of

the winding engine, and the cage was lowered by the

engine at about 200 ft. per minute. It appeared from

subsequent examination of the guides that when
the free end of the rope ran of3f the drum (the cage

being then down 475 ft.), the dogs engaged the guides

for a depth of about 60 ft. without, however, actually

stopping the fall. The fouling of the loose end of the

rope with the headgear then apparently withdrew the

clutch during a further fall of 70 ft., after which it

again came into action, but too late to arrest the cage

before it reached the bottom of the shaft, where it was
consequently smashed. It is perhaps needless to say

that an old cage was used for these experiments. The
result shows that safety clutches which are held off

by the tension of the hauhng rope cannot be relied

upon in all cases of accident.

New Road Bridges.

The Transvaal Government has put forward an
extensive programme of bridge construction on the

JOHANNESBURG, Sept. 20th, 1903.

main roads of the Colony. It embraces si.^ty-seven

structures of spans varying from 30ft. to 100 ft., at a

total estimated cost of £177.677, of which ;£6o,ooo is

to be expended this year on seven of the most im-

portant bridges already determined, and upon others

to be selected later. Standard designs have been

prepared for the different spans and tenders invited

for their delivery F.O.B., English ports.

Quarterly Output.

The following figures are taken from the official

returns of the Government Mines Department :

—

Gold. Silver. Coal. Diamonds.
1903. Fine ounces. Fine ounces. Tons sold. Carats. Value £.

April . . 226,793,033 25.673,506 17,173,840 1,695 2.172

May .. 234,351,681 28,750,063 19,179,074 11,523 14,743

June .. 237,460,160 28,694,817 19,191,625 15,425 21,818

The following table from the same source shows

the gradual increase in the labour employed by the

mines :

—

Gold Mines. All Mines.
White Coloured. White. Coloured.

April .. .. 11,305 55.340 11,893 63,370

May .. .. 11,439 57.898 12,096 66,374

June .. .. 11,790 59,345 12,460 67,899

The average number of rock drills now at work is

1,340.

River Diamonds.

The old river diggings on the Vaal near Kimberley,

although they have been worked for so many years,

still occasionally give good stones. During the present

month stones of 43 and 88 carats respectively have

been found, as well as one worth ;£350, but as a rule

these diggings only provide an uncertain and not too

generous hveUhood for the workers*

Possibly Tin.

The discovery of tin in payable quantities near

Inchanga is reported from Durban, but, of course, all

such reports require confirmation, as prospectors are

invariably sanguine.

A Rich Patch.
One of the very rich pockets which occasionally

occur in quartz reefs has been found in Rhodesia^

One half ton of rock is said to have yielded 450 ounces

of nuggety gold, the heaviest pieces weighing 20 oz*

It is such finds as this which constitute at once the

charm and the snare of gold mining on quartz reefs.;

The Mechanical Engineers' Association of the

Witwatersrand.
.\ portrait of Major Seymour, the first president of the

Mechanical Engineers' Association of the Witwatersrand,

has just been unveiled, and for the present hangs in the

Council Room of the Chamber of Mines, where the

Association holds its meetings. The portrait is a half-

length one and represents the late major in khaki. It

was executed by Professor Herkomer, and is described

as an excellent likeness.

(.175)



NOTABLE BRITISH PAPERS.
A Monthly Review of the leading Papers read before the various Engineering and

Technical Institutions of Great Britain.

BRITISH RAILWAY ENTERPRISE.

IX the course o£ his prusidential address t<j the

Engineering Section of the British Association,

Mr; Charles Hawksley touched upon a wide range of

subjects, and, discussing railways, remarked that on

some of the principal lines in Great Britain, the length

of the runs without a stop was being increased in

the case of fast trains, the speed of which was in some
cases from 48 to 59 miles an hour. Railway companies

were turning their attention to the introduction of

electric traction wherever it could be beneficially

used, as, for instance, on the Mersey Railway, the

North-Eastern Railway between Newcastle-upon-Tyne

and Tynemouth, and the Lancashire and Yorkshire

Railway between Liverpool and Southport. With the

object of facihtating the introduction and use of

electrical power on railways. Parliament had passed

an Act entitled the " Railways (Electrical Power) Act,

1903," which would come into operation on January ist

next.
THE MERSEY RAILWAY.

The electrical service on the Mersey Railway had
now been in regular and uninterrupted operation since

the beginning of May in the present year. Trains were

run at three-minute intervals, there being 750 trains

in all between 5 a.ni; and 12 midnight. It was the

first example of a British steam railway converted

to the use of electric traction, and was first opened

for traffic on February ist, 1886. It was afterwards

extended at both ends, the last extension to the Liver-

pool Central Station being opened for traffic in January,

1892.- With steam locomotives, largely owing to

the want of adequate ventilation, the railway was not

a success. Electrification was decided upon, and in

the latter part of 1901 the British Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company, Ltd., undertook

the entire contract. The length of the railway was
now about 3f miles, and there were gradients in the

tunnel below the river of one in 27 and one in 50.

The power station was at Birkenhead, and contained

plant aggregating over 6,000 h.p., comprising three

engines of the Westinghouse-Corliss vertical cross-

compound type,- The generators were all three alike,

mounted on the engine shaft between the cylinders.

They were standard Westinghouse multi-polar machines

of the double-current type, of 1,250 kilowatts capacity.

Direct current was collected from the armature at

650 volts, no alternating current being used at present.

Leads were carried below the floor from the machines

to a switchboard, from which were controlled the

main generators, the auxiliary lighting sets, battery,

booster, and feeders. The battery consisted of 320
chloride cells connected in parallel with the generators

through a differential booster, and which charged or

discharged as the line load was light or heavy. They
had a capacity of 1,000 ampere-hours, and a mometary
discharge capacity of 2,000 amperes. The auxiliary

sets, two in number, were for lighting purposes, and

v-ielded direct current at 650 volts. They were avail-

able in case of need to supply current to the main

traction circuits. Two hundred and "ten volt incan-

descent lamps were used for lighting. The feeders

were carried from the switchboard down the ventilation

shaft to feed the insulated electrical collector rails,

which were placed in the space between the up and the

down lines, and somewhat above the level of the rails,

an insulated return collector rail being placed between

each pair of rails. A train consisted of two motor-

cars, one at each end, and from one to three trailers as

required, depending on the amount of traffic. The

motor-cars each carried an equipment of four Westing-

house motors of 100 h.p., making 400 h.p. per car, or

800 h.p. per train. These motors were all controlled

in unison from the motorman s compartment, at

either end of the train by means of the Westinghouse

multiple controlled system, which was worked from

the start without a hitch. Every precaution had been

taken against fire. The electrical equipment was all

thoroughly fireproof, and the motorman s compartment

was encased in asbestos slate, cutting it off completely

from the remainder of the train.

"TUBES."

Of tube railways with electric traction there were

three now working in London, two between the City

and the south side of the River Thames, using the

ordinary two-wire 500-volts continuous current system,

and another (the Central London), extending from

the City to Shepherd's Bush, using the composite

system. The railway conveyed during the year

7902 no fewer than 45 million passengers. There were

eight other tube railways now in course of construction

in London. The recent terrible catastrophe in Paris

should serve as a warning in the equipment of lines

where currents at high tension were employed, and

where short-circuiting might bring about disastrous

resultSi

BRITISH MINERALS.
THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR COALFIELDS.

IN the course of a presidential address to the Geolo-

gical Section of the British Association, Professor

W. W. Watts made some important remarks on the

relation of geological knowledge to all economic

questions connected with the mineral wealth of the

Empire ; more particularly our coal fields.

The knowledge of our mineral resources was of vita

consequence to ourselves and to our present and future

welfare as a nation, and yet it was a matter ot much
popular misconception. It had been the good fortune

of this country to be the first to realise, and with charac-

teristic energy, to take advantage of, the new possi-

bilities for development opened up by the discovery

and utilisation of its mineral wealth. We were

(376)
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exceedingly fortunate in having so much of this wealth

at hand, easy to get and work [rem geological considera-

tions, cheap to transport and export from geographial

considerations; So we were able to pay cash for

the products of the whole world, to handle, manufacture,

and transport them, and thus to become the traders

and carriers of the world. But other nations were

waking up. We had no monopoly of underground

wealth, and day by day we were feeling the competition

of their awakening strength; Could we carry on the

struggle and maintain the lead we had gained ?

THREE GREAT CONSIDERATIONS.

In answering this (Question thi-rc were three great

considerations to keep in mindi First, our own mineral

wealth was unexhausted ; secondly, that of our Colonies

was as vet almost untouched ; and. thirdly, there were

still many uncolonised areas left in the world. The

verj- plenty of our coal and iron and the ease of e.xtract-

ing it had been an economic danger. There had been

waste in exploration because of ignorance of the

structure and position of the coal-yielding rocks

;

waste in extraction because of defective appliances,

of the working only of the best-paying seams and areas,

of the water difficulty, and the want of well-kept plans

and records of areas worked and unworked : waste in

employment because of the low efficiency of the

machinery' which turns this energy into work. With

all this waste our coalfields have hardly yielded a

miserable i per cent, of the energy which the coal

actuallv possesses when in situ. Engineers and miners

were trving to diminish two of these sources of waste,

and geologj' had done something to reduce that of

exploration. This had been done by detailed mapping

and study, so that we now knew the areas covered by

the coal-seams, their varying thickness, the " wants,"

folds, and faults by which they were traversed, and

all that great group of characters designated as the

geological structure of the coalfields. Up to the present

it was our visible coalfields that we had been working,

and we had got to know their extent and character

fairly well. But so much coal had now been raised,

so much wasted in extraction, and so many areas

rendered dangerous or impossible to work, that we
could not shut our eyes to the grave fact that these

visible fields were rapidly approaching exhaustion.

The Government had done well to take stock again of

our coal supply, and to make a really serious attempt

by means of a Royal Commission to gauge its extent

and duration ; and we all looked forward to that

Commission to direct attention to this serious waste

and to the possibility of better economy, which would

result from the fuller application of scientific method

to exploration, working, and employment.

THE AREA OF CONCEALED COALFIELDS.

But we still had an area of concealed coalfields left,

possibly at least as large and productive as those already

explored and as full of hope for increased industrial

development. It was to these we must now turn

attention with a view of obtaining from them the

tnaximum amou nt possible of the energy that they

contain. The same problems which beset the earlier

explorers of the visible coalfields would again be present

with us in our new task, and there would be in addition

a host of new ones, even more difficult and costly, to

solve. In spite of this, the task would have to be

undertaken, and we must not rest until we had as good

a knowledge of the concealed coalfields as we had of

those at the surface. This knowledge would have to

be obtained in the old way by geological surveying

and mapping and by the co-ordination of all the observa-

tions available in the productive rocks themselves

and in those associated with them, whether made in the

course of geological study or in mining and exploration.

But now^ the work would have to be done at a depth

of thousands instead of hundreds of feet, and under

a thick cover of newer strata resting unconformably

on those we wish to pierce and work. When we got

under the unconformable cover we met the same geology

and the same laws of stratigraphy and structure as

in more superficial deposits, but accurate induction

was rendered increasingly difficult by the paucity of

exposures and the small number of facts available

owing to the great expense of deep boring. How-

precious, then, became every scrap of information

obtained from sinkings and borings, not only where

success was met with, but where it was not ;
and how

little short of criminal was it that there should be the

probabiUty that much of this information was being,

and would be, irretrievably lost !

NECESSITY FOR GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS AND
TEACHING.

Systematic and detailed exploration, guided by

scientific principles, and advancing from the known

to the unknown, ought to be our next move forward ;

a method of exploration which should benefit the

nation as well as the individual, a careful record of

everything done, a body of men to interpret and map

the facts as they were acquired, and draw conclusions

with regard to structure and position from them

—

in short, a geological survey which should do as much

for hypogean geology as existing surveys had done

for epigean geology was now our crying need. Unless

something of tliis sort was done, and done in a systematic

and masterful manner, we ran a great risk of frittering

away the most important of our national resources

left to us, of destroying confidence, of wasting time

and money at a most precious and critical period of

our history, and of slipping down hill at a time when

our equipment and resources were ready to enable

us to stride forward. In many of our colonies much

was being done by competent surveys to attain a know-

ledge of mineral resources, but this work should be

pushed forward more rapidly, with greater strength

and larger staffs, and, above all, it should not be limited

to areas that happen to be of known economic value

just at the present moment. It was almost a truism

that the scientific principle of to-day was the economic

instrument of to-morrow, and it would be a good

investment to enlarge the bounds of geological theory,

trusting to the inevitable result that every new principle

and fact discovered would soon find its economic
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application. Further, it was necessary that we should

obtain as soon as possible a better knowledge of the

mineral resources of the smaller and thinly inhabited

colonies, protectorates, and spheres of influence. This

was one of the things which would conduce to the

more rapid, effective occupation of these areas. With
regard to areas not at present British Colonies, no

great harm would be done by obtaining, not in any
obtrusive way, some general knowledge of the mineral

resources of likely areas. This at least was what other

nations found it worth their while to do, and then,

w^hen the opportunity of selection arises, they, were

able to choose such regions as would most rapidly till

up and soonest yield a return for the private or public

capital invested in them. To sum up, the time had come
when geologists should make a firm and consistent stand

for the teaching of their science in schools, technical

colleges, and Universities.

A PLEA FOR MORE UNIVERSITIES
AND A SCIENTIFIC NATIONAL
COUNCIL.

SIRNORMAN LOCKYER, K.C.B., LL.D., F.R.S., in

the course of his Presidential Address at the seventy-

third annual meeting of the British Association, advo-

cated the more complete organisa tion of men of science,

and for more universities to enable the country to

play her part efficiently in the struggle of the nations

.

We are suffering, he said, not because trade no longer

follows the flag as in the old days, but because trade

follows the brains, and our manufacturers are apt to

be careless in securing them.

In one chemical establishment in Germany 400

doctors of science, the best the universities there can

turn out have been employed at different times in late

years. In the United States the most successful

students in the higher teaching centres are snapped up
the moment they have finished their course of training

and put into charge of large concerns, so that the idea

has got abroad that youth is the password of success in

American industry-. It has been forgotten that the

latest product of the highest scientific education must

necessarily be young, and th;it it is the training, and
not the age which determines his employment. In

Britain, on the other hand, apprentices who can pay-

high premiums are too often preferred to those who
are well educated, and the old rule-of-thumb processes

are preferred to new developments—a conservatism

too often deperiding upon the master's own want of

knowledge. I should not be doing my duty if I did

not point out that the defeat of our industries one

after another, concerning which both Lord Rosebery

and Mr. Chamberlain express their anxiety, is by no
means the only thing we have to consider. The matter

is not one which concerns our industrial classes only,

for knowledge must be pursued for its own sake ; and
since the full life of a nation with a constantly increasing

complexity, not only of industrial, but of high national

aims, depends upon the universal presence of the

scientific spirit—in other words, brain-power—our

whole national life is involved.

UNIVERSITIES AT HOME AND ABROAD,

So far as our industries are concerned, the cause of

our failure has been run to earth ; it is fully recognised

that it arises from the insufficiency of our universities

both in numbers and efficiency. The science which our

young men neglect at the universities, with the full

approval of their teachers, is now one of the great

concerns of the nation. We in Great Britain have

thirteen universities competing with 1 34 State and

privately endowed in the United States and twenty-

two State-endowed in Germany. The German State

gives to one university more than the British Govern-

ment allows to all the universitiesand university colleges

in England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales put together

These are the conditions which regulate the production

of brain-power in the United States, Germany, and

Britain respective!}', and the excuse of the Government

is that this is a matter for private effort. Do not our

Ministers of State know that other civilised countries

grant efficient State aid, and, further, that private

effort has provided in Great Britain less than 10 per

cent, of the sum thus furnished in the United States ?

When, then, we consider the large endowments of

university education both in the United States and

Germany, it is obvious that State aid only can make
any valid competition possible with either.

A DRASTIC PROPOSAL.

The more we study the facts, the more statistics

are gone into, the more do we find that we, to a large

extent, lack both of the sources of endowment upon one

or other, or both, of which other nations depend.

We are between two stools, and the prospect is hopeless

without some drastic changes. And first among these,

if we intend to get out of the present Slough of Despond,

must be the giving up of the idea of relying upon

private effort.

If we consider the United States and Germany,

our chief commercial competitors, and apply the

Admiralty principle, with regard to sea power, we
should require, allowing for population, eight additional

universities at the very lowest estimate. Therefore,

if our present university shortage be dealt with on

battleship conditions, to correct it we should expend at

least ;^8,000,000 for new construction, and have to

provide ^^400,000 yearly for the personnel and up-keep,

Let us say, roughly capitalising the yearly payment

at 2^ per cent., ^24,000,000. Even Oxford, our oldest

university, will still continue to be a mere bundle of

colleges imless three millions are provided to enable

the university, properly so-called, to take her place

among her sisters of the modem world ; and Sir OUver

Lodge, the principal of our very youngest university,

Birmingham, has shown in detail how five millions

can be usefully and properly appUed in that one locality

to utilise for the good of the nation the enthusiasm

and scientific capacity which are only awaiting for

adequate opportunity of development.

How is this money to be raised ? I reply, without
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hesitation, duplicate the Navy BiU of 1888-9 ;
do

at once lor brain power what we so successfully did

then for sea power. Let ;i24.ooo,ooo be set apart

from one asset, our national wealth, to increase the

other, brain-power. Let it be assigned and borrowed

as it is wanted ; there will be a capital sum for new

buildings to be erected in the next five or ten years,

the interest of the remainder to go towards increased

annual endciwments.

A SCIENTIFIC NATIONAL COUNCIL PROPOSED.

I finally come to the political importance of research,

A country's research is as important in the long run as

its battleships. The most eloquent teaching as to

its national value we owe to Mr. Carnegie, for he has

given the sum of £2,000.000 to found a system of

endowments, its chief purpose being, in his own words

" to secure i! possible for the L'nited States of America

leadership in the domnm of discovery and the utilisation

of new forces for the benefit of man." Here is a

distinct challenge to Britain.

Judging by experience in this country, in spite of

the magnificent endowment of research by Mond and

Lord Iveagh, the only source of support in the British

interest is the State, which certainly could not put the

I -8000th part of the accumulated wealth of the country

to better use ; for without such help both our univer-

sities and our battleships will become of rapidly

dwindling importance. We need a Scientific National

Council. In Germany there is such a council. It

consists of representatives of the Ministry, the univer-

sities, the industries, and agriculture. It is small,

consisting of about a dozen members, consultative.

and it reports direct to the Emperor. It does for

industrial war what mihtary and so-called defence

councils do for national armaments. I am informed

that what this council advises generally becomes law.

A scientific council, which might be a scientific com-

mittee of the Privy Council in deaUng primarily with

the national needs in times of peace, would be a source

of strength to the nation.

THE MIRACLE OF RADIUM.

MR. CHARLES VERNON BOYS, President of

the Mathematical and Physical Science Section

of the British Association, referred in his address to

the intrinsic importance and revolutionary possibilities

of radium. The discovery by Professor and Madame

Curie of what seems to be the everlasting production

of heat in easily measurable quantity, by a minute

amount of radium compound, was so amazing that

even when we had seen the heated thermometer we

were hardlv able to believe what we had seen. This

discovery, which could barely be distinguished from

that of perpetual motion, which it was an axiom of

science to call impossible, had left every chemist and

physicist in a state of bewilderment. Further, Sir

W. Crookes had devised an experiment in which a

particle of radium kept a screen bombarded for ever,

each collision producing a microscopic flash of light,

the dancing and multitude of which forcibly compelled
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the imagination to follow the reasoning faculties and

realise the existence of atomic tumult. Thanks to the

industry and genius of a host of physicists at home and

abroad, the mystery was being attacked, and theories

were being invented to account for the marvellous

results of observation. .\n atom of radium could

certainly produce an emanation that was something

like a gas, which escaped and carried with it wonderful

properties ; but the atom, the thing which could not

be divided, remained and retained its weight. The

emanation was truly wonderful. It was self-luminous,

it was condensed by extreme cold and vaporised again ;

It could be watched as it oozed through stopcocks, or

hurried through tubes, but in amount it was so small

that it had not yet been weighed. Sir W. Ramsay had

treated it with a chemical cruelty that would well

nigh have annihilated the most refractory or permanent

known element ; but this evanescent emanation came

out of the ordeal undimmed and undiminished. The

radium atom sent out three kinds of rays, one kind

being much the same as Rontgen rays, but wholly

different in ionising power, according to the experiments

of Strutt. Each of these consisted of particles which

were shot out, but had different penetrative power;

they were differently deflected by magnets and also

by electricity, and the quantity of electricity in relation

to the weight was different, and yet the atom, the

same atom, remained unchanged and unchangeable,

ITS ENDURING QUALITIES.

Not only this, but radium or its emanations or

its rays must gradually create other bodies different:

from radium, and thus, so we were told, one at least

of those new gases which but yesterday were discovered

had its origin. Then, again, just as these gases had

no chemical properties, so the radium which produced

them in some respects behaved in a manner contrary

to that of all proper chemicals. It did not lose its

power of creating heat even at the extreme cold ot

liquid air, while at the greater degree of cold of liquid

hydrogen its activity was found by Professor Dcwar

to be actually greater. Unlike old-fashioned chemicals,

which, when they were formed, had all their properties

properly developed, radium and its salts took a

month before they acquired their full power (so Dewar

told us), and then, for anything we knew to the contrary,

proceeded to manufacture heat, emanations, three

kinds of rays, electricity, and gases for ever. For ever
;

well, perhaps not for ever, but for so long a time that

the loss of weight in a year (calculated, he supposed,

rather than observed) was next to nothing. Professor

Rutherford believed that thorium or uranium, which

acted in the same kind of way, but with far less vigour,

would last a million years before there was nothing

left, or at least before they were worn out ;
while

the radium, preferring a short life and a merry one,

could not expect to exist for more than a few thousand

years. In this time one gramme would evolve one

thousand million heat-units, sufficient, if converted

into work, to raise 500 tons a mile high ; whereas a

gramme of hydrogen, our best fuel, burned in oxygen,

only yielded 34,000 heat-units, or one thirty- thousandth
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part of the output of radium. He believed that this

was no exaggeration of what we were told and of what

was believed to be experimentally proved with regard

to radium ; but if the half of it were true, the term
" the mystery of radium " was inadequate ; the

miracle of radium was the only expression that could

be employedj

AUXILIARY PUMPING MACHINERY.
AT the opc-ning meeting of the new session of the

Institute of Marine Engineers, at the Institute

premises, 58, Romford Road, Stratford, E., a paper by
Mr. S. H. Terry, on " Auxiliary Pumping Machinery,

and Suggested Improvements," was read and discussed.

In several wrecks which' took place about twenty

years ago—he might mention the Clan Macduff, and

-the Bristol City—it was usually a stock phrase that

the crew and passengers worked at the hand-pu mps
until they dropped exhausted. At that period the

centrifugal pump was but little known on board ship,

and he had taken some trouble to bring his arguments

in favour of the adoption of efficient pumping machinery

before the principal shipbuilders and owners, and also

before the technical advisers of Lloyd's Register. .\t

the present day it was satisfactory to know that any

British vessels of over 1,000 tons—and many of much
smaller size—were almost certain to be fitted with

centrifugal pumps. It was, however, a matter of

xegret that too often the suction and discharge pipes

and valves of those pumps were too small in diameter,

too lengthy, too complicated, and frequently had far

too many abrupt turns, angles, bends, and unions for

the efficient passing of so weighty a liquid as water at

high velocities.

To be really efficient in the event of flooding in

the engine-room or compartment in which the centri-

fugal pump was situated, it was necessary for the

pump to be placed sufficiently high to enable it to

continue working when the main engines were already

drowned out. That, of course, would necessitate

the provision of an efficient foot valve, and it was also

of great importance that the donkey boiler be so

placed that the fire should remain alight after the

main boilers were drowned out. So far as steam

connections were concerned, they, as engineers, knew
how necessary it was to provide dry steam. To the

draftsman, however, that matter was of secondary

importance, as it sometimes seemed to be to the con-

sulting engineer or naval architect. Some designers

apparently seemed to think that steam and water could

advantageously fight their way in opposite directions

in the same steam-pipe. They could not. Another

point to be remembered in regard to auxiliary steam-

pipes was not to make them too large. A small pipe

well lagged and protected at the flanges would give

a much more satisfactory steam supply at the end of

100 ft. length than a badly drained unlagged pipe of

twice the area, and in the case of the smaller pipe the

steam velocity would keep the water moving and not

allow the accumulation of those dangerous " slugs
'

'

which burst cylinder covers, broke piston rings, and
generally damaged engines.

The reduction of noise and vibration in an engine-

room was of the utmost importance, not only for the

comfort, nerve-power, and endurance of those whose
duties kept them there, but for the general success and
character of the ship from a passengers' point of view,

and he had often felt that the talent and skill displayed

by the designers, supported by the ceaseless care of

those in charge of the main engines to render them
free from offensive vibration and knocking, was rendered

futile by the abommable noise made by some small,

under-sized centrifugal engine running beyond its

proper speed, because, for the purposes of economy,

its disc was too small to give the proper peripheral

velocity without excessive speed. It was here that

the advantages of the single-acting engine came in.

The type of engine, originally made by one or two

firms only, and non-compound and wasteful of steam,

was now made as economical as any other type.

Engines of that construction, made by a number of firms,

ran with absolute silence. The author also referred

to the arrangement of special pumping machinery,

combined with ventilation, as fitted throughout

the fleet of the " Shell " Transport and Trading Com-
pany. That system had been schemed out by Sir

Fortescue Flannery and himself, and patented in their

joint names.

COMING EVENTS
October.

5th.—Society of Engineers ; Meeting at the Royal United

Service Institution, Whitehall, at 7.30 p.m.—South

Staffordshire and East Worcestershire Institute of

Mining Engineers ; .Annual Meeting at the University

of Birmingham at 3 p.m.—Institution of Mechanical

Engineers : Graduates Monthly Meeting at 7.30 p.m.

10th.—Xorth of England Institute of Mining and

Mechanical Engineers: General Meeting at Newcastle-

on-Tyne at 2 p.m.—The Mining Institute of Scotland :

General Meeting at Edinburgh.

12tb.— Institute of Marine Engineers : Meeting at the

London Institution at 7.30 p.m.

14th.— Institute of Marine Engineers : Annual Dinner at

Liverpool Street Station Hotel.

16th.— Institution of Mechanical Engineers : Monthly

Meeting.

26th.—National Free Labour Association ; Eleventh

.\nnual Congress at the Memorial Hall, London.

November.
2nd.— Institution of Mechanical Engineers: Graduates

Monthly Meeting at 7.30 p m.— Society of Engineers:

Meeting at the Koyal United Service Institution at

7.30 p.m.



SOME RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

"ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO MINING."

By Arnold Luplon. M.Inst.C.E., M.I.Mech.E., M.Inst.

E.E., G. D. Aspinall Parr, M.Inst. E.E., A.M.I.

Mech.E., and Herbert Perking, M.I.M.E. Crosby
Lockwood and Son. Qs. net.

This is a type of book for which there should be a

considerable demand. The domain of electricity has

overlapped the work of the mining engineer to such

an extent that a treatise intended to give the latter

just those points in electrical engineering which he is

likely to require in making new improvements, should

meet with a hearty welcome among mining people.

Some guarantee of its usefulness is to be found in the

combination of forces indicated by the joint authorship,

and its scope will be sufficiently indicated by the

following synopsis of contents : Introductory—Dynamic
Electricity—Driving of the Dynamo—The Steam
Turbine—Distribution of Electrical Energy— Starting

and Stopping Electrical Generators and Motors

—

Electric Cables—Central Electrical Plants—Electricity

Applied to Pumping and Hauling—Electricity .\pplied

to Coal-cutting—Typical Electric Plants Erected—
Electric Lighting by Arc and Glow Lamps—Mis-

cellaneous .Applications of Electricity—Electricity as

Compared with Other Modes of Transmitting Power

—

Dangers of Electricity.

"ELECTRICAL INFLUENCE MACHINES."

By John Gray, B.Sc. Second edition, revised and
enlarged. Whittaker and Co. 5s. net.

The author remarks that since the first edition of this

work was published the influence machine has shared

in the general advance in electrotechnics. Its efficiency

is still, however, very much below what is theoretically

possible. Theoretically, the influence machine is

equal in efficiency to th^ dynamo-electric machine,

which has a practical efficiency of over 90 per cent.

But, owing to leakage and faulty design, the practical

efficiency of the influence machine is only about 5 to 10

percent. There is evidently much room for improve-

ment, and an attempt has been made in the present

edition to indicate in what direction that improvement
will take place. He has included descriptions ot the

latest machines which have proved successful in prac-

tice, and also a short account of the electronic theory.

being rather to provide him with an explanation in

non-technical language of the principles upon which
the law he has to obey is founded, and to give him
some aid in the direction of his conduct when he is

out of reach of other advisers. In this edition the

text has been so.iiewhat added to, and the latest rules

and regulations are given in the appendices.

" HEATING AND VENTILATION OF HOUSES."

Rural Handbook Series. Dawbam and Ward, Ltd.

6d. net.

This little treatise discusses the principles involved

in heating and ventilation of houses. Economy and
existing conditions are first considerations, and a

number of plans and diagrams servo to elucidate the

author's suggestions.

"HINTS ON THE LEGAL DUTIES OF
SHIP-MASTERS."

By Benedict W. Ginsburg, LL.D. Charles Griffin and
Co.'s Nautical Series. Second edition, revised.

4s. 6d. Chas. Grilfin andCo., Ltd.

This well-known manual is not designed to make
every shipmaster his own lawyer, the author's aim

"THE MECHANICAL ENGINEERS POCKET-BOOK
OF TABLES, FORMULAE, RULES, AND DATA."

A handy book of reference for daily use in engineering

practice. By the late D. Kinnear Clark, M.Inst.C.E.

Fifth edition, revised throughout and enlarged,

by H. H. P. Powles, M.I.M.E., A.M.Inst.C.E.

Crosby, Lockwood and Son. 6s. net.

The " get-up " of this useful little publication makes
it pleasant to handle, and the pages place a wonderful

amount of compressed information at the disposal

of the mechanical engineer, the various tables being

worked out in such detail that the pocket-book

ranks as a time-saver of the first order. In addi-

tion to the indispensable mathematical tables of

English weights and measures, with metric equivalents,

many useful tables are given of the weights and strength

of bars, sheets, beams, joists, girders, tubes, pipes

bolts, and nuts, cyhnders, nails, chains, and other

manufactured pieces. On the strength of materials

a variety of experimental evidence is given, with many
new formula; and tables. Heat and its applications

have been fully considered in various aspects. The
best proportions of steam engines, simple and compound,
are discussed, together with pumping engines, water

power, and compressed-air power. There is also a

section devoted to electrical engineering.

" GRAPHICAL STATICS PROBLEMS."

By W. M. Baker, M.A. Edward Arnold. 2s.6d.net.

Well arranged and issued at a reasonable price, this

work embraces some 60 problems, and the student

should find it a most useful auxiliary. Any problem

when solved can be removed from the book, a perforation

being provided for this purpose.

"ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC CIRCUITS."

By Ellis H. Crapper, M.I.E.E. Edward Arnold

IDS. 6d.

This volume, dealing with the fundamental principles

of electricity and magnetism, and discussing the essen-

tial relationships of electric and magnetic circuits'

met with in continuous current working, is the first

of a series of works on electrical engineering.
_
These

principles have been presented without assuming any
previous knowledge on the part of the student. The
author emphasises the importance of cultivating the

ability to calculate readily and accurately, and has

included a large number of valuable worked-out

examples. Nearly/ooexercises tobeworkedout arealso

included, and form a special feature of the book, which

is furnished with valuable appendices in the shape of

logarithms and a general index.
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OUR DIARY.

August.

22nd.—The trains on the Metropolitan District
Railway to be worked on the Sprague-Thomson-Houston
system of multiple unit train control.—The Engineering
Standards Committee issue standard sections and
specifications for tramway rails.—Death of Lord
Salisbury.

24th.—Progressive Congress at Cape Colony has
declared itself opposed to the introduction of Chinese
labour.—Axminster and Lyme Regis Light Railway
opens.—Japanese mails now being forwarded to

Europe via Siberian Railway.—Mr. Marconi commences
further experiments on the Lucania. ni route for New
York.—Launch of the new P. and O. steamer Palma.

25th.—Colonial OfficeReportonnatives on RandMines
showing abnormally high death rate.—Foreign Office

issues report on the Economic Condition of Japan.

—

Board of Trade Report on Emigration and Immigration
in 1902 published as a Parhamentary Paper.—The
Commonwealth Senate at Melbourne passes the Naval
Agreement Bill, providing for a contribution of £200.000
a year for ten years to the Imperial Navy.—Launch of
the battleship i5o»M'MJon]at Barrow.

26th.—Report of the Commissioners of Customs
for 1902-3 issued as a Blue-Book.

27th.—English Consul-General at St. Petersburg, in

his report on Russian foreign trade for the past year,
gives a gloomy account of the economic state of Russia.
—Chinese Government opens Mukden and Ta-tung-kan
to foreign trade.—The railway extensionfrom Chamonix
to Martigny in the Rhone valley has commenced.—Edinburgh tramway strike ended.

28th.—Amalgamation of shipping companies
trading between the Tyne and Tees and London.

—

First meeting of the Carnegie Dunfermline Trust
considers the directions in which the annual revenue
of ;^25,ooo may be applied.

29th.—Clyde shipbuilding returns show exceptional
output for August, but prospects of the industry
not bright.—New scheme issued for the reorganisation
of bands for the Fleet.—Mr. Marconi arriving at New
York, reports that the steamer was never out of com-
munication with either Great Britain or America.
—Mr. Koss Skinner, the Asiatic Labour Commissioner,
leaves Southampton for South .\frica.—Launcli of the
Russian battleship Stavtt.

31st. -Lock-out, Welsh tinplate trade, 16,000 men
idle.—The Gloucestershire County Council Mining
Scholarship of £ioo for two years has been vmn by a
working collier, named Sidney Thomas.—The Garden
City Pioneer Company, Ltd., has acquired 4,000 acres
of land near Hitchen for the first garden city.

September.

1st.—£183,150 awarded by Sir J, \V, Barry, as
umpire, in the arbitration between the London County
Council and the Metropolitan Electric Supply Comiiany,
Ltd., for the compulsory acquisition of the Company's
generating works in Sartlinia Street, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, in connection with the Holborn to Strand
improvements.—Serious dockfire at Limehouse Basin.—Notices served on men employed in Belfast En-
gineering Works, proposing a reduction of wages equal

to 5 per cent.—Iron and Steel Institute Autumn
Meeting opens at Barrow.—Successful trial trip of

the new turbine steamer Brighton.

2nd.—Annual Meeting, Institution of Mining En-
gineers, Mr. O. C. Cadman being appointed President.

—

Congress on Technical Instruction opened at Belfast.

3pd.—Defeat of Shamrock in final run for the Cup.

—

Scotch Sanitary Congress opens at Stranraer.

—

Prospect of early settlement in the Welsh tinplate

dispute.—Iron and Steel Meeting closes.

4th.—Experiments on the Bcllcisle to test corn pith
cellulose for plugging—the vessel towed to bank.

5th. — German Shan-tung railway makes rapid
progress, and is expected to be finished before June.
—Commander Peary to start again for the North
Pole in July.

7th.—Trade Union Congress at Leicester.—The
Glamorganshire County Council Sanitary Committee
is issuing special handbills to warn miners against
ankylostomiasis, though, so far. no case has been
discovered amongst the Welsh miners.

8th. —Work resumed in tinplate trade on old

terms, pending reference to a joint committee.—The
Bridge House Estates Committee of the City Cor-
poration recommend the reconstruction of Southwark
Bridge.

9th.— Seventy-third Annual meeting of the British

Association opens at Southport.

10th.— Trade Union Congress passes resolution in

favour of the legislative limitation of the hours of

labour to eight per day, and of making this a test

question at all elections ; resolutions also agreed to

with regard to the amendment of the Mines Regulation
Act, etc.—Annual Conference of the National Associa-
tion of Colliery Managers opens at Leeds.

11th.—Cunard Company reported to be entering upon
a consideration of designs for the adoption of steam
turbines in their new high-speed steamers.

12th.—Trade Union Congress closes—next year's
Conference to be at Leeds.—Inspection of Naval
College at Osborne, etc.

15th.—TheTiincs officially informed that, subject to

Parliamentary powers being obtained, a light railway
is about to be constructed from tlie railway terminus
at West Kirby across the Dee to Khyl, Colwyn Bay,
and Llandudno.

16th.—The British Association concludes its meetings
at Southport.-—Issue of Blue-Book on British and Foreign
Trade and Industry.

17th.—Summary of wrecks in ii)02, issued by
Lloyd's.

—

I'arlianientaiy Paper piililishcd on Uganda
Railway.—Hoard of 'i'r.ide Return issued on trade

between the United Kingdom, Canada and Germany.

—

Mr. Stanley Spencer tests his air-ship over London.

18th.— Parliamentary Paper on trade and general
conditions of tlie British Central Africa Protectorate for

1902-1903. — Newcastle-on-Tync City Council adopts
scheme for improving and extending the river quay at

a cost of ;f559,000.

21st.—Further experiments on the electric railway .Tt

Zossen reported to have resulted in a speed of nearly

114 miles an hour being attained.
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THE REDUCTION OF POWER LEAKAGES BY

SELF-SETTING PACKING.

DESPITE a concentration of the

inventive faculty upon the question

of efficient engine packing, leaking glands

remain a common source of trouble in

the engine room, while it i? to be feared

that the amount of energy wasted by

unnccessar\' friction in this direction

must reach an enormous aggregate in

the course of a year. We are inclined

to think that the ideal packing has yet

to be produced, but in the meantime

every effort that is made in the direc-

tion of reducing unavoitlable friction in

packing piston rods merits the careful

attention of engineers. We illustrate

herewith a form of highly elastic self-

lubricating packing which is very widely

used in the United States, and is being

introduced over here by Messrs. Ronald

Trist and Co., of the Quaker City Rubber

Company of Philadelphia, U.S..\.

Advocates of metallic packing are often

ready to admit that soft packings may
be satisfactory for a time, but they

urge that when the rods wear [down on the

bushes, the glands require screwing up very tightly

to prevent the escape of steam, considerable friction

being the result ; while, in addition, the frequent

renewal of the packing is necessitated. The new
" P.P.P." packing is designed to produce exactly the

opposite results, its prominent characteristics, as

vouched for by users, being long hfe and reduced friction

on the rod. It is adjusted automatically by the

pressure against which it is required to be tight, thus

obviating fixed pressure and consequent unnecessary

friction. Frequent re-packings are also avoided, for

less friction, of course, means less wear of packing.

This is a very important point. As the packing wears

gradually awav, all that is required is the occasional

addition of a new ring. Moreover, the packing adjusts

itself to the varying pressure throughout the stroke

of the piston. As will be seen from the accompanying

illustrations, it is composed of two wedges and a yielding

absorbent cushion. The wedges are made of material

that will stand wear, and so shaped that from pressure

of steam in the stuffing-box, they will freely sUde

on each other, compensating for the wear made by

the rod, or inequalities of the rod or box. The

cushion absorbs oil tliat may be put on the rod,

or fed to the box by other means, letting it down

to* the rod evenly and regularly—the combination

making a soft but very elastic packing, and, when
properly applied, preventing the rod from binding or

heating. The packing is prepared with special lubri-

cants which enamel the rod, filUng in the scores, if

any, and ensuring easy running. A series of tests of

KIG. I. POSITION' OK PACKING
WHEN' FIRST .\PPLIED.

FIG. 2. POSITION' OF P.tCKIN'G AND
WEDGES IN' CONDENSING ENGINE.

the best grades of fibrous packings compared with

Daniel's " P.P.P." packing made by Professor H. Wj
Spangler, Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the

University of Pennsylvania and others, showed that

the solid packings or those not self-setting, increased

the friction on the rods so that it required from 2'3i

to Tzy more horse-power to maintain the same piston

travel, on a given engine, while the increased friction

on the rod of the solid packing ranged ironi 11-62 per

cent, to 59 percent. The money value of power saved

by the use of Daniel's " P.P.P." packing, as shown by

these tests, ranged from ;^20 i6s. to ,^50 per rod per

annum, while the solid packings exceeded " P.P.P."

in cost from 80 to 240 per cent, for a like period.

Among other advantages it is claimed for the

packing that it is elastic, self-lubricating, light,

impervious to the action of steam, oils, acids,

alkalies, and sulphurous waters, can be used with

super-heated steam or the extreme low temperatures

met with in refrigerating machinery, and is equally

adapted for the hydraulic elevator or the air-pump.

It is claimed that the gland is never the medium
through which pressure is appUed to this packing

—

it remaining loose and free to move in a direction

parallel to the rod. A considerable amount of friction

is avoided, as virtually the packing has the mere

pressure of contact only, except at such periods of

the stroke as when there is a pressure exerted in the

cylinder, this same pressure being the vade mccum

by which a joint is made on the rod. It should

pay steam users to investigate these claims for them-

selves.
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NEW CATAL0GUE5 & TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

The Thomycroft Steam Wagon Company, Ltd., Home-
field, Chiswick, London, W.— Section A of the second

edition oi this him's catalogue is a neat little brochure

of 32 pages and cover, the latter of bas-relief model

design. It comprises a brief introduction, followed by

a short description of the many uses to which their

steam wagons have been adapted l^y customers, and

an " Honours List," which includes highest awards at

the Crystal Palace, 1896; Richmond, 1899; Dover,

1899 ; Liverpool, 1899 (two) ; Liverpool, 1901 (two) :

also the First Prize (£500) in the War Office Competi-

tion, December, 1901. Then follows a general

description of the different types of vehicles manufac-

tured by the firm, in which connection it is interesting

to note that in general a form of water-tube boiler

(specially designed and patented by themselves) is

employed for their steam wagons. There is also an

interesting reprint (with illustrations) from the

Engineer, giving an excellent description of the

Company's Basingstoke works.

The British Thomson-Houston Company, Ltd., Rugby.
—Pamphlet Xo. 142, of 12 pages (superseding No. 123),

comprises an illustrated description of continuous and
alternaling current fan motors of several designs for

desk, bracket, and ceiling, and voltages from 55 to

250 ; also exhaust fans, a small and compact line of

which w e understand this company has lately intro-

duced. These are being largely used for ventilating

purposes in private residences and apartments as well

as in public buildings and oftices. A 4-page illus-

trated pamphlet (No. 143) deals with the "CK"
Feeder Regulator. This is of the transformer type,

having its primary connected across the bus bars, and

its secondary wound in several sections controlled

by a dial switch, the windings being arranged

similarly to those of the Type " H " Transformer.

The Library Supply Company, 181, Queen Victoria

Street, E.C.—This is a well-designed, illustrated book-

let of 60 pages and cover, dealing with the card system

and its applications, including a price list of card

cabinets, letter-filing cabinets, cards, and supplies. The
system, it is claimed, enables the business man to

" organise, classify, and subdue his records, trans-

forming them into a veritable nerve system of his

business, as responsive to every call for information

as are the nerves of the body to every sensation." It

can be applied with great advantage in factory-cost

keeping, and a few drawings of the more important

cards used for this purpose by engineers are repro-

duced. It has also been adopted by many firms for

ledger accounts, and, we arc told, is a great improve-

ment over the book ledger for posting, account making,

getting out balances, and following up overdue

accounts.

The Brush Electrical Engineering Company, Ltd., of

London and Loughborough.— "Bulletin .\"o. 3 ' is a

sixteen-page illustrated booklet of excellent design,

entitled "Trucks." The following types are fully

described and illustrated : Type .A—The Single Truck,

which, it is claimed combines all the improvements

which go to make an easy riding, perfect curving,

safe and economical truck. Type B—The Maximum
Traction Truck. This is of solid steel, is composed

of very few parts, and has a fixed radiating point,

swinging bolster and centre bearing. Type BB

—

Similar to Type B, but adapted to carry larger car

bodies and is of heavier construction throughout.

Type D—The Equal-Wheel Bogie Truck. Can be

made for either one or two motors, and where car

bodies can be built wide enough to permit the

radiation of the wheels between the sole bars, it is

considered the best type of truck to use. Type E

—

The Four-Wheeled Bogie Trail Truck. Designed for

high-class service and has fewer parts than any other

of its kind. Type F—The Heavy Service Motor Truck.

This is used on many of the elevated electric railways

in the U.S..A. , and we understand has also been

adopted by the Metropolitan District Railway of

London as their standard. It is built in three different

weights—for light railways, main line rolling stock,

and for heavy electric locomotives up to 150 tons. A
useful list giving prices and specifications of the

various types appears at the end of the book.

Holden and Brooke, Ltd., West Gorton, Manchester.—

List No. 43 is a neat little brochure of eighteen pages

and cover illustrating and describing water separators

or " steam dryers " for extracting water or grit from

either high-pressure or low-pressure steam. It in-

cludes a short treatise on " wet steam " and the troubles

resulting therefrom, with a necessarily interested but

most effective suggestion for their prevention—efficient

separators. List No. 46 is a similar pamphlet entitled

"Oil Separators," dealing principally with Brooke's

patent oil separator, which is designed for the ex-

traction of liquid and semi-liquid oil from exhaust

steam, and, it is claimed, is equally applicable and

effective under the conditions of either condensing or

non-condensing plants. List No. 47 is a twelve page

illustrated booklet dealing with Brooke's patent auto-

matic grease discharger or vacuum trap, being a

device tor discharging grease, oil, and condensation

water from pipes and chambers under vacuum, and, if

required, may be arranged to force its discharge toa con-

siderably higher level than itself. The auto-discharger is

simply connected to the separator by two pipes, and is in

working order immediately ; and it is claimed that

there is nothing in the construction of the apparatus

which can possibly get out of order. A four-page

leailet describes the " Sirius ' One-Movement Injector

(Pattern "S '') for feeding any class of boiler, and at

any pressure up to 300 lb. per square inch. Illustrations

of other patterns also appear.
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Miscellaneous

Incandescent Lamps

mm
OVER

TWENTY
YEARS-

EXPERIENCE

QUALITY
and

PRICE

RIGHT

SEND FOR PRICE LIST TO

The Brush Electrical ^ret^Road
Engineering Co Ld LONDON S E

(South End of Charing Cross Footbridge ^

HADFIELD'S oosSSe LAY-OUTS
OF EVERY SIZE AND DESCRIPTION

HADFIELD'S PATENT MANGANESE STEEL
IS THE E

TRAMWAY TRACK

IS THE BEST MATERIAL FOR

TRAMWAY POINTS & CROSSINGS

TRAMWAY WHEELS & AXLES

TIE-BARS, Etc., Etc.

HADFIELD'SsTs^^oGER^on^O' SHEFFIELD

49



fim^^iJrimiM Engines

John Fowler & Co.
(LEEDS) LIMITED

Electrical and General

Engineers. Steam Plough WorRs :

LEEDS.

Fowler's Road Lococnotive. Designed for all kinds of Steam
Haulage, and is also available for temporary belt driving.
Three sizes of this Engine are standardized, and employed
approximately for 20. 30, and 40 ton loads. A special heavy
Engine is also made equal to a load of 50 tons, and called
the " Lion " type. The Engine \\'as thus named by the
War Office Authorities, who employed a number of them
in the South African Campaign.

5°
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ALLIS-CHALMERS Co.
General Offices:—

CHICAGO, U.S.A.

SOLE BUILDERS OF-

Reynolds' Engines for Power Plants,

Rolling Mills, Biowring Engines, etc.

General European Headquarters :

SALISBURY HOUSE, FINSBURY CIRCUS. LONDON, E.C.

iW RITE FOR CATALOGUES.



Bmmwi f Engines

GALLOWAYS L^H^

MANCHESTER.

I High=Speed Engines. ouick delivery

? Compound and Triple Expansion.

\
SLOW=SPEED CORLISS ENGINES for Mill WorK.

5 Galloway Boilers. immediate delivery.

All Sizes and all Pressures.

WROUGHT STEEL SUPERHEATERS. ^^"^ ^"'"IhrMa^Ke'.'.
'""""" ""

Tclcurams : GALLOWAY, MANCHESTER. London Office : 17, PHILPOT LANE, E.C.

^€1

o
o
o
o
§

7i5555C5S5555555S5555555555S5555?SSs;^^^^*^
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o
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^pS^fl^BKIif Engines

HIGH =CLASS ^ ^

Electric Lighting g^ s^

Engines.

McLaren's 450 I.H.P. Triple Expansion
Surface Condensing Engine w ith Dynamo
for Driving Engineering Worhs.

Specifications and Quotations on application to

ALL SIZES FROM
200 to 3,500 H.P.

J, <s H. McLaren,
Midland Engine WorKs, LEEDS.



Miscellaneous

MACHINERY for

ECONOMIC HANDLING

OF MATERIALS.

DESIGNED AND BUILT BY

5-ton ELECTRIC TRAVELLING CANTILEVER CRANE.
F r Slockiim and I.r..Kliim Matiiial, Span: ^rs ll.

The Brown Hoisting Company.

London Office—

39, VICTORIA ST.. S.W.

Main Office and Works

CLEVELAND. OHIO, U.S.A.

New York Office—
26, CORTLANDT STREET.

W. R. RENSHAW ^ CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF LIMITED.

Railway Wagons, Railway Carriages. Railway Ironworh.

Railw^ay

Wheels 6
Axles

of every hind.

SPECIAL
ATTENTION
GIVEN TO

ROLLING
STOCK FOR
SHIPMENT.

Telegrams:
" Renshaws. Stoke-

on-Trent.'
"Opilicer, London,"

Telephones :

58 Potteries.
16 Avenue, London.

We have special

modern plant for

the quick produc

tion of . . .

All=Steel

High

Capacity

Wagons.

All-Steel Tcn-Tcn WaRon, for carrying Hot Billets, Pic Iron, &c.

Phoenix Works, STOKE ON TRENT.
London Office: 46, King William Street, E,C.



''^S^mMMlf Miscellaneous
%

40-ton ALL-STEEL SELF-EMPTYING BOGIE COAL WAGON
Under a test load of 100 TONS, composed

of 40 TONS of COAL and

60 TONS of PIC IRON.

TOTAL WEICHT ON

RAILS, 116 TONS 3.

^kMi

We guarantee

this Wagon

will dIschai'Re

40 TO|<S in

40 SECONDS.

CONSTRUCTED BY

THE LEEDS FORCE CO., LTD., LEEDS
Agents Messrs. TAITE & CARLTON. 63. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. LONDON, E.C.

THE THORNYCROFT STEAM
Mahers of all hinds of Steam Vehicles for

Commercial Purposes, Lorries, Vans, Drays,
Municipal Tipping Dust Vans C) Water Wagons.

Loads from 1 ton to 7 tons.

ALL HIGHEST AWAKDS SINCE 1898.

TWO MORE GOLD .MEDALS AT LIVERPOOL
TRIALS, 1901

AWARDED FIRST PRIZE (£500) IN" WAR OFFICE
CO.MPF.TITION OF MOTOR LORRIES.

London Office :

HOMEFIELD. CHISWICK, W,
Worhs :

BASINGSTOKE. HANTS.

For Gears, Bevels, Worm Wheels, Spirals,

or anything in the gear line, write to

THE BUFFOLINE NOISELESS GEAR Co.,

LEVENSHULME.

WHO ARE THE ENGLISH

GEAR SPECIALISTS.
i^



HAifiiDHilf Conveying: Machinery

GRAHAjVI, MORTON
Head Office and Works

& CO., LTD .

9 ENG.

We erect COMPLETE CONTRACTS of

Elevating A Conveying Plants
SCREENING PLANTS, CRUSHING PLANTS, COLLIERY PLANTS, Etc..

OF ANY MAGNITUDE.

TWO recent contracts executed by us amounted to £240m000.

LONDON OFFICE :

Lennox House, NorfoIR
Street, Strand, W.C.

GLASGOW OFFICE :

163, Hope Street,
Glasgow.

56

AUSTRALIAN ADDRESS:
Mutual Life Buildings,
Martin Place, Sydney, N.S.W.



Gas Generators

Send for Particulars.

^
PRODUCER CAS PLANTS
For Gas Engines.

For Furnaces.

Furnaces designed and built

for ail purposes.

W. F. MASON, LIMITED,
Engineers & Contractors,

MANCHESTER.
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stokers, &c.

9

IF YOU WANT THE MOST EFFICIENT

STOKER
Coking or Sprinkling Type

WRITE TO

MELDRUMS
TIMPERLEY,

1
NTEAR Manchester

For Lists and Testimonials.

London Office: 66, VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER.
<l|»)^/|^>^/^')^«)^>^>)^/^>l^/|V»p^/|^/|V^'}^'P^'^'4t')l^^r'P^'^')^'^«9^>|^<p^>V^<)^>^^<!)^

HEYWOOD & BRIDGE'S
Improved Patent

FRICTION CLUTCH
A Clutch for all Drives.)

General DnivE.

Hundreds of Repeat Orders.
Thousands Working.
Complete Clutch Installation our Speciality.

New Work, Go pages, Free.

DAVID BRIDGE 6 Co.,
Castleton Iron WorKs, ROCHDALE, LANCS.

London OHn- t : 35, urvKN \'Rlois-i-\ SluiKl, Kr

C3 o 5 CI

c
Tj n

5 5"

o- 2

J. BENNETT VON DER HEYDE, 6. Brown St., MANCHESTER

C5ir?L(l^^fe©rm ©if® a3KH.BV



^^iii¥^(MIDEOl| Destructors
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PAISLEY REFUSE DESTRUCTOR,

The above illustration shows that

"HORSFALL ' DESTRUCTORS are

erected in populous districts.

The HORSFALL DESTRUCTOR CO., Ltd.

LORD STREET WORKS.

Whitehall Road, LEEDS.
London Office

:

19, OLD QUEEN STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

Correspondence Invited.
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Bridges, &c.

The CLEVELAND BRIDGE & ENGINEERING G»
NEW HIGH LEVEL BRIDGE. NEWCASTLEON.TYNE.

LAOCEST EfllOOE CONTRACT SINCE FORTH SRIDCE

LiMITED,

DARLINGTON, ENGLAND.

Bridge Builders &
Contractors.

Annual output 15,000 tons.

CONTRACTORS FOR

The New Mish = Le\el Bridge over the Tyne

at Newcastle for the North = r"astern W\ . Co.,

carrying four Railroads, value half a million,

SPECIALISTS IN DEEP FOUNDATION WORK.

"VACUUM WASTE OIL FILTERS (Patent).

Prices from
Largely adopted by

37s. 6d

SAVE INITIAL OUTLAY IN A SHORT TIME.
til £21 e.nh. Willi liltcriiis c,ic.:itit;fs. v.uviim Innn 2 ;;,i]l' n^ per weeR 1 "

.~-ll'':'," P^"" day
and other ni.iLlHiury ui^c:s. hnaUiabU- l

•B' TYPE

in 2 i^.iii' 11^ per -ween ^" " ,^.nM ii> per uay. (In three types.)

Electric Lighting Stations, lull particulars on .ipplicalion—.llso of our

CA.^IME'XS.
Open.

P.'\TENT FILTER. w

V. = - C
= =— o

= x

= 3^5

O = E i

Si<0

VACUUM OIL COMPANY, LH Norfolh Street, LONDON. W.C.
6o



ImiMif Roofs, &c.

More durable than iron. Cheapest forall spans up lo 100 Feel,

D. ANDERSON 6 SON, Ltd.,

LAGAN FELT WORKS. BELFAST, and

FINSBURY PAVEMENT HOUSE, LONDON. E.C.

= Portable Building Co., Ltd.
Finsbury Pavimcnt House,

LONDON.

Buildings

for Home
and

FLEETWOOD.

;:^^^r^iMgjr!|e liiHI^

Export.
Military Quarters, Residences,

ftuns^alows, & Motel ftuiUlins^s,

Manchester Chambers,

MANCHESTER.

Portable,

Artistic, and

Comfortable

Dwellings.

SPECIAL DESIGNS FOR ALL CLIMATES.
Buildings Packed & Marked in Sections

for Easy Transport & Erection.

W^TTW^ri^-

DELIVERED FOB. LIVERPOOL, LONDON, or SOUTHAMPTON.

Estimates, Designs €> Catalogues Free.

South African Address:
P.O. BOX 175 JOHANNESBURG.



EadMDKll Iron and Steel

Famley Iron

ROLLING BARS

Farnley Bar Iron is used in

Mining f<^^r pit cages, suspending

gear, and other important parts,

and on all the leading Railways

in Great Britain, India, and the

Colonies, for shackles and other

vital parts subjected to repeated

shocks.

Farnley Iron will stretch cold

from Iv in. to 2| in. in a length

of G in before fracture, and is

safest for welding. ^^

Address: The Farnley Iron Co., Ltd., Leeds, England.

Support Home Industries.

Being
citizens of

the Empire an
founders of cert

industries we are gr

to know that WE do ex
not in vain, that our countr

buy from us, and, further, th

do so through the excellence o

have customers to=day who have '.

since the days of the found

THOMAS SMITH ^ SONS. "^Lpi^^Tla^

BIRMINGHAM.
ESTABLISHED 1848.



Iron and Steel

CONSETT IRON COMPANY L
WORK S AND OFFICES - CONSETT c Durham

Steel Plates & A.ngles
(Siemens Acid Process).

Tees, Bulbs, Zeds, Channels, Bulb Tees, and Angles,

ROUND. SQUARE AMD FLAT BARS.

STEEL CHEQUER PLATES
BESSEMER PIG IRON. Oval and Diamond Patterns,

WEEIiLY OUTPUT :

DW^
Steel Plates

Angles
2,500 Tons.

1,500

COAL OWNERS and Makers of

^ ^ FirebricKs, CoKe, 6c., for Blast Furnaces and Foundries.

Material of the HIGHEST QUALITY manufactured, such as is used by the British and Foreign Governments for

Shipbuilding and Engineering purposes.

6FncEscoN5ETT»"'^«'^MANDNEWCASTLE "^TYNE
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BmMm\ Iron and Steel

WALTER SCOTT, Ltd.,
LEEDS STEEL Telegrams:

,„, ^ ..

" Bessemer
WORKS . . .

Leeds."

LEEDS, ENGLAND.

Manufacturers oi . .

Rolled Steel

Joists,

Channels, etc.

Mild Steel Blooms, Billets.

Slabs, Tinbars, Rounds,

and Flats.

SpecialitV:

Tramrails.
Books of Sections and other information

oil application.

F. A. KEEP, JUXON & Co

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

TANKS
FOR

TRANSPORT
SERVICE.

MISCELLANEOUS

IRON-PLATE and

CONSTRUCTIONAL

IRONWORK.

rd Works.orwa
BARN STREET.

BIRMINGHAM.
NntionnI Tolophono : ;i"T:t.

TelegramB: "Structures, DirmlnKham."



fM^i^^M Iron and Steel

Styrlan Steel Works,

SHEFFIELD. SAM^ BUCKLEY, St. Pauls Square,

BIRMINGHAM. •

MANUFACTURER, ROLLER 6 FORGEMAN of every description of

CRUCIBLE CAST 6 MILD STEELS. J

Speciality : J

BOHLER STYRIAN STEEL. j

Contractor to H.M. Government, War Office, Admiralty, India Office, 6 Foreign Govts. J

EDGAR ALLEN & CO, L^d
TOOL STEEL, SAW & FILE MANUFACTURERS, & STEEL FOUNDERS.

SOLE MAKERS OF

AIR-HARDENING

w^—^^The EDGAR ALLEN

^R-ii
M^^^^0^^\ TRADE MARK GRANTED 1885

HIGH-SPEED TOOL STEEL AND TWIST DRILLS.

Allen's <^
CASTINGS & BAR 5 for TRAMWAY POINTS & CROSSINGS, DREDGER PINS & BUSHES, ORE CRUSHERS, &c.

Manganese Steel
CO F^ F=l E SF=0 N D E N C E IMVITED.

Imperial Steel Works, Tinsley, SHEFFIELD.

RICHARD DAVIES & SONS.
VICTORIA

BOLT AND NUT

WORKS,

BILBERRY.

ST.,

MANCHESTEI^.

Mmufictursrs of BOLTS. NUTS. WASHERS, RIVETS. TIE-RODS IN IRON OR STEEL. Also BEST BRIGHT FINISHED NUTS,

SET SCREWS, WASHERS, &;., FOR ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS. Telegram! : "HEXAGON, Manchester."



Iron and Steel

ON ADMIRALTY LIST. Telegrams: "CRANKS. LINCOLN."

FOR GRHNKS
& F0RG1NGS
©F EVERY
DESeRIPTIOX
WRITE TO

CLARKE'S
GRHNK &
FORGE e©.,
LTD., LIIVe©LN,
ENGLAND.

C/rankshafts andF orgings
ON ADMIRALTY, WAR OFFICE, 6c., LISTS.)

c
BENT CRANKS (Square or Round) FOR MARINE and OTHER PURPOSES.

.«»"«<

WOODHOUSE AND RlXSON,
SHEFFIELD.
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Drop
Forgings.

You should use them instead

of castings if you want
Strength, Lightness and Finish.

Inquiries solicited.

SMITH'S STMPING
WORKS, Ltd. Coventry

The Engineering and ShipbuildinR Stampers.



Tubes

Thomas Piqqott & Co., Ltd.,
ATLAS WORKS.

SPRING HILL,

BIRMINGHAM.

GAS. HYDRAULIC and

GENERAL ENGINEERS.

-ji -a ji

Gas Plants and Construc-
tional Ironwork of all

descriptions.

Columns Girders. Castings.

V/eldedand Rlvetted Steel
Pipes.

Stamped and Steel Angle
Flanges.

Steel Chimneys of all sizes
and designs.

Tanks in Steel or Cast Iron
(or Petroleum & Water.

Pans for Sugar. Cassada.
Ac. for all Markets.

J» ^ -3>

London Office:

14. Ct.SiJHOMAS APOSTLE

" Atlas, liirmingham."

" Intersection, London."

.4 /; C and A I Codes used.

Steel Lattice Girder Bridge, in one span of 115 feet 10 inches, 12 feet deep, and 13 feet wide, erected

over the River Temc' at I.udlow. and carrying Welded Steel Main 3 feet 6 inches diameter,

ior the Birmingliam Welsh Water Scheme.

THE WELDLESS STEEL TUBE Co.,
LIMITED.

ICKNIELD PORT ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

(Welcless.

Trade Mark.

The Original Mahers of

PATENT WELDLESS STEEL TUBES

ON ADMIRALTY LIST.

ESTABLISHED 1872.

For BOILERS
HYDRAULIC PRESSES
FERRULES
BORING RODS
BUSHES

SHAFTING
COUPLINGS 6
GENERAL
ENGINEERING
PURPOSES
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Mamesw

MANUFACTURERS OF

Weldless Steel
and

Iron

Tubes,
Steam Pipes, Hydraulic

Tubes, Boiler Tubes,

High Pressure . .

Steam Mains,

HOLLOW FORCINGS.
COLLARS. FERRULES.
BUSHES. LINERS.
COUPLINGS. AXLES.
PISTON RODS.

Etc., Etc..

Quoted for on . .

receipt of . . .

particulars.

Tubes
i . FOR • •

Super-heaters
A SPECIALITY.

Contractors to the War Office

and Admiralty.

Tubes Limited,
BIRMINGHAM.

Nat. Telephone No.: 2582. Telegrams: " Cylinders. Birmingham."
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Cables, &c.

Telegrams :
" FILATURE."

Telephone: 202. 228.

T^ St. Helens Cable Co,
LIMITED.

WARRINGTON.

Our Speciality, DIALITE.

A really waterproof cable.

Cheap, light and flexible.

No danger of corrosion.

We are also Manufacturers of

Vulcanized Rubber, paper, lead covered,

and dry core cables.

Flexible and cotton covered conductors,

and all kinds of mechanical rubber goods.

Tapes, ^c.

London Office: 32. VICTORIA STREET,

Westminster.
Telegrams: " FILATTERIO."
Telephone: 4270 GERRARD.



Miscellaneous

f»"SIROCCO
Centrifugal

SIROCCO" PANS FOB S.S. CELTIC."

31so "Sirocco" Propeller Fans, Furnace Fronts, Engines, etc

Fans
. . FOR .

VENTILATION

FORCED DRAUGHT
INDUCED DRAUGHT
HEATING,

COOLING.

DRYING.

REFRIGERATION-

DUST REMOVAL,
FORGE FIRES, etc etc.

r^ A -W r -• -T^ *^ ^"v-V T f y-^^'X T A J Illustrated and Descriptive PamphletsDAVIDSON 6 CO., Ltd., on Application ^ . ^ *

Branches: LONDON, MANCHESTER, GLASGOW. "SirOCCo" EnCinCerinC WorKs, BELFAST.
Also lorelgn branches.

\jix\j^^^\j & O »

8UDDEDT8CHE KABELWERKE A.-C, riannheim.
(SYSTEM BERTHOUD BORELJ GEItlVIANY.

Contractors to the Trapcrial ficrman Postal Authorities.

Silk-Covered

Copper Wires.
TELEPHONE CABLES.

With Paper and Air Insulation.

LEAD-COVERED CABLES
For all Tensions up to 40,000 volts.

m
The a

P Scotch & Irish Oxygen Co., Ltd.,
1 i ROSEHILL WORKS, GLASGOW.

Valves for Cas Bottles, Refrigerating Plant, etc.,

in Bronze, Steel, and Aluminium.

Reducing Valves, Keys, and all Fittings for Compressed Gases.
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Electrical Apparatus

-M-f

44
444
444
444
444
444
444

444444444444444
44444^4444444
4444444444444

444

MOTORS,
Open, Protected,

Enclosed.

BELT DRIVE OR

BACK GEAR.

444
444

444
444
444

444
444
444

444MATHER & PLATT, Ltd.,

^^^^^. . . . . . . SALFORD IRON WORKS,

tt444444tt44444 MANCHESTER.

J. HALDEN 6 Co.,
8, ALBERT SQUARE,

MANCHESTER.

Arc Lamp Duplex Radial

Photo Copying Frame
(SHAW AND HALDEN PATEXT).

Engineer's Electric Frame, very superior. Arc

Lamp and Lowering Gear, Printing from

Two Tracings 53 X 31 ', at one operation. . £42 10 o

Other sizes as per List post free on request.

ADVANTAGES OF DUPLEX RADIAL PHOTO-COPYING FRAME.

A.—Copyiiii* indoors at any time where Electric Current is available.

B.—Tile Frame wlien once mounted on ttie Pedestal remains there.

C.—Immunity from accident ensured by the Frame remaining on
the Pedestal,

D. The horizontal position (when placinj; in or taking out Tracings

and Copies) is the most convenient for Operators.

E.—Two full-size Tracings can be copied at one operation.

F.—The glass plates can be very easily cleaned when Frame is

horizonl.'il.

Also at London, Newcastle.on-Tyne, Birmingham, and Glasgow.

SOLE AGENTS in South Africa : EIDELBERG BROS. & CO., Pretorius St., Pretoria.

Copiea Two Tracings at One Operation. P.O. Box 232. Telegrams : "IBIS.'



X. ^ X T" "J\(t ' " ^ " -rVT- » TT =

;ilLa®MDlIil)f Electrical Apparatus j

GREENWOOD & BATLEY, Ltd., leeds
MAKERS OF EVliUV Dl-.SCUU'TIUX OF

ENGINEERS' GENERAL TOOLS and of SPECIAL TOOLS for War Material and a Great Variety

of Purposes.

De Laval Patent

Steam Turbine

Dynamos,

Turbine Motors,

Pumps and Fans.

Dynamos and

Motors,

Complete

Electrical

Installations.

No. 6352. 200 B.H.P. Electric Motor, 420 volts. 400 revolutions.

FOR ANY SIZE OR TYPE OF

U R B I N
OR PELTON WHEEL

Apply to:

G. GILKES 6c CO., LTD.
KENOAU.

"GUNTHER"

TURBINES
WITH VERTICAL OR
HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.

SPECIAL
HIGH PRESSURE

TUI;BINES & ACCURATE

HYDRAULIC GOVERNORS

for Electric Plants.

PELTON WHEELS.

" W. Gunther & Sons,

Central Works,

OLDHAM, ENGLAND.

TURNER DIRECT-
CURRENT MULTIPOLAR MOTORS.

In 3 Types, DP (Dust Proof)

HIGH^CLASS
Design
Workmanship
Material.

MP
4 to 50
B.H.P.

(Protected)

OP (Open)

Send for Revised and

Reduced Prices to TURNER, ATHERTON & CO., Ltd.,
DENTON,
MANCHESTER.



Electrical Apparatus

AllgemeJneElektrJcitats-Gesellschaft7
BERLIN

Capital fully paid up: 60 000 000 Marks.

Machine-, Apparatus-, Cable-
and Incandescent Lamp-Works

A. E. G.-Threephase-Electroniotor for Loom-Driving.

Continuous Current ^ Threephase Current

Electric Lighting f'lants. Electric Transmission of Power.

Electric Railways and Tramways. Electric Central Stations.

Electro-chemical Plants.

Agencies throughout the World

Yearly Output 12 000 Dynamos and Motors equal to 170 000 000 Watts

10 000 000 Incandescent Lamps.
XI 30

Awarded at the Paris Exhibition 1900: 6 Grands Prix.

::)
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.(S^ECHE'JI'
Electrical Apparatus

T. HARDING CHURTON & CO.,

DIRECT
CURRENT
and

POLYPHASE.

Either Open or

Enclosed.

ATLAS WORKS

Ingram St..

LEEDS.

AsK for New
Price Lists.

KM. Tyie Generator.

GENERATORS & MOTORS.
Direct=Coupled Generators.Teli.'t;r.»rii^ i

MACyET. LEEDS"

Telephone t

;; CENTRA!-.

tt

P.D.M.
PHGENIX DYNAMO
MANUFACTURING CO.,

BRADFORD.

50 Kilowatt Three Bearing Generator, 500 revs.
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Electrical Apparatus

lO
^^TON & COM^^

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

•FORD & lO^

>0

O^
TELEGRAMS

"CROMPTON CHELMSFORD.
TELEPHONE

CHELMSFORD No 2.

ONE OF THIRTY ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES
SUPPLIED BY CROMPTON &. COMPANY, LIMITED,

TO THE CITY &. SOUTH LONDON RAILWAY.

MANUFACTURERS OF

TRACTION GENERATORS AND MOTORS
FOR RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY SERVICES.

LONDON OFFICE:

SALISBURY HOUSE, LONDON WALL E.G.
(88)
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mmiY Electric Cranes, &c.

Electric Cranes.
If you require a Crane, you want the best.

It is possible to pay a low price and yet have a dear Crane.

Our object is to give entire satisfaction, because we wish to do

more business as the years go by.

We make Overhead Electric Cranes up to 100 tons capacity.

Any advice or information that we can give is yours for the asking.

We invite your inquiries.

THOMAS BROADBENT 6 SONS,
HUDDERSFIELD.

Limited.

(( STANDARD >»

EXHAUSTERS,
BLOWERS.
FANS.

Write for Prices and Particulars to

THE STANDARD ENGINEERING CO , LTD.
LEICESTER.



(C^l

(^RZim)! Cranes

JOSEPH BOOTH & BBl

40.ton Steam Goliath Crane at the new L. 6 N. W. Railway Goods Yard. Sheffield.

And also supplied to Midland, Lancashire <S Yorkshire, and Great Western Rys., 6c.

LTD.,

RODLEY,

For

Lifting

Machinery,

Cranes, Winding Engines,

Overhead Travellers of

Every Description, Driven

by Steam, Electricity, or

Hydraulic Power,

London Agents :

A. E. W, QWYN, Ltd.,

75a, Queen Vrctoria St., B.C.

Telephone:

20 STANSINOLEY.

Telegrams ;

•CRANES, RODLEV."
•ASUNDER. LONDON.' As supplied to Crown Aftents for the Colonies and Government Departments.
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^(S^DKII Brass Foundry

Hunt and

MittOD,
MAKERS OF

G M. 1

No. 106. B Type.

HIGH-CLASS

FITTINGS ONLY
for Engines and Boilers. ^=^^^^=

Engineers' Brass Finishers.

CROWN BRASS WORKS,

OOZELLS STREET NORTH,

BIRMINGHAM.

P.itent •• End Sight •' Oil Uistnhuling Box

Xo 8Si.

Telegrams ; ,

Birmingham." '^

Telephone

;

394-

Frictionl>;^> Cppci i;.\p..asiL>ii Bu.\ tD

take up Kxpansion of Pifes.

Mitton's P.itent Centrifugal
Crank Pin Oiler. - •

X,.. 3S1.

0;1 Gauge lildica'.or lor ^<)llti

Bearings.

Xo. 84.J.

Steam Cylinder Lubricitors.

Xo. 863. Mitton's Patent Lens Face Pressure Gauge.
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Valves

STEAM STOP VALVES
Our NEW CATALOGUE V22 is a book

of solid vortli. It contains many hints

on the arrani;cment and treatment of

Steam Piping and Valves—just like a

text = book written by practical people.

Each style of valve has its fully dimen =

sioned dravingand a photograph to show
what it looks like. I here are 600 of

these, all new. Then weights and prices

are given for over 1,000 sizes and st\ les

of valves, e.vtras are nained for de\ia =

tions from standard— in fact, it contains

every necessary particular.

It is got up in the best style, 160 pages,

handsomely bound, and almost worthy

of the valves it describes.

Now we make over 2,000 tons of these

valves annually—keep our shops running

night and dav ; but we intend to double

this to fill our new works, and so get out

this new book.

It will be ready in a few days—at least

5,000 copies will—and we wish it to be

in the hands of every Steam Engineer.

Send us a postcarcl and we vill put

vour name down tor a copy.

ALLEY aMacLELLAN,
LIMITED,

Engineers. Polltiadie, GLASGOW.
No



(̂ MWm Boilers, &c.

ROVLES limited • iRlAM • MANeHESfER

COCHRAN BOILERS
PATENT VERTICAL MULTITUBULAR

*



'^^^l^M
?M>

Boilers, &c.

Engineers and
Manufacturers ofBABCOCK & WILCOX Ltd.,

; Patent Water=Tube Steam Boilers.
OVER 4,000,000 H.P. IN USE IN ALL INDUSTRIES.

The only \V.ni;r-Tube Boiler which jiaineJ the GRAND PRIX
(Hii^hcst Awiirdf at the Paris International Exhibition, 190U.

Complete Installations of Steam

Piping and Boiler House Plants.

ALSO

WATER-TUBE MARINE BOILERS.

£'sr/.l/.4reS AND PLAXS ON APPLICATION.

BABLOCK i>c WiLLUX Boiler. FillhD WUH bUI'EKHEAlEU.

Head Offices —

LONDON: Oriel House, Farringdon St.,

E.C. ; and Branches.

A valuable treatise on " Steam " and " Ac-
cessories '" Catalogue free on application,

to Engineers and Steam Users.
WORKS: RENFREW, Scotland.

HerbertWPerimL"

fipoDCATES^v/oi^KS

BiRmiNCIiA'A.

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS

"floodgate" BIRMINGHAM.

TELEPHONE N? 373.

STOCK 250.000 CROSS



Boilers

THE STIRLING COMPANY

OF U.S.A.
The Original Manufacturers of the

STIRLING
BOILERWATERTUBE

SAFETY

THE MOST ECONOMICAL BOILER ON THE MARKET.

ADAPTED for ANY KIND of FUEL, and for

either HAND or MECHANICAL STOKING.

Specially suitable for Firing by Oas
from Blast Furnaces or Producers, or

forulilisingWaste Heatfrom Heating

Furnaces. Upwaidsof 1,500,000 H. P.

of our Boilers in operation.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR COMPLETE BOILER-HOUSE

BRITISH BRANCH

EQUIPMENTS,

53, Deansgate Arcade, Manchester
TELEPHONE 3098 Telegrams: TUBULOUS, MANCHESTER.

THE MORRIN PATENT

'CLIMAXWATERTDBEBOILER
600,000 H.P. in use.

Made in all sizes
up to 1,500 H.P.

Suitable for all Steam-raising

purposes, and all conditi'>ns

of working.

Best disposed Heating Sur-

face for utilisation of

furnace gases.

Best water-circulatingsysten;

and steam superlieating

system obtainable.

Tubes all one size, and ex-

panded into one drum only.

Economical in floor space.

Economical in working,
whether fired by hand or

mechanically.

LEEDS CITY BOILER WORKS
iEstabllshed 1862.

1

a a OH ADMIRALTY LIST, a a

MAKP.RS OF High-Class

Also Coal, Coke, and Ash

Conveying Plants, Water
Softeners, and Purifiers,

Steel Chimneys, n-c.

B.ymNB8iio.,
LTD..

Climax Boiler Ulorks,

REDDISH, near

MANCHESTER

London Office: 47, VICTORIA ST„ WESTMINSTER.

BOILERS
To stand any test or

pass any inspection.

MADE HV THE

LATEST IMPROVED
MACHINERY.

* ^

.Most

Modern and

Complete

Plant in

\'orkshire.

87

VERTICAL BOILERS
Always ia Stock and la Progreis-

SPECIALITY.— Boilers titled with Deigliton's Patent Corrugated

FiLiLs iii\e 20 per cent, increased heating surface over ordinary flues.

Contractors for Roofs and all kinds of Structural Iron and
Steel Work.
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fm^^Hmi^ Pumps, &c.

TAIMGVES
STEAM PUMPS

FOR ALL DUTIES.

14 V 8 X 12 in. "Special" Pump.

"SRECIAL" DURLEX
RLY-\A/HE:E1_, &CC.,

ALSO

Centrifugal Pumps, Treble - Ram Pumps, etc.

Electrically Driven Pumps
A SPECIALTY.

VH Jt |k| ^%%#^^^k CORNWALL WORKS,

I ANVaYbO Birmingham
ERANnup^ AT LIMITED ^7BRANCHES AT

II

II

London, Newcastle, Manchester, Glasgow, Cardiff, Rotterdam, Bilbao, Johannesburg.

i!i

S. HOWES Co
Hydraulic and Mining Engineers,

, Mark Lane, LONDON,
And "Eureka" Works, NEW VOBK. ENGLAND.

" LITTLE GIANT " TURBINES
HORIZONTAL

AND VERTICAL.

...ssaL^ JL "HOWES "CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
adc in 12 sizes to suit air capacities.

M\
Water Motors and Pelton

Fans.

"Eureka" Grain, Seed, and

Rice Cleaning, Grading,

and Hulling Machines.

Portable and Stationary

Forges. Cranes fcr all

purposes.

V
II

II

II



,©^MIJf Pumps

LIGHT ON AN OLD SUBJECT

WE MAKE

PUMPS
Of every description

and size, for all

If you need one. or think you do. send to

us for our new catalogue, just published,

which wc will forward you free of charge.

The . .

duties and services.

Blake & Knowlcs Steam Pump Works,
179, Queen Victoria Street, London. E.C.
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jhrniAum Card Systems

HOW THE

Card System may be Applied.
APPLICATION NO. 2. A RECORD OF PATTERNS AND DRAWINGS.

The following diagrams sliow liow a record may be l<ept on cards, of all patterns and
drawings. By filing the latter in numerical order and using the cards as an alphabetical

index it is possible to turn up at a moment's notice any particular pattern or drawing

wliich may be required.

jyrn/tng' ^01^

J)ratii McacL

INDEX TO PATTERNS
AND DRAWINGS.

This card is used by n large railroad company,

and illustrates the form of card suitable for use

where a number of patterns and drawings are to

lie indexed on one card. The patterns and

drawings themselves are filed according to numbers

and series letters in appropriately laliclled drawers,

.iiid the cards show at a glance just where any

desired one may be found. Space is also provided

for the class to which the pattern belongs, its

number and shop-mark, date when made and

when altered, and lastly, the material and weight

of the part itself.



fMDKEJj' Card Systems

Md^es
STOPPED.

L05T ORDEK5,

UNREMUNER3TIVE E5TIM3TE5,

EXCESSIVE EAPEN5E5,

WASTED TIME and BUSirSESS LEAKAGES, which

often explain the difference between

PKOEIT and LOSS, can be obviated by using

L.e. CARD SYSTEM.

Library Bureau Ltd.,
10, Bloomsbury Street,

LONDON, W.C.
Branches

:

12, Exchange Street, MANCHESTER.
58, The City Arcades, BIRMINGHAM.
Union Buildings, St. John St., NEWCASTLE=ON=TYNE.
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^pA®SM»i Office Appliances

THE VERTICAL LETTER FILING SYSTEM

Is an outcome of the Card Sj'stem, and has

similar economical advantages. It provides a

definite place for each correspondent's letters,

or for papers on any specific subject. Letters

are filed methodically and accurately, and can

be found instantly when required.

Send for

\rjniC3L 5/5TEM CAT3LOOUE, SECTION '

If you arc interested in Card System Methods, send for

LAUD 5/5rEM CATALOOUE, SEC I lOFS " D."

E."

LIBRARY SUPPLY Co.,
Bridge House, 181, Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, E.C.

Cabinet and Joinery Works—\Valthamstowr, Essex.



Business Systems

WE CAN
jy^ \ SAVE YOU

WHAT IyI
YOU

WANT.

ONEY.

M

( " Dade " Perpetual Systems

FOR ACCOUNT KEEPING.

Vertical Filing for Correspondence.

Card Index Costing Systems,

\
Office Equipments.

THE TRADING & MANUFACTURING CO.,

Branch Offices:

MANCHESTER :

Northern Assurance Buildings,
Albert Square.

LEEDS
Standard Buildings.
City Square.

lysineas Systems £]xf>ei?t£»,

TEMPLE BAR HOUSE,

FLEET STREET,

LONDON, E.G.
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?M>

iiS^DliaElf Time Recorders

COST=KEEPING.

This Side Out.
OOST CARD.

0'4tf No

For Full Particulars, write—

International Time Recording Co.,

171, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.G.,

And 19. Waterloo Street, GLASGOW.
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Office Appliances

The Latest

Development

in . . .

Letter-Filing

Appliances.

OUR
BUILDINGUP
CABINETS
Are Indispensable for the

VERTICAL FILING of all

The Cabinets grow with

your Business.

CORRESPONDENCE,
INVOICES,

CATALOGUES, etc.

They are of British Manufacture

throughout.

Full Particulars on application to

The LYLE COMPANY,
LTD..

Cai-C* Svetcni c'i Office lErpcrts,

Harrison St., Gray's Inn Road,

LONDON, IV.C.

Branch Office :

94, Market Street, MANCHESTER.
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Miscellaneous

THE NEW OFFICE TYPEWRITING PAPER !!!
iMAUi: IN ENGLAND.)

Every Sheet bears this Watermark,

ii

\gm@iR® ©@K]©'
Manufactured in

WHITE and FIVE TINTED
SHADES.

Sole Manufacturer-; and Proprietors :

LEPARD & SMITHS, Ltd.,

29. King Street, Covent Garden.

LONDON. W.C.

Instruct your Stationer or Printer to supply this paper only,

or if unable to obtain, write direct to us and we will gladly

send specimens and the name of the nearest Stationer
who can supply you.

If you want to increase your export business to

DENMARK, NORWAY, & SWEDEN,
ADVERTISE IN

"ELEKTROTEKNISK TIDSSKRIFT"
(STEAM AND ELECTRICITY).

#/ has a larger sale circulation in these . .

countries than any other engineering paper.

M^iciiincry H.ill, Ilelsingboru ExposiUon, ujo},

HeliinKborg, Sweden.

Specimen copy free on application to

C!.i..p liMi.iiii A.Ut-..
Ki. per word. Issued
on the 1st, loth, .Ttici

THE

Elektroteknisk Tidsskhft
PUBLISHING CO..

COPENHAGEN. N. DENMARK.

WAYGOOD
Electric

Hydraulic

Belt Driven
Hand Power

n

LIFTS.

CRANES.

Estimates Free.

.R r—

J

''"-
"^.T

Im^^.

Falmouth Rd.. LONDON. S.E.
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[jii!mM.mi\f Miscellaneous v:i7

t Watch your Work! Don t Trust to Chance. *5

THE

2*

OLIVER
TYPEWRITER

WRITES IN SIGHT
And your work is always before you.

A Time Saver! A Business Builder!

The STANDARD VISIBLE WRITER
I seJ by leading bnglneerinc Firms, inciudinjf

LLOvn & LI.OVD. Ltd.; Babcock K Wilcox. Ud. : SiLKitvAxr KM.iNEtuixi. Ci..

;

JASIES KEITH vV BLACKMAX. Ud. : VICKEKS, SOXS it MAXIM. Lid. : MEKRV-
WEATHEK & SOVS. Ltd. : MELDRIM BROTHERS. Ltd. ; EUISOX \ SWAX UXITED,

Ltd.; JoHxsox & Phillii>s: John Dewraxce & Co.: British Westixgholse
Co., Ltd.; MARSHA1.I-. Soxs & Co.

^»

I Is not this good
testimony ?

Sexd for Catalogie—

t Oliver Typewriter Company, Ltd.,

II 75. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. LONDON, E.G.

%. ,A »« .« »« «< »» «. ^»* ^' J' jt y' ^' Jit ^^ ^' y' J' J' ^' J' J'J'J'J'Ji,J',J\.Jt,J\.J\.J'^^'-.-!\-J'-^J'--^-^i--ii'-ir^-iriririr^.
v»-'V."'»j'*»"'%r»«'»»"' »»"%»**.—vr*»'"Vr'VC"V«'%»"'*r*r^r*»''»v'*r^»'V»*r .r »r »r ^r »r »» « »» »» »» »« »» »» »» •> « »« »» '»

WEEKLY. ILLUSTRATED. PRICE 6d.

THE SHIPPING WORLD
\^'rlt[en hv Experts. Iaustralsd by Artists.

Crown 8vo. cloth (over 1,200 pages).

Price. United Kingdom, 5s.. Foreign Countries. 6s..

Post Free.

SEVENTEENTH YEARLY EDITION.

.AN.VLAL SLBSCKIPTION. IMTEI) KINGDOM 2U.

OTHER COLNTRHiS 28s

Contains the best and most Informing illustrated

literature regardrng

Na val Architecture.

Marine Entfineering.

Commercial & Shipping

Questions of the Day.

THE SHIPPING WORLD, Ltd.,

Effingham Hou.-;e. .Arundel St., Strand,

LONDON, W.C.

THE SHIPPING WORLD

YEAR-BOOK
Edited by MAJOR KVAN ROWLAND JOXKS.

lon I aimm;

The Tariffs of all Nations ;

A Port Directory of the World :

A Digest of Merchant Shipping Acts.

&c., &c.

To be obtained at THE SHIPPING WORLD
Ort-cc-. and from rill Xewsasent-
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Printing

Sf 2/ou lOanf to

make an t^mpreddion

We Have
THE TYPE.
THE TOOLS,
THE MEN.

For Smart Catalogues.

SOUTHWOOD, SMITH 'o" Co., Ltd.,

artistic printers,

Plough Court, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.



Telegrams
TELOTYPE, LONDON.'

Telephone No. :

976 BANK
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V FlEMlNGBiRKBYlCoODAllti'
Wesf Grove Mill,HALIFAX

\

I ELCGKAPHic Address: "FLEMING.
TEuePHONE No. 48 Halifax.

B
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L
T
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N
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HALIFAX.
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TMK

DRUM"
PUMP.

JOH/VSOWS PATENTS.

WriU-Jor Catillo^uc (\;

Section of "Drum " Pump.

POSITIVE ACTION
NO VALVES.

HIGH EFFICIENCY.

drum"
engineering co.,

27, Charles St..

BRADFORD.

British Steam Specialties, Ltd,
LEICESTER, & 73, FARRINCDON RD., LONDON,

E.C.

No. 1. Standard
Globe Valve.

[ \\ nn. 1 I'll. I^ii'. 2111.

il- 51, ... n/'i 1''

No. 2. Renewable
Disc Globe Valve.

jin. iin. l^in. i^iii. 2tii.

5/6 -/- 10/- r.i/- 20/-

No. 12. Standard
Fullway Gate Valve.
liii. hn. lliii. i.Jiii. 2111.

4/ ''/- s; !/- '•/

LIBERAL DISCOUNT.VALVES
ALL

TYPES.

WATSON & SONS'
Microscopes for Metallurgy.

THE MICROSCOPE
IS AN ABSOLUTE
ESSENTIAL IN EVERY
STEEL WORKS
LABORATORY.

\\Vm:iki.Thr«e Models.
ot which the "WciKKs '

instrument, .is lijiured.

cnibi idles :ill th.it liasbien
devised for Metallurj^ical

u 01 k.

WE HAVE EQUIPPED
MANY OF THE
LEADING FIRMS
AND SHALL BE
PLEASED TO
OFFER SUGGES.
TIONSe ADVICE.

Send for Microscopic Cal.ilo.cue fl50 p.igcs) .ind pnrticul:irs lo

W. WATSON d SONS,
313, High Holborn. London, W.C.

I-Ni \r.i isiii I'



WhyThrow
Away . . .

COALinlu toLu° o of

WASTE
HEAT
—up the Chimney ?

IT CAN BE SAVED by the adoption of

OOrvnicHT

GREENS ECONOMISER.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE from
Inventors and Patentees-

Can be applied to every
kind of Steam Plant.

E. GREEN & SON, Ltd.,

Wakefield.
Telegrams: "ECONOMISER."

Also at LONDON. MANCHESTER,
and GLASGOW.



The INDIA RUBBER, GUTTA PERCHA & TELEGRAPH WORKS
Co., Ltd.,

Offices :

106, Cannon St.,

LONDON, EX.

Works

:

SILVERTOWN,

LONDON, E.

The POWER BAS CORPORATION
LTD.,

39, VICTORIA STREET. LONDON, S.W.. and STOCKTON-ON-TEES.

Producer=Qas Specialists,

And MANUFACTURERS of

PRODUCER-GAS PLANT for POWER & HEATING,

WITH OR WITHOUT AMMONIA RECOVERY

«»"£« MOND, DUFF *•"> TALBOT f^^s

Piliited for the Ptoprictors by SOUTtiwnoD. Smith & Co., Limited, Plough Court, Fetter Lane, London, E.C., and Published at

Clun House. Surrey Street. Strand. London. W.C.


